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Chriſtian Reader,

* shall in a few words acquaint thee

I with the Reaſons that obtained my

conſent to the publiſhing of the en

ſhing Diſcourſe. The conſideration of the

preſent state and condition of the Gene

rality of Profeſſors, the viſible Evidences

of the Frame of their Hearts and#.

zmanifeſting a great Diſability of dealing

with the Temptations, wherewith from

the Peace they have in the World, and

the Diviſions that they have among them

ſelves, they are encompaſſed, holds the

chief place amongſt them. This Iam aſh

red is of ſo great importance, that if

hereby I only occaſion others to preſ; more

effectually on the conſciences of men, the

work of conſidering their Wayes, and to

gize more clear Direáion for the com

paſſing of the End propoſed, I ſhall well

eſteem of my Lot in this undertaking.

This was ſeconded by an obſervation of

A 3 ſome



To the Reader.

-

ſome mens dangerous Miſtakes, who of

late dayer have taken upon them to give

Direáions for the Mortification of Sin,

who being unacquainted with the Myſtery

of the Goſpel, and the Efficacy of the Death

of Chriſt, have anew impoſed the Toke of

a ſelf-wrought-out Mortification on the

Necks of their Diſciples, which neither

they mor their Forefathers were ever able.

to bear. A Mortification they cry up and

preſs, ſuitable to that of the Goſpel neither

in reſpeš of Nature, Subječ, Cauſes,

Means, nor Efféâs ; which conſtantly pro

duces the deplorable Iſſues of Superffition,

§ and Anxiety of conſci

ence, in them who take up the burthen

which is ſo bound for them.” ". . . . . . .

- What is here propoſed in weakneſ, I

humbly hope will anſwer the Spirit and

Letter of the Goſpel, with the Experiences

of them who know what it is to wilk with

God according to the Temour of the Cove

mant of Grace. So that if not this, yet

certainly ſomething of this kind, is very

neceſſary at this ſeaſon, for the promotion

and furtherance of this work of Goſpel

Morfi



- To the Reader.

t

Mortification in the Hearts of Believer,

and their Direáion in Paths ſafe, and

wherein they may find Reſt to their Souls.

Something I have to adde, as to what in

particular relates unto my ſelf. Having

preached on this ſubječ, unto ſome com

fortable ſucceſ, through the Grace of him

that adminiſtred ſeed to the Sower, I was

preſſed by ſundry perſons, in whoſe hearts

are the Wayes of God, thus to publiſh what

I had delivered, with ſuch Additions and

Alterations as I ſhould judge meceſſary.

2nder the inducement of their Deſires, 1

called to remembrance the Debt wherein

I have now for ſome Tears ſtood engaged

unto ſandry Noble and worthy chriftian

Friends, as to a Treatiſe of Communion

with God, ſome while ſince promiſed to

them 5 and thereon apprehended, that if I

cºuld nothereby compound for ...a...a

the greater Debt, yet 1 might. #.º.

poſſibly tender them this 5iſ ..."...”.

courſe of Variance with them - Pºthº.

ſelves, as Intereſt for their forbearance

of that of Peace and Communion with

God... itſdes, I conſidered that I had
. . * : - been



To the Reader.

been providentially engaged in the put

lick Debate of ſundry controverſies in

Religion, which might ſeem to claim

fomething in another kind of more Ge

meral Oſe, as a Fruit of Choice, not Ne

ceſſity:. On theſe and the like accounts, is

this ſhort Diſcourſe brought forth to pub

lick view, and now preſented unto thee.

I hope I may own in ſincerity, that my

hearts deſire unto God, and the chief De

ſign of my Life in the ſtation wherein the

good Providence of God hath placed me,

are, that Mortification and univerſal Ho

lineſ, may be promoted in my own and

in the Hearts and Wayes of others, to the

Glory of God, that ſo the Goſpel of our

Lord and saviour jeſus Chriſt may be

adorned in all things; for the compaſſing

of which End, if this little Diſcourſe (of

the publiſhing whereof this is the ſumme

of the account I ſhall give) may in aey

thing be uſefull to the leaſt of the Saintº

it will beiooked on as a Return of the weak

Prayers wherewith it is attended by its un

* :- - - -
* . - - - - º

--

* --

º, ‘2 - e

> *

worthy Author, . •º
* -

* . . . . .
--

\ .
-- .

OWEN.



CHA P. I.

The Foundation of the whole enſuing biſcourſe
laid in Rom. 8, 13. The words of the Apoſtle

opened. The certain connexion between true

AMortification and Salvation. Mortification

the work of Believers. The Spirit the princi

pal efficient Cauſe of it. What meant by the

[Body] in the words of the Apoſtle. What by

the [Deeds of the Body..] Life in what ſence

promiſed to this Duty. . . . .

º

• *

Hat what I have of Direğion to con

tribute to the carrying on of the

work of Mortification in Believers,

may receive order and perſpicuity, I ſhall lay

the foundation of it in thoſe words of the

Apoſtle, Rom. 8. 13. If ye by the Spirit do

mortifie the deeds of the fleſh, ye ſhall live; and

reduce the whole to an Improvement of the

great Evangelical Truth and Myſtery contain

ed in them.
-

-

The Apoſtle having made a Recapitulation

of his Dočtrine of juſtification by Faith, and

the bleſſed Eſtate and condition of them who

B gfc.



2 The Mortification

ãre made by Grace partakers thereof, verſ. 1,

2, 3, of this Chapter, proceeds to improve

it, to the Holineſs and Conſolation of Believ

CIS. . . - -

Among his Arguments and Motives unto

Holineſ, the Verſe mentioned containeth one,

from the contrary Events and Effects of Ho

lineſs and Sun. If ye live after the fleſh, ye

fºall-dye. What it is to live after the fleſh, and

what it is to dye, that being not my preſent

aym, and buſineſs, I ſhall no otherwiſe ex

plain, than as they will fall in with the fence

of the later words of the verſe, as before pro

poſed. " º . . . . . . . . . .”

in the words, peculiarly deſigned for the

Foundation of the enſuing Diſcourſe, there is

1. A Duty preſcribed; Aſortifte the deeds

of the body. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. The Perſons are denoted to whom it is

preſcribed; re; if re Aſortific. . º

3. There is in them a Promiſe annexed to

that Duty, Te ſhall Live. - -

4. The Cauſe or Means of the Performance

of this Duty,the Spirit; If ye through the Spi

rit." . . . . . . .

5, The Conditionality of the whole Propo

ſition, wherein Duty, Means, and Promiſe, are

contained, If ye, &c. . . . . . . . . .

. The #4. occurring in the words, as

they lye in the entire Propºſition, is the condi

- - tional- *

-



of Sin in Felievers. 3

tional Note; ei 3, but if. Conditionals in ſuch

Propoſitions may denote two things. . . .

1. The uncertainty of the Event, or thing

promiſed in reſpect of them to whom the duty

is preſcribed. And this takes place where the

condition is abſolutely neceſſary unto the Iſlue,

and depends not its ſelf on any determinate

Cauſe, known to him to whom 'tis preſcribed.

So we ſay, If we live we will do ſuch a thing.

This cannot be the Intendment of the cond

tional Expreſſion in this place. Of the Perſons

to whom theſe words are ſpoken, it is ſaid

verſ. I. of the ſame Chapter, there is no con

demnation to them. -

2. The Certainty of the coherence and Con

nexion that is between the things ſpoken of.

As we ſay to a ſick man, Ifyou will take ſuch

a potion, or uſe ſuch a remedy, you will be

well. The thing we ſolely intend to expreſs, is

the certainty of the Connexion that is between

the potion or remedy, and health. And this is

the uſe of it here. The certain Connexion that

is between the mortifying of the deeds of the

Body, and living, is intimated in this condi

tional particle.

Now the connexion and coherence of things .

being manifold, as of Cauſe and Effect, of

Way and Aſeans, and the End; this between

A ſortification, and Life, is not of Cauſe and

.Effect properly and ſtrićtly, fºr Eternal Life
B 2. 45



4. The Mortification

is the gift of God through jeſus Chriſt, Rom.

6. 23. But of AMeans and End: God hath ap

pointed this Means, for the attaining that

End, which he hath freely promiſed. Means

though neceſſary have a fair ſubordination to

an End of free Promiſe. A Gift, and a procu

ring Cauſe in him to whom it is given, are

inconſiſtent. The intendment then of this Pro

poſition as conditional, is, That there is a cer

tain infallible connexion and coherence between

true AMortification and Eternal Life: if you

uſe this Means, you ſhall obtain that End:

If you do mortifie, you ſhall live. And herein

lyes the main motive unto, and Enforcement

of the Duty preſcribed.

2. The next thing we meet withall in the

words, is the perſons to whom this Duty is

preſcribed; and that is expreſſed in the word

Te, in the Original included in the Verb

Saraſºta, if ye mortifie: that is, ye Believers;

ye to whom there is no Condemnation, verſ. 1.

ye that are not in the Fleſh, but in the Spirit;

verſ. 5. who are quickened by the Spirit of

Chriſt, verſ. Io. 1 1. to you is this Duty preſcri

bed. The prefing of this Duty immediately on

any other, is a notable Fruit of that Superſti

tion and ſelf-Righteouſneſs that the world is full

of ; the great work and deſign of devout men,

ignorant of the Goſpel, Rom. Io.3.4. joh. 15.5.

Now this deſcription of the Perſons, in con

- junčtion



of sin in Believers. 5

junčtion with the preſcription of the duty, is the

main Foundation of the enſuing Diſcourſe, as

it lyes in this Theſis or Propoſition. \ .

The choiſeſt Believers, who are aſſuredly freed

from the condemning power of ſºn, ought yet to

make it their buſineſ; all their dayes, to mortifie

the indwelling power of ſin.

3. The principal efficient Cauſe of the

performance of this Duty, is the Spirit - e. 5

Trévaal, if by the Spirit. The Spirit here, is

the Spirit mentioned verſ. 11. the Spirit of

Chriſt, the Spirit of God, that dwells in us,

verſ. 9. that quickens us, verſ. 1 1. the Holy

Ghoſt, verſ. 14, the Spirit of Adoption, verſ. 15.

the Spirit that maketh Interceſſion for us, verſ.

26. All other wayes of Mortification are vain,

all helps leave us helpleſ, it muſt be done by

the Spirit. Men, as the Apoſtle intimates,

Rom. 9.30, 31, 32. may attempt this work on

other Principles, by Means and Advantages

adminiſtred on other accounts, as they always

have done, and do ; but (ſaith he) this is the

work of the Spirit, by him alone is it to be

wrought, and by no other power is it to be

brought about. Mortification from a ſelf.

ſtrength, carried on by wayes of ſelf-invention,

unto the End of a ſelf-Righteouſneſs, is the

Soul and ſubſtance of all falſe Religion in the

world: And this is a ſecond Principle of my

enſuing Diſcourſe. -

B 3 4. The



6 The Mortification

4. The Duty it ſelf, mortifie the deeds of the

Body; is nextly to be remarked.

Three things are here to be enquired into,

1. What is meant by the Body.

2. What by the deeds of the Body.

3. What by Aſortifying of them.

1. The Body in the cloſe of the verſe, is the

ſame with the Fleſh in the beginning. If ye

live fer the fleſh, ye ſhall dye, but if ye Mor

fifte the deeds of the body; that is, of the fleſh.

It is that which the Apoſtle hath all along

diſcourſed of, under the name of the fleſh, which

is evident from the proſecution of the Antithe

ſ: between the ſpigit and the fleſh, before and

after. The Body then here is taken for that

Corruption and Pravity of our Natures,

whereof the Body in a great part is the Seat

and Inſtrument: The very Members of the

Body, being made ſervants unto Ulnrighte

ouſneſs thereby, Rom. 6. 19. It is Indwelling

Sin, the corrupted Fleſh, or Luſt that is in

tended. Many Reaſons might be given of this

metºnymical expreſſion, that I ſhall not now

inſion. The body here is the ſame with awaz’s

&344.79-, and ačac. Tº dºz;1ías, the Old mano

and the body of Sin, Rom. 6.6, or it may ſy

meshdochically czpreſs the whole perſon con:

fidered as corrupted, and the ſeat of Lufts, and

diſtempered Aſſºtions.” -

3. The deeds of the Body,the word is zeº,
which



of Sin in Believers. 7.

which indeed denoteth the outward aftions

chiefly. The works of the Fleſh, as they are

called; tº #52 Tā; azºº; Gal. 5. 19. which are

there ſaid to be manifeſt : and are enumera

ted. Now though the outward deeds are here

onely expreſſed, yet the inward and next Cau

ſes are chiefly intended, the Axe is to be laid

to the root of the tree: The Deeds of the

Fleſh are to be mortified in their Cauſes, from

whence they ſpring: the Apoſtle calls them

Deeds, as that which every Luſt tends unto:

Though it do but conceive, and prove abortive,

it ayms to bringforth a perfeit Sin. - 9

Having both in the ſeventh and the begin

ning of this Chapter treated of Indwelling

Luſt and Sin, as the Fountain and Principle of

all ſinfull Aétions, he here mentions its De

ſtruction under the name of the Effects which

it doth produce. oeºes # 244273-, are as

much as egºvna. Tº expzès, Rom. 8. 6. the wiſ;

dom of the Fleſh, by a metonymie of the ſame

mature with the former; or as the 74%azz,

and étuºſz, the paſſions and lufts of the fieſh,

Gal. 5. 24, whence the deeds and fruits of it

do ariſe: and in this ſence is the Body uſed

verſ. Io. The body is dead becauſe of fin. "

3. To Mortifie; a 320xfºre, if ye put td

death: a Metaphorical Expreſſion, tºken from

the putting of any living thing to death. To

kill a Man or any other living thing, ‘is to

- B 4 taka



8 . The Mortification

take away the principle of all his ſtrength, vi

gour and power, ſo that he cannot act, or exert,

or put forth any proper Actings of his own;

ſo it is in this Caſe. Indwelling Sin is com

pared to a Perſon, a living Perſon, called the

old man, with his faculties, and properties, his

wiſdom, craft, ſubtilty, ſtrength; this (ſayes

the Apoſtle) muſt be killed, put to death, Mor

tified: that is, have its power, life, vigour and

ſtrength to produce its Effects taken away by

the Spirit. It is indeed meritoriouſly and by

way of Example utterly mortified and ſlain

by the Croſs of Chriſt: and the Old man is

thence ſaid to be crucified with Chriſt, Rom.

6. 6. and ourſelves to be dead with him, verſ.8.

and really, initially in Regeneration, Rom. 6.

3, 4, 5. when a Principle contrary to it, and

deſtrućtive of it, Gal. 5. 17. is planted in our

hearts: but the whole work is by degrees

to be carried on towards Perfeótion all our

dayes. Of this more in the Proceſs of our

E)iſcourſe. - x

The Intendment of the Apoſtle in this pre

ſcription of the Duty mentioned, is, that The

Mortification of Indwelling Sin, remaining

in our mortal bodies, that it may not have

Life and Power to bring forth the Works or

Deeds of the fleſh, is the conſtant Duty of Be

lievers. -

5. The prºmiſe unto this duty is Lifefº
* - - W

- - t



of Sin in Believers. 9

Jhall live. The Life promiſed, is oppoſed to

the Death threatned in the clauſe foregoing:

If ye live after the fleſh, ye ſhall die; which

the ſame Apoſtle elſewhere expreſſeth; ye

fhall of the fleſh reap corruption: Gal. 6, 8. or

deſtrućtion from God. Now perhaps the

word may not only intend eternal Life, but

alſo the ſpiritual Life in Chriſt which here

we have; not as to the Eſſence and being of

it, which is already enjoyed by Believers, but

as to the joy, comfort, and vigour of it : As the

Apoſtle ſayes in another caſe, Now I live if

ye ſtand faſt, 1 Theſſ. 3.8. Now my Life

will do me good; I ſhall have joy and comfort

with my life : ye ſhall live, lead a good,

vigorous, comfortable, ſpiritual Life whileſt

you are here, and obtain Eternal Life here.

after. -

Suppoſing what was ſaid before of the con

mexion between Mortification and Eternal

Life, as of Means and End, I ſhall adde one

ly as a ſecond Motive to the Duty preſcribed,

that -

The vigour and power and comfort of our

/piritual Life, depends on the Mortification of

the deeds of the fleſh.

C. H.A.P.



1o The Mortification

C H A P. II.

The principal Affºrtion concerning the Neceſſi.

ty of Aſortification propoſed to Confirmation.

Mortification the Duty of the beſt believers,

Col. 3. 5. I Cor. 9, 27. Indwelling Sin al

wayes avides: No Perfection in this Life,

Phil. 3.12. I Cor. 13.12. 2 Pet. 3.18. Gal.

5, 17. &c. The Aſhvity of abiding ſin in Be

lievers : Roin, 7.23. Jam. 4.5; Heb. 12. I.

Its Fruitfulneſs and Tendency. Every Luft

aims at the height in its kind. The Spirit

and new Nature given to contend againſt

Indºwelling Sin. Gal. 5. 17. 2 Pet. I.4, 5.

Rom. 7. 23. Thefearfull Iſſue of the AVeg

lett of Mortification. Rev. 3. 2. Heb. 3. 13.

The firſt general Principle of the whole Diſ.

courſe hence confirmed. Want of this Duty

lamented. . -

H. laid this Foundation, a brief Con

ºf firmation of the forementioned principal

1Jedićtions will lead me to what I chiefly in

tend. The firſt is, -

That The choiceſ believers, who are aſſu

redly freed from the condemning power of Sin,

ought yet to make it their buſineſs all their dayes

to martiſie the Indwelling power of Sin.
- So
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So the Apoſtle, Col. j. 5. Mortifie there

fore your members, which are upon the earth.

Whom ſpeaks he to? ſuch as were riſen with

Chriſt, verſ. 1. ſuch as were dead with him,

verſ. 3. ſuch as whoſe Life Chriſt was, and ,

who ſhould appear with him in Glory, verſ. 4.

Do you mortifie; do you make it your daily

work, be alwayes at it whileſt you live, ceaſe

not a day from this work; be killing Sin, or

it will be killing you; your being dead with

Chriſt virtual y, your being quickened with

him, will not excuſe you from this work.

And our Saviour tells us, how his Father deals

with every branch in him that beareth fruit,

every true and living Branch; He purgeth it,

that it may bring forth more fruit, joh. 15. 2.

He prunes it, and that not for a day or two,

but whilet it is a branch in this world. And

the Apoſtle tells you what was his practice,

I Cor. 9. 27. I keep under my body, and bring

it into ſubjeſtion. I do it (faith he ) daily, it

is the work of my Life, I omit it not; this

is my Buſineſs. And if this were the work and

buſineſs of Paul, who was ſo incomparably

exalted in Grace, Light, Revelations, Enjoy

ments, Priviledges, Conſolations, above the

ordinary meaſure of Believers; where may

we poſſibly bottom an Exemptiºn from this

Work and Duty whileſt we are in this world.

Some brief account of the Reaſons hercoſmay

be given. 1. *
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1. Indwelling ſºn alwayes abides , rhileſt

we are in this world, therefore it is alwayes

to be mortified. The vain, fooliſh, and igno

rant diſputes of men, about perfett keeping

of the Commands of God, of perfeition in this

Life, of being wholly and perfeitly dead to ſin, I

meddle not now with. It is more than probable,

that the men of thoſe Abominations, never

knew what belonged to the keeping of any

one of Gods Commands; and are ſo much

below perfeółion of degrees, that they never

attained to a perfeſtion of parts in Obedi.

ence, or univerſal Obedience in ſincerity. And

therefore many in our dayes who have talked

of perfeition, have been wiſer, and have aſ

firmed it to conſiſt in knowing no difference

between good and evil. Not that they are

perfeót in the things we call good, but that.

all is alike to them; and the height of Wic

kedneſs is their Perfeótion. Others who have

found out a new way to it, by denying ori

ginal indwelling Sin, and a tempering the ſpi

rituality of the Law ofGod, unto mens carnal

Hearts; as they have ſufficiently diſcovered

themſelves to be ignorant of the Life of Chriſt,

and the power of it in Believers, ſo they have

invented a new Righteouſneſs, that the Go

ſpel knows not of , being vainly puffed up

by their fleſhly minds. For us, who dare not

be wiſe above what is written, nor boaſt;
Othcr
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other mens lives of what God hath not done

for us, we ſay, that Indwelling Sin lives in us

in ſome meaſureand degree whileſt we are in

this world.We dare not ſpeak as though we had

already attained, or were already perfeit, Phil.

3.12. our inward man is to be renewed day by

day, whileſt here we live, 2 Cor. 4. 16. and ac

cording to the Renovations ºf the new, are the

breaches and decayes of the old. Whileſt we are

here, we know but in part, I Cor. 13.12. having

a remainingdarkneſs to be gradually removed,

by our growth in the knowledge of our Lord fe

fus Chriſt. 2 Pet. 3. 18, And the Fleſh luſteth

againſt the Spirit, ſo that we cannot do the

things that we would, Gal. 5.17. and are there

fore defeótive in our Obedience as well as in

our Light, 1 joh. 1.8. We have a body of death,

Rom. 7. 24. from whence we are not deliver

ed, but by the death of our bodies, Phil. 3.2 r.

now it being our Duty to mortifie, to be kill.

ing of Sin; whileſt it is in us, we muſt be at

work. He that is appointed to kill an Enemy,

if he leave ſtriking, before the other ceaſes

living, doth but halfhis work. Gal. 6.9. Heb.

12. I. 2 Cor. 7. I. - -

2. Sin doth not onely ſtill abide in us, but

is ſtill acting, ſtill labouring to bring forth

the deeds of the Fleſh; When ſinlets us alone,

we may let Sin alone: But as Sin is never

leſs quiet, than when it ſeems to be moſt

quiet
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quict; and its waters are for the moſt part

deep, when they are ſtill; ſo ought our con

trivanes againſt it to be; vigorous at all times,

in all conditions, even where there is leaſt ſuſpi

tion. Sin doth not only abide in us, but the

Haw of the members is ſtill rebelling againſt

the Law of the Mind, Rom. 7, 23. and the

Spirit that dwells in us luſteth to Envy, jam.

4.5. It is alwayes in continual work, the

fleſh luſteth againſt the Spirit, Gal. 5. 17. Luſt

is ſtill tempting and conceiving fin, jam. 1. 14.

in every Moral A&tion, it is alwayes either

inclining to evil, or hindring from that which

is good, or disframing the Spirit from Com

munion with God. It inclines to Evil; the evil

that I would not, that I do, ſaith the Apoſtle,

Kom. 7. 19. whence is that? why becauſe in

me, that is, in my fleſh dwelleth no good thing:

and it hinders from good; the good that I

would do, that I do not, verſ. 19, upon the

ſame account, either I do it not; or not as

I ſhould ; all my Holy things being defiled by

this ſin. The fleſh ſuffeth againſt the Spirit, that

ye cannot do the things that ye would, Gal.5.17.

and it unframes our Spirit; and thence is

called the ſin that ſo eaſily bºſets us, Heb. 12.1.

on which account are thoſe grievous Com

plaints that the Apoſtle makes of it Rom. 7.

So that fin is alwayes acting, alwayes con

ceiving, alwayes ſeducing and tempting. Who

Caº
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can ſay that he had ever anything to do with

God, or for God, that indwelling Sin had not

an hand in the corrupting of what he did. And

this trade will it drive more or leſs all our

dayes; if then ſin will be alwayes Acting, if

we be not alwayes Mortifying, we are loſt

Creatures. He that ſtands ſill, and ſuffers his

Enemies to double blowes upon him without

reſiſtance, will undoubtedly be conquered in

the iſſue: If Sin be ſubtil, watchful, ſtrong,

and alwayes at work in the buſineſs of killing

our Sºuls, and we be ſlothfuli, ncſ;ligent,

fooliſh, in proceeding to the ruine thereof.

can we expect a comfortable Event? There is

not a day but ſin foils, or is foiled; prevails,

or is prevailed on; and it will be ſo whileſt

we live in this world. I ſhall diſcharge him from .

this Duty, who can bring ſin to a Compoſition,

to a ceſſation of Arms in this Warfare; if it will

ſpare him any one day,in anyone duty, (provi

ded he be a perſon that is acquainted with the

ſpirituality of Obedience, and the ſubtilty of

ſin) let him ſay to his Sou', as to this Duty,

Soul take thy reſt. The Saints, whoſe Souls

breath after deliverance from its perplexing

Rebellion, know there is no ſafety againſt it,

but in a conſtant Warfare. . . . . . . . .

3. Sin will not onely be ſtriving, afting,

rebelling, troubling, diſquieting, but if let alone,

if not continually mortified, if will bring forth

- - great
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great, curſed, ſcandalota, Soul-deſtroying fins.

The Apoſtle tells us what the works and fruits

of it are, Gal. 5. 19, 20, 21. The works of the

fleſh are manifeſt; which are, Adultery, for

nication, uncleanneſs, laſciviouſneſs, idolatry,

witchcraft, hatred, variance,emulations, wrath,

ſtrife, ſeditions, hereſſes, envyings, murthers,

drunkenneſs, revellings, and ſuch like. You

know what it did in David, and ſundry others.

Sin aims alwayes at the utmoſt : every time

it riſes up to tempt or entice, might it have

its own courſe, it would go out to the utmoſt

ſin in that kind. Every unclean Thought or

Glance would be Adultery, if it could; every

covetous Deſire would be Oppreſſion; every

thought of unbelief would be Atheiſm, might

it grow to its head. Men may come to that,

that fin may not be heard ſpeaking a ſcanda

lous word in their hearts; that is, provoking

to any great ſin with ſcandal in its mouth;

but every riſe of Luſt, might it have its courſe,

would come to the height of Villany. It is

like the Grave, that is never ſatisfied. And

herein lies no ſmall ſhare of the deceitfulneſs

of Sin, by which it prevails to the hardening

of men, and ſo to their ruine: Heb. 3. 13. It

is modeſt as it were in its firſt motions and Pro

poſals; but having once got ſooting in the

heart by them, it conſtantly makes good its

ground, and preſſeth on to ſome farther de

- grees
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grees in the ſame kind; This new atºng ana

preſſing forward, makes the Soul take little

notice of what an entrance to a falling off

from God is already made; it thinks all is

indifferent well, if there be no farther progreſs;

... and ſo far as the Soul is made inſenſible of

any fin, that is, as to ſuch a ſenſe as the

Goſpel requireth, ſo far it is hardned: but

Sin is ſtill preſfing forward; and that becauſe

it hath no bounds but utter Relinquiſhment

of God, and oppoſition to him; that it pro- .

ceeds towards its height by degrees, making

good the ground it hath got by Hardneſs, is

not from its Nature, but its Deceitfulneſs.

Now nothing can prevent this, but Mortift

cation. That withers the Root and flrikes at

the Head of Sin every Hour, that whatever it

ayms at, it is croſſed in. There is not the beſt

Saint in the world, but if he ſhould give over

this Duty would fall into as many curſed fins

as ever any did of his kind. -

4. This is one main reaſon why the Spirit

and the new Nature is given unto us, that

we may have a Principle within, whereby to

oppoſe Sin and Luſt: The Fleſh ſuffeth againſt

the Spirit Well, and what then 2 Why the

Spirit alſo lufteth againſt the Fleſh, Gal. 5, 17.

There is a propenſity in the Spirit, or ſpiri

, tual new Nature, to be ačting againſt the

Fleſh, as well as in the Fleſh to beaſtingº:
- C the
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the Spirit a So.2 Pet. 1.425. It is ourpar

ticipation of the Divine Nature, that gives

us an eſcape from the pollutions that are in the

world through luff, and Rom. 7. 23. there is a

law of the mind, as well as a law of the mem

bers. Now this is, (I) The moſt unjuſt and

unreaſonable thing in the world; when two

Combatants are engaged,to bind one,and keep

him up from doing his utmoſt, and to leave

the other at liberty to wound him at his plea

ſure. And, (2) The Fooliſheſt thing in the

world, to bind him who fights for our Eter

nal Condition, and to let him alone who ſeeks

and violently attempts our everlaſting ruine.

The Conteſt is for our lives and ſouls. Not to

be daily employing the Spirit and New Na

ture, for the Mortifying of Sin, is to neglect

that excellent ſuccour, which God hath given

us againſt our greateſt Enemy. If we neglect

to make uſe of what we have received, God

may juſtly hold his hand from giving us more.

His Graces as well as his Gifts are beſtowed

on us to uſe, exerciſe, and trade with. Not

to be daily mortifying ſin, is to ſin againſt the

Goodneſs, Kindneſs, Wiſdom, Grace, and Love

of God, who hath furniſhed us with a Prin

ciple of doing it. -

. 5. Negligence in this Duty caſts the Soul.

intº , a perfeót contrary Condition to that,

which the Apoſtle affirms was his, 2 Cor.4.16.

Though
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Though our outward man periſh, our inward

man is renewed day by day. In theſe the In

ward man periſheth, and the Outward man .

is renewed day by day. Sin is as the houſe of

David, and Grace as the houſe of Saul. Exer

ciſe and ſucceſs are the two main cheriſhers

of Grace in the heart; When it is ſuffered to

lye ſtill, it withers and decayes; the things

of it are ready to dye, Rev. 3. 2. and Singets

ground towards the hardening of the heart;

Heb. 3. 13. This is that which I intend; by

the Omiſſion of this duty, Grace withers, Luſt

flouriſheth, and the Frame of the Heart growes

worſe and worſe: and the Lord knows what

deſperate and fearful iſſues it hath had with

many. Where Sin through the Neglect of

Mortification gets a conſiderable Vićtory, it

breaks the bones of the Soul, Pſal. 31, 10.

Pſal, 51,8. and makes a man weak, ſick, and

ready to dye, Pſal, 38, 3,4,5, that he can

not look up, Pſal. 4o. 12. Iſa. 33. 24. and

when poor Creatures will take blow after

blow, wound after wound, foil after foil, and

never rouſe up themſelves to a vigorous Op

poſition, can they expect any thing but to be

hardened through the deceitfulneſs of ſin; and

that their Souls ſhould bleed to death, 2.joh.8?

Indeed it is a ſad thing to conſider the fearfull

iſſues of this Neglect, which lye under our

eyes every day. See we not thoſe whom we
- - - C Ž - knew
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knew humble, melting, broken-hearted Chri

ſtians, tender and fearfull to offend, zealous

for God, and all his wayes, his Sabbaths, and

Ordinances, grown, through a neglect of

watchingunto this Duty, earthly, carnal, cold,

wrathfull, complying with the men of the

world, and things of the World, to the Scan

... dal of Religion, and the fearfull Temptation

of them that know them? The truth is, what

between placing mortification in a rigid ſtub

born Frame of Spirit, which is for the moſt

part earthly, legal, cenſorious, partial, con

ſiſtent with Wrath, Envy, Malice, Pride, on

the one hand, and pretences of Liberty, Grace,

and I know not what on the other, true Evan

gelical Mortification is aſmoſt loſt amongſt us,

of which afterwards. -

6. It is our Duty to be Perfeóting Holineſs

in the fear of the Lord, 2 Cor. 7. 1. To be

growing in Grace every day, I Pet. 2. 2.

2 Pet. 3. 18. To be renewing our inward .

man day by day, 2 Cor. 4, 16. Now this

cannot be done without the daily Morti

fying of fin;. Sin ſets its ſtrength againſt

every Act of Holineſs, and againſt every de

gree we grow to, Let not that man think

he makes any Progreſs in Holineſs, who

walks not over the bellies of his Luſts; He,

who doth not kill Sin in his way, takes no

ſteps towards his Journeyes End. He*:
. . . . ~ - nds
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finds not oppoſition from it, and who ſets

not himſelf in every particular to its Mor

tification, is at peace with it, not dying to

1ſ. 2

This then is the firſt General Principle

of our enſuing Diſcourſe: Notwithſtanding

the meritorious Mortification (if I may ſo

ſpeak) of all and every Sin in the Croſs of

Chriſt; notwithſtanding the real Foundation

of univerſal Mortification laid in our firſt

Converſion, by Convićtion of Sin, humilia

tion for ſin, and the Implantation of a new

Principle, oppoſite to it, and deſtruſtive of

it; yet Sin doth ſo remain, ſo act, and

work, in the beſt of Believers, whileſt they

live in this world, that the conſtant daily Mor

tification of it is all their dayes incumbent on

them. Before I proceed to the Conſideration

of the next Principle, I cannot but by the

way complain of many Profeſſors of theſe days;

who inſtead of bringing forth ſuch great

and evident Fruits of Mortification, as are

expected, ſcarce bear any Leaves of it. There . .

is indeed a broad Light fallen upon the men.

of this Generation; and together therewith

many ſpiritual Gifts communicated; which

with ſome other Confiderations have wonder

fully enlarged the bounds of Profeſſors and

Profeſſion; both they and it are exceedingly

multiplyedand increaſed.Hencethere is a noiſe
C 3 - - of
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of Religion and Religious Duties in every

corner; preaching in abundance; and that not

in an empty, light, trivial and vain manner, as

formerly, but to a good proportion of a ſpi

ritual Gift; ſo that if you will meaſure the

number of Believers by Light, G. fts and pro

feſfion, the Church may have cauſe to ſay,

Who hath born me all theſe ? But now if you

will take the meaſure of them by this great

diſcriminating Grace of Chriſtians, perhaps

you will find their number not ſo multiplyed.

Where almoſt is that Profeſſor, who owes his

Converſion to theſe dayes of Light, and ſo

talks and profeſſes at ſuch a rate of Spirituali

ty, as few in former days were in any mea

ſure acquainted with, (I will not judge them,

but perhaps boaſting what the Lord hath done

in them ) that doth not give evidence of a

miſerably unmortified heart? if vain ſpending

of Time, idleneſs, unprofitableneſs in mens pla:

ces, envy, ſtrife, variance, emulations, wrath,

pride, worldlineſs, ſelfiſhneſs, (1 Cor. 1. ) be

Badges of Chriſtians, we have them on us

and amongſt us in abundance. And if it be ſo

with them who have much Light, and which

we hope is ſaving; what ſhall we ſay of ſome

who would be accounted religious, and yet

deſpiſe Goſpel Light, and for the Duty we

have in hand, know no more of it, but what

conſiſts in mens Denying themſelves ſome

- - timeS
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times in outward Enjoyments, which is one

of the outmoſt Branches of it, which yet they

will ſeldom practiſe! The good Lord ſend out

a ſpirit of AMortification to cure our Diſtem

pers, or we are in a ſad Condition.

There are two Evils which certainly attend

every unmortified Profeſſor. The firſt in him

ſelf, the other in reſpect of others. . . . . .

1. In himſelf, let him pretend what he will,

he hath ſlight thoughts of Sin; at leaſt of fins

of daily infirmity. The Root of an unmorti

fied Courſe, is the digeſtion of Sin, without

bitterneſs in the heart; When a man hath con

firmed his Imagination to ſuch an Apprehen

fion of Grace and Mercy, as to be able without

bitterneſs to ſwallow and digeſt daily ſins, that

man is at the very brink of turning the Grace

ofGod into laſciviouſneſs, and being hardened

by the deceitfulneſs of Sin. Neither is there a

greater Evidence of a falſe and rotten heart

in the world, than to drive ſuch a Trade.

To uſe the blood of Chriſt, which is given to

cleanſe us, 1 joh, 1.7, Tit. 2. I4. The eval

tation of Chriſt, which is to give us Repen

tance, Aët. 5.3 1. the Doſtrine ofGrace,which

teaches us to deny all ungodlineſs, Tit. 2. II,

12, to countenance Sin, is a Rebellion, that

in the iſſue will break the bones. At this door

have gone out from us, moſt of the profeſſors

that have Apoffatized in the dayes where
- in
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we live, for a while they were moſt of them

under Convićtions; theſe kept them unto

Duties, and brought them to Profeſſion. So

they eſcaped the pollutions that are in the

world, through the knowledge of our Lord je

fus Chriſt, 2 Pet. 2. 20. But having got an

acquaintance with the Dočtrine of the Go

ſpel, and being weary of Duty, for which

they had no Principle, they began to coun

tenatºte themſelves in manifold Neglects, from

the Doğrine of Grace. Now when once this

evil had laid hold of them, they ſpeedily tum

bled into perdition.

2. To others, it hath an evil Influence on

them, on a twofold account.

1. It hardens them, by begetting in them

a Perſwaſion that they are in as good Condi

tion as the beſt Profeſſors. Whatever they ſee

in them, is ſo ſtained for want of this Mor

tification, that it is of no value with them:

They have Zeal for Religion, but it is ac

companyed with want of forbearance, and uni

verſal Righteouſneſs. They deny Prodigality,

but with worldlineſs: They ſeparate from

the World, but live wholly to Themſelves,

taking no care to exerciſe loving Kindneſs in

the Earth: or they talk Spiritually, and live

Vainly: mention Communion with God, and

arc every way cºnformed to the World;

boating of Forgiveneſs of Sin, and never For.
3 * ... G giving
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giving others: And with ſuch Conſiderations

do poor Creatures harden their hearts in their

Onregeneracy.

2.They deceive them in making them be

lieve, that if they can come up to their Con

dition, it ſhall be well with them; and ſo it

growes an Eaſie thing, to have the great

Temptation of Repute in Religion to wreſtle

withall: when they may go far beyond them,

as to what appears in them, and yet come

ſhort of Eternal Life; but of theſe things,

and all the Evils of unmortified walking, af.

terwards. -
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• N

C H A P.’ III.

The ſecond general Principle of the Means of

Mortification propoſed to Confirmation. The

Spirit the onely Author of this work. Va

mity of Popiſh, Mortification diſcovered.

A4any means of it uſed by them not appoint.

ed of God, Thoſe appointed by him abuſed.

The miſtakes of others in this buſineſs. The

Spirit is promiſed Believers for this work,

Ezek. II. 19. Chap. 36. 26. All that we

receive from Chriſt is by the Spirit. How

the Spirit Mortifies ſin, Gal. 5. 19, 20, 21,

22, 23. The ſeveral wayes of his Operations

to this end propoſed. How his Work, and

our Duty." -

H E next Principle relates to the great

T Sovereign Cauſe of the Mortification

treated of, which, in the words layd for the

Foundation of this Diſcourſe, is ſaid to be the

Spirit, that is, the Holy Ghoſt, as was evin

ced. -

Heonly is ſufficient for this work. Allwayes

and means withouthim are as a thing of nought;

and He is the great Efficient of it, He works in

*, as he pleaſes.

I. In vain do men ſeek other remedies,

they ſhall notbe healed by them. Whatº
ra
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ral wayes have been preſcribed for this, to

have ſin mortified, is known. The greateſt

part of Popiſh Religion, of that which looks

moſt like Religion in their Profeſſion, confiſts

in miſtaken Wayes and Means of Mortifica

tion. This is the pretence of their rough gar

ments, whereby they deceive. Their Vows,

Orders, Faſtings, Penances, are all built on

this ground, they are all for the mortifying of

Sin. Their Preachings, Sermons, and Books of

Devotion,they look all this way. Hence thoſe

who interpret the Locuſts that came out of

the bottomleſs pit, Rev. 9.2. To be the Friers

of the Romiſh Church, who are ſaid to tor

ment men, ſo that they ſhould ſeek death and

not find it, verſ. 6. think, that they did it by

their ſtinging Sermons, whereby they convin

ced them of Sin, but being not able to diſco

wer the Remedy for the healing and Merti

fying of it, they kept them in perpetual An

guiſh and Terrour, and ſuch trouble in their

Conſciences, that they deſired to dye. This

I ſay is the ſubſtance and Glory of their Reli

gion: but what with their labouring to mor

tifie dead Creatures, ignorant of the Nature

and End of the work, what with the Poyſon

they mixt with it, in their perſwaſion of its

Merit, yea Supererogation, (as they ſtyle

their unneéffry merit, with a proud barba.
rousj their gory is their filme; ºf

\, the
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them and their Mortification, more afterwards:

chap. 8.

That the Wayes and Means to be uſed for

the Mortification of ſin, invented by them, are

ſtill inſiſted on and preſcribed for the ſame end

by ſome, who ſhould have more light and

Knowledge of the Goſpel, is known. Such

Direáions to this purpoſe have of late been

given by ſome, and are greedily catch'd at by

others profeſſing themſelves Proteſtants, as

might have become Popiſh Devotioniſts three

or four hundred years ago. Such outſide En

deavours, ſuch bodily Exerciſes, ſuch ſelf-per

formances, ſuch meerly Legal Duties, without

the leaſt mention of Chriſt, or his Spirit, are

warniſhed over with ſwelling words of vanity,

for the onely Means and Expedients for the

Mortification of fin, as diſcover a deep rooted

unacquaintedneſs with the power of God, and

Myſtery of the Goſpel. The conſideration

hereof, was one Motive to the publiſhing of

this plain Diſcourſe.

Now the Reaſons why the Papiſts can never

with all their Endeavours truely mortifie any

one ſin, amongſt others, are, º,

1. Becauſe many of the Wayes and Means

they uſe and inſiſt upon for this End, were

never appointed of God for that purpoſe.

Now there is nothing in Religion that hath

any Efficacy for compºſſing an Énd, but it hath
-

1t-
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it from Gods Appointment of it to that pur

poſe. Such as theſe are, their rough Garments,

their Wows, Penances, Diſciplines, their Courſe

of Monaſtical Life, and the like, concerning

all which God will ſay, Who hath required

theſe things at your hands f and In vain do you

worſhip me, teaching for Doctrines the Tradi

tions of men. Of the ſame Nature are ſundry

ſelf-vexations, inſiſted on by others.

2. Becauſe thoſe things that are appointed

of God as Means, are not uſed by them in

their due Place and Order : ſuch as are Pray

ing, Faſting, Watching, Meditation, and the

like; theſe have their uſe in the buſineſs, in

hand. But whereas they are all to be looked

on as ſtreams, they look on them as thefoun

tain. Whereas they effett and accompliſh the

End as Means onely ſubordinate to the Spirit

and Faith, they look on them to do it by vir

tue of the work wrought. If they faſt ſo

much, and pray ſo much, and keep their hours

and times, the work is done: As the Apoſtle

ſayes of ſome in another caſe, they are alwayes

learning, never coming to the knowledge of the

Truth; ſo they are alwayes mortifying, but

never come to any ſound Mortification. In a

a word, they have ſundry Means to mor

tifie the Natural man, as to the Natural life

here we lead, none to mortifie Luft or Cor

ruption, .

This
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This is the general, miſtake of men igno

rant of the Goſpel, about this thing; and it

lyes at the bottom of very much of that Su

perſtition and Will-worſhip that hath been

brought into the world; what horrible ſelf.

macerations were practiſed by ſome of the

ancient Authors of Monaſtical Devotion f

what violence did they offer to Nature? what

extremity of ſufferings did they put them

ſelves upon 2 ſearch their wayes and Prin

ciples to the bottom, and you will find, that

it had no other root but this miſtake, namely,

that attempting rigid Mortification, they fell

upon the natural man, inſtead of the corrupt

old man; upon the body wherein we live,

inſtead of the Body of Death. -

Neither will the natural Popery that is in

others doe it. Men are gall'd with the Guilt

of a Sin, that hath prevailed over them: they

inſtantly promiſe to themſelves and God, that

they will do ſo no more; they watch over them

ſelves, and pray, for a ſeaſon, untill this heat

waxes cold, and the ſenſe of Sin is worn off,

and ſo Mortification goes alſo, and Sin re

turns to its former Dominion : Duties are ex

cellent food for an healthy Soul; they are no

phyſick for a ſick. Soul. He that turns his meat'

into his medicine, muſt expect no great ope

ration. Spiritually ſºck men cannot ſweat out

their diffemper with working. But this is the

way

(
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way of men that deceive their own Souls; as

we ſhall ſee afterwards. . . . - * *

That none of theſe wayes are ſufficient, is

evident from the Nature of the work it ſelf

that is to be done; it is a work that requires

ſo many concurrent ačtings in it, as no ſelf

Endeavour can reach unto; and is of that kind,

that an Almighty Energy is neceſſary for its

accompliſhment, as ſhall be afterwards mani

feſted. - - - - -

It is then the work of the Spirit. For,

I. He is Promiſed of God to be given unto

us, to do this work; the taking away of the

ſtony heart, that is, the ſtubborn, proud, rebel

lious, unbelieving Heart, is in general the work

of Mortification that we treat of. Now this is

ſtill promiſed to be done by the Spirit: Ezek.

1 I. 19. Chap. 36.26. I will give my Spirit,

and take awaythe ſtony heart and by the Spi

'rit of God is this work wrought, when all

Means fail. Iſa. 57. 17, 18. -

2. We have all our AMortification from the

Gift of Chriſt, and all the Gifts of Chriſt are

communicated to us, and given us by the Spi

rit of Chriſt. Without Chriſt we can do nothing,

joh, 15. 5. All communications of Supplyes'

and Relief in the beginnings, increaſings, ači

ings of any Grace whatever from him, are by

the Spirit, by whom he alone work; in and

upon Believers. From him we have our Afor

º - tification :
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tification: He is exalted and made a Prince

and a Saviour, to give Repentance unto us ;

Aćt. 5. 31. and of our Repentance our Mor

tification is no ſmall Portion. How doth he

doe it? having received the Promiſe of the

Holy Ghoſt, he ſends him abroad for that

end; Att. 2. 33. You know the manifold Pro

miſes he made of ſending the Spirit, as Ter

tullian ſpeaks, vicariam navare operam, to

do the Works that he had to accompliſh in

U.S.

The Reſolution of one or two Queſtions

will now lead me nearer to what I principally

intend. -

. . . The firſt is,

Q. How doth the Spirit mortifie Sin f

1 Anſwer, in general three wayes.

A. 1. By cauſing our hearts to abound in

Grace, and the Fruits that are contrary to the

Fleſh, and the Fruits thereof, and Principles of

them. So the Apoſtle oppoſes the Fruits of the

Fleſh, and of the Spirit: The Fruits of the

Fleſh (ſays he) are ſo and ſo, Gal. 5. 19, 20.

but ſayes he, the Fruits of the Spirit are quite

contrary, quite of another ſort, v. 22, 23. Yea,

but what if theſe are in us, and do abound, may

not the other abound alſo 2 No, ſayes he, v. 24.

They that are Chriſt's have crucified the fleſh,

with the affeſtions and lufts : But how 7 Why,

v. 25, by living in the Spirit, and walking after

- the
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the Spirit: That is, by the abounding of theſe

Graces of the Spirit in us, and walkingaccord

ing to them. For, faith the Apoſtle, theſe are

contrary one to another, v. 17. ſo that they can

not both be in the ſame ſubject, in any intenſe

or high degree. This Renewing of us by the

Holy Ghoſt, as it is called, Tit. 3. 5. is one

great way of Mortification : He cauſes us to

grow, thrive, flouriſh, and abound in thoſe Gra

ces which are contrary, oppoſite,and deſtructive

to all the fruits of the Fleſh, and to the quiet, or

thriving of indwelling ſin it ſelf.

2. By a real, phyſical Efficiency on the Root

and Habit of Sin, for the weakning, deſtroy

ing and taking it away. Hence he is called a

Spirit of judgement and Burning, Iſa, 4.4.

really conſuming and deſtroying our Luſts. He

takes away the ſtony heart by an Almighty Ef

ficiency; for as he begins the workas to its kind,

ſo he carries it on as to its degrees. He is the

Fire which burns up the very root of Luſt.

3. He brings the croſs of Chriſt into the

Heart of a Sinner by Faith, and gives us Com

munion with Chriſt in his Death, and Fellow

Jhip in his ſufferings; of the manner whereof

ſmore afterwards. -

Q. If this be the work of the Spirit alone,

how is it, that we are exhorted to it 2 Seeing

the Spirit of God only can doeit, let the work

be left wholly to him.

D A, 1.fr

-
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A. I. It is no otherwiſe the work of the

Spirit, but as all Graces and good Works which

are in us, are his : He works in us to will and

to doe of his own goodpleaſure, Phil. 2. 13. He

works all our works in us, Iſa. 26. 12. the

work of Faith with power; 2 Theſſ. 1. 11.

Col. 2. 12. He cauſes us to pray, and is a Spi

rit of Supplication, Rom. 8.26. Zach. 12. Io.

and yet we are exhorted, and are to be ex

horted to all theſe.

2. He doth not ſo work our Mortification

in us, as not to keep it ſtill an Aćt of our Obe

dience. The Holy Ghoſt works in us, and upon

us, as we are fit to be wrought in, and upon,

that is, ſo as to preſerve our own liberty, and

free Obedience. He works upon our Onder

ftandings, Wills, Conſciences, and Affections,

agreeably to their own Natures; He works

in us, and with us, not againſt us, or without

us;. ſo that his Aſſiſtance is an Encourage

ment, as to the facilitating of the Work, and

no Occaſion of neglect as to the work it ſelf.

And indeed I might here bewail the endleſs

fooliſh labour of poor Souls, who being con

vinced of fin, and not able to ſtand againſt the

Power of their Convićtions, do ſet themſelves

by innumerable perplexing Wayes and Duties

to keep down fin, but being ſtrangers to the

Spirit of God, all in vain. They combat with

out Victory, have War without Peace, and

º 31 &
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are in ſlavery all their dayes. They ſpend their

ſtrength for that which is not bread, and their

labour for that which profiteth not. -

This is the ſaddeſt warfare that any poor

Creature can be engaged in; A Soul under

the power of Convićtion from the Law; is

preſſed to fight againſt Sin, but hath noſtrength

for the Combat. They cannot but fight, and

they can never conquer, they are like men

thruſt on the Sword of Enemies, on purpoſe

to be ſlain. The Law drives them on, and Sin

beats them back. Sometimes they think in

deed that they have foyled fin; when they

have onely raiſed a duſt, that they ſee it not;

that is, they diſłemper their natural Affections

of Fear, Sorrow, and Anguiſh, which makes

them believe that ſin is conquered, when it is

not touched. By that time they are cold, they

muſt to the battail again; and the Luſt which

they thought to be ſlain, appears to have had

no wound. -

And if the Caſe be ſo ſad with them who

do labour and ſtrive, and yet enter not into the

Kingdom; what is their Condition who de

ſpiſe all this Who are perpetually under the

Power and Dominion of Sin, and love to have

it ſo; and are troubled at nothing but that

they cannot make ſufficient proviſion for the

Fich, to fulfill the Luits thereof.

D 2 chap.
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CHAP. I V.

The laſt Principle ; of the uſefulneſs of Morti

fication. The Vigour and Comfort of our

ſpiritual Life depend on our Mortification.

In what ſence. Not abſolutely and neceſſa

rily. Pſal. 88. Heman's Condition. Not as

on the next and immediate Cauſe. As a

Means: by removing of the Contrary. The

A deſperate Effetts of unmortified Luſt. it

weakens the Soul; Pſal. 38. 3, 8, ſundry

wayes; and darkens it. All Graces improved

by the Mortification of Sin. The beſt Evi

dence of Sincerity.

HE laſt Principle I ſhall inſiſt on, omit

ting, 1. The Neceſſity of AMortificati

on unto Life: "And, 2. The Certainty of Life

upon Mortification; is,

That the Life, Vigour, and Comfort of our

fpiritual Life depends much on our Mortifica

tion of Sin.

Strength, and Comfort, and Power, and

Peace in our walking with God, are the things

of our deſires. Were any of us asked ſeri

ouſly, What it is that troubles us, we muſt re

ferre it to one of theſe heads; either we want

ſirength, or power, vigour and life, in our Obe

- dience,
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dience, in our walking with God; or we want

peace, comfort, and conſolation therein. What

ever it is, that may befall a Believer, that doth

not belong to one of theſe two heads, doth not

deſerve to be mentioned in the dayes of our

Complaints. Now all theſe do much depend

on a conſtant Courſe of AMortification; con

cerning which obſerve, -

1. I doe not ſay they proceed from it; as

though they were neceſſarily tyed to it. A man

may be carried on in a conſtant courſe of Mor

tification all his dayes, and yet-perhaps never

enjoy good day of Peace and Conſolation. So it

was with Heman, Pſal. 88. His life was a life

of perpetual Mortification, and walking with

God, yet terrours and wounds were his portion

all his dayes: But God ſingled out Heman

(a choice Friend) to make him an Example to

them that afterwards ſhould be in diſtreſs.

Canit thou complain if it be no otherwiſe with

thee than it was with Heman,that eminent ſer

vant of God? And this ſhall be his prayſe to

the end of the World; God makes it his Pre

rogative to ſpeak Peace and Conſolation: Iſa.

57. 18, 19. I will do that work, ſayes God;

I will comfort him, v. 18. Buthow 2 by an im

mediate work of the new Creation, I Create it,

ſayes God. The uſe of means for the obtain

ing of peace is ours; the beſtowing of it is

God’s Prerºgative. - -

- D 3 2- In
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2. In the wayes inſtituted by God for to

give us Life, Pigour, Courage and Conſolati

on, Mortification is not one of the immediate

Cauſes of it. They are the Priviledges of our

Adoption, made known to our Souls, that

give us immediately theſe things. The Spirit

bearing witneſs with our ſpirits that we are the

Children of God: giving us a new Name, and

a white Stone; Adoption and Juſtification, that

is, as to the ſcnce and knowledge of them, are

the immediate Cauſes (in the hand of the Spi

rit) of theſe things. But this I ſay,

3. In our ordinary walking with God, and

in an ordinary Courſe of his dealing with us,

the vigour and comfort of our ſpiritual Lives

depends much on our AMortification, not onely

as a Cauſa fine qua non, but as a thing that hath

an effectual influence thereinto. For,

Firſt, This alone keeps Sin from depriving

us of the one and the other: Every unmorti

fied fin will certainly do two things:

1. It will weaken the Soul, and deprive it

of its vigour.

2. It will darken the Soul, and deprive it

of its Comfort and Peace. -

(1.) It weakens the Soul, and deprives it

of its Strength; when David had for a while

harboured an unmortified Luſt in his heart, it

broke all his Bones, and left him no ſpiritual

ſirength; hence he complained that he was

ſick,
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ſick, weak, wounded, faint ; there is(ſaith he)

no foundneſs in me, Pſal. 38. 3. I am feeble

and ſore broken, verſ. 8. Yea I cannot ſo much

as look up, Pſal. 40. 12. An unmortified Luſt

will drink up the Spirit, and all the vigour

of the Soul, and weaken it for all Duties.

For -

i. it untunes and unframes the Heart it

ſelf, by entangling its Affections. It diverts

the heart from that ſpiritual Frame that is

required for vigorous Communion with God.

It layes hold on the Affe&tions, rendring its

Objećtbeloved and deſirable; ſo expelling the

love of the Father, I joh. 2. I. Chap. 3. 17.

So that the Soul cannot ſay uprightly and truely

to God, Thou art my portion, having ſome

thing elſe that it loves. Fear, Deſire, Hope,

which are the choice Affections of the Soul,

that ſhould be full of God, will be one way or

other cntangled with it.

2. It fills the Thoughts with Contrivances

about it. Thoughts are the great Purveyors of

the Soul, to bring in proviſion to ſatisfie its

Affections; and if Sin remain unmortified in

the Heart, they muſt cver and anon be ma

king proviſion for the fleſh, to fulfill the Luſts

thereof. They muſt glaze, adorn, and dreſs the

Objetts of the Fleſh, and bring them home to

give ſatisfaction. And this they are able to do,

in the ſervice of a defiled Imagination, beyond

all crpreſſion. D 4 3. It
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3. It breaks out and actually hinders Du.

ty. The ambitious man muſt be ſtudying, and

the worldling muſt be working or contriving,

and the ſenſual vain perſon providing himſelf

for vanity, when they ſhould be engaged in the

Worſhip of God. -

Were this my preſent buſineſs, to ſet forth

the Breaches, Ruine, Weakneſs, Deſolations,

that one unmortified Luft will bring upon a

Soul, this Diſcourſe muſt be extended much

beyond my Intendment. -

(2.) As Sin weakens, ſo it darkens the Soul.

It is a cloud, a thick cloud, that ſpreads it ſelf

over the Face of the Soul, and intercepts all

the beams of Gods Love and Favour. It takes.

away all ſenſe of the Priviledge of our Adopti

on : and if the Soul begins to gather up

Thoughts of Conſolation, Sin quickly ſcatters

them. Of which afterwards.

Now in this regard doth the vigour and

power of our ſpiritual life depend on our Mor

tification. It is the onely Means of the Re- .

moval of that, which will allow us neither the

one nor the other. Men that are ſick and wound

ed under the power of Luft, make many Ap

plications for Help; they cry to God, when

the Perplexity of their Thoughts overwhelms

them; even to God do they cry, but are not

delivered; in vain do they uſe many Reme

die', they ſhall not be healed. So Hoſ. 5, 13.

- - Ephraim
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Ephraim ſaw his ſickneſs, and judah his wound,

and attempted ſundry remedies, nothing will

doe, untill they come (v. 15.) to acknowledge

their Offence. Men may ſee their Sickneſs and

Wounds, but yet if they make not due Appli

cations their Cure will not be effeóted.

Secondly, Mortification prunes all the Graces

ofGod, and makes room for them in our hearts,

to grow. The Life and Vigour of our ſpiri

tual Lives conſiſts in the vigour and flouriſh

ing of the Plants of Grace in our Hearts. Now

as you may ſee in a Garden, let there be a

precious herb planted, and let the Ground .

be untilled, and weeds grow about it, per

haps it will live ſtill, but be a poor wither

ing, unuſefull thing; you muſt look and ſearch

for it, and ſometimes can ſcarce find it; and

when you do, you can ſcarce know it, whe

ther it be the Plant you look for or no; and

ſuppoſe it be; you can make no uſe of it at

all: when let another of the ſame kind be ſet in

ground, naturally as barren and badas the other;

but let it be well weeded, and every thing that

is noxious and hurtfull removed from it, it

flouriſhes and thrives; you may ſee it at firſt

look into the Garden, and have it for your uſe

when you pleaſe. So it is with the Graces of the

Spirit that are planted in our hearts: That is

true; they are ſtill, they abide in a heart where

there is ſome Neglićt of Mortification, tº:
the
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they are ready to dye; Revel. 3. 2. they are

withering and decaying. The heart is like the

Sluggards Field, ſo over-grown with weeds,

that you can ſcarce ſee the good Corn. Such a

man may ſearch for Faith, Love and Zeal, and

ſcarce be able to find any ; and if he do diſco

ver that theſe Graces are there, yet alive,

and ſincere; yet they are ſo weak, ſo clogged

with Luſts, that they are of very little uſe;

they remain indeed, but are ready to dye.

But now let the Heart be cleanſed by Mor

tification, the Weeds of Luſt conſtantly and

daily rooted up, (as they ſpring daily, Na

ture being their proper ſoyl,) let Room be

, made for Grace to thrive and flouriſh; how

will every Grace act its part, and be ready

for every uſe and purpoſe /

Thirdly, As to our Peace; as there is no

thing that hath any Evidence of Sincerity with

out it, ſo I know nothing that hath ſuch an

Evidence of Sincerity in it; which is no ſmall

Foundation of our Peace: Mortication is the

Souls vigorous Oppoſition to ſelf; wherein

Sincerity is moſt evident.

C H A P.
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-

CHAP. V.

The principal Intendment of the whole Diſcourſe

propoſed. The firſt main Caſe of Canſcience

fiated. What it is to AMortifie any Sin, mega

tively conſidered. Not the utter Deffruiti

on of it in this Life. Not the Diſſimulation

of it. Not the Improvement of any Natural

Principle. Not the Diverſion of it. Not an

Occaſional Conqueſt. Occaſional Conqueſts

of Sin, what, and when. Upon the Eruption

of Sin, in time of Danger or Trouble.

Heſe things being premiſed, I come to

my principal ſntention, of handlingſome

Queſtions, or prattical Caſes, that preſent

themſelves in this buſineſs of Mortification

of Sin in Believers: The firſt, which is the

Head of all the reſt, and whereunto they are

reduced, may be conſidered as lying under the

enſuing Propoſal.

Suppoſe a man to be a true Believer, and

yet finds in himſelf a powerfull Indwelling

Sin, leading him captive to the Law ofit, con

ſuming his Heart with trouble, perplexing his

Thoughts, weakening his Soul, as to Duties

of Communion with God, diſquieting him as

to Peace, and perhaps defiling his Conſcience,

and czpoſing him to Hardening through º
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deceitfulneſs of Sin; what ſhall he doe? what

Courſe ſhall he take and inſiſt on , for the

. Mortification of this Sin, Luſt, Diſtemper,

or Corruption, to ſuch a Degree, as that

though it be not utterly deſtroyed, yet in his

Conteſt with it, he may be enabled to keep

up Power, Strength and Peace, in Communi

on with God?

In anſwer to this important Enquiry, I ſhall

do theſe things,

1. Shew what it is to mortifie any Sin; and

that both Negatively and Poſitively, that we

be not miſtaken in the Foundation. -

2. Give general Directions for ſuch things,

as without which it will be utterly impoſſible

for anyone to get any Sin truely and ſpiritually

Mortified.

3. Draw out the Particulars whereby this

is to be done; in the whole carrying on this

Conſideration, that it is not of the Doſtrine of

AMºrtification in general, but only in reference

to the particular Caſe before propoſed, that I

am treating. -

1. To Mortifie a Sin, is not utterly to kill,

root it out, and deſtroy it, that it ſhould

have no more hold at all, nor reſidence in

our hearts. It is true, this is that which is

aymed at, but this is not in this Life to be ac

compliſhed. There is no man that truely ſets

himſelf to mortifie any Sin, but he ayms at,

/ intends,
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intends, deſires its utter deſtruction; that it

ſhould leave neither Root nor Fruit in the

Heart or Life. He would ſo kill it, that it

ſhould never move or ſtirre any more; crye

or call, ſeduce or tempt to Eternity. Its not

being, is the thing aymed at. Now though

doubtleſs there may by the Spirit and Grace

of Chriſt, a wonderfull ſucceſ, and Eminency

of vittory againſt any fin be attained; ſo that

a man may have almoſt conſtant triumph over

it; yet an utter killing and deſtruſtion of it,

that it ſhould not be, is not in this Life to

be expected. This Paul aſſures us of, Phil.

3. 12. Not as though I had already attained,

or were already perfeit. He was a choiſe Saint,

a pattern for Believers, who in Faith and

Love, and all the Fruits of the Spirit, had

not his Fellow in the world; and on that ac

count aſcribes perfection to himſelf, in com

pariſon of others, verſ. 15. Yet he had not at

tained, he was not perfeit, but was following

after : ſtill a vile body he had, and we have, that

muſt be changed by the great power of Chriſt

at laſt: v. 2 r. This we would have, but God

ſees it beſt for us, that we ſhould be compleat

in nothing in our ſelves; that in all things we

might be compleat in Chriſt, which is beſt for

us, Col. 2. Io. * ..

2. I think I teed not ſy, it is not the diſ.

ſimulation of a Sin; when a man on ſome º:
WàfC
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ward reſpects forſakes the Pračtice of any fin,

men perhaps may look on him as a changed

man; God knows that to his former iniquity

he hath added curſed hypocriſie, and is got in

a ſafer path to Hell than he was in before.

He hath got another Heart than he had, that

is more cunning, not a new Heart, that is more

holy.

The Mortification of Sin conſiſts not in

the Improvement of a quiet, ſedate Nature.

Some men have an Advantage by their natural

Conſtitution, ſo far, as that they are not ex

poſed to ſuch violence of unruly paſſions, and

tumultuous Affections, as many others are.

Let now theſe men cultivate and improvetheir

Natural Frame and Temper, by Diſcipline,

Conſideration and Prudence, and they may

ſeem to themſelves and others, very mortified

men, when perhaps their Hearts are a ſtanding

Sink of all Abominations; ſome man is never

ſo much troubled all his Life perhaps with

anger and paſſion, nor doth trouble others, as

another is almoſt every day; and yet the latter

have done more to the Mortification of the

ſin, than the former. Let not ſuch perſons trye

their Mortification by ſuch things as their

natural Temper gives no Life or Vigour to:

let them bring themſelves to ſelf-denyal, un

belief, envy, or ſome ſuch ſpirtual ſin, and they

will have a better view of themſelves. w

* A
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4. A fin is not Mortified, when it is onely

diverted. Simon Magus for a ſeaſon left his

Sorceries; but his Covetouſneſs and Ambition

that ſet him on work, remained ſtill, and

would have been acting another way: there

fore Peter tells him, I perceive thou art in the

gall of bitterneſs; notwithſtanding the Pro

feſſion thou haſt made, notwithſtanding thy Re

linquiſhment of thy Sorceries, thy luft is as

powerfull as ever in thee: the ſame luff, onely

the ſtreams of it are diverted: it now exerts

and puts forth it ſelf another way, but it is the

old gall of Bitterneſs ſtill. A man may be ſen

ſible of a luft, ſet himſelf againſt the eruptions

of it, take care that it ſhall not break forth,

as it hath done; but in the mean time ſuffer

the ſame corrupted habit to vent it ſelf ſome

other way. As he who heals and skins a run

ning Sore, thinks himſelf cured, but in the

mean time his Fleſh feſtereth by the Corrupti

on of the ſame humour, and breaks out in ano

ther place. And this diverſion, with the Al

terations that attend it, often befalls men, on

Accounts wholly foreign unto Grace; change

of the Courſe of Life that a mun was in ; of

Relations,. Intereſts, Deſigns, may effect it;

yea the very Alterations in mens Conſtituti

ons, occaſioned by a natural Progreſs in the

Courſe of their Lives, may produce ſuch

Changes as theſe; men in Age do not uſually

- - perſiſt
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perfiſt in the purſuit of youthfull luffs, al

though they have never mortified any one of

them. And the ſame is the Caſe of bartering

of Luſts; and leaving to ſerve one, that a man

may ſerve another. He that changes pride for

worldlineſs, ſenſuality for Phariſaiſme, vanity

in Himſelf to the contempt of Others; let him

not think that he hath Mortified the ſin that

he ſeems to have left. He hath changed his

AMaſter, but is a Servant ſtill. -

5. Occaſional Conqueſts of Sin do not a

mount to a Mortifying of it. -

There are two Occaſions or Seaſons, where

in a man who is contending with any ſin, may

ſeem to himſelf to have mortified it.

(1.) When it hath had ſome ſad Eruption

to the diſturbance of his Peace, terrour ofhis

Conſcience, dread of Scandal, and evident pro

vocation of God. This awakens and ſtirres up

all that is in the man, and amazes him; fills

him with abhorrency of fin, and himſelf for it;

ſends him to God, makes him cry out as for

Life, to abhorre his Luſt as Hell, and to ſet

himſelf againſt it. The whole man, ſpiritual

and natural being now awaked, Sinſhrinks in

its head, appears not, but lyes as dead before

him. As when one that hath drawn nigh to an

Army in the Night, and hath killed a principal

perſon; inſtantly the guards awake, men are

rouſed up, and ſtrićt £nquiry is made after
f the
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the Enemy; who in the mean time, untill the

noyſe and tumult be over, hides himſelf; or

lyes like one that is dead, yet with firm Reſo

lution to do the like miſchief again, upon the

like Opportunity. llpon the fin among the

Corinthians, ſee how they mufter up them

ſelves for the ſurprizal and Deſtrućtion of it,

2 Epift: chap. 7. verſ. 11. So it is in a per

ſon, when a breach hath been made upon his

Conſcience, Quiet, perhaps Credit, by his

Luſt, in ſome Eruption of Actual fin; ‘Careful

neſ, Indignation, Deſire, Fear, Revenge, are

all ſet on work about it, and againſt it, and Luſt

is quiet for a ſeaſon, being run down before

them; but when the hurry is over, and the In

queſt paſt, the Thief appears again alive, and is

as buſie as ever at his work. .*

... (2.) In a time of ſome judgement; Calami

ty, or preſſing Afflićtion ; the Heart is then

taken up with Thoughts and Contrivances of

flying from the preſent troubles, fears and dan

..gers : This, as a convinced perſon concludes,

is to be done, only by relinquiſhment of Sin,

which gains peace with God. It is the Anger

of God in every Afflićtion that galls a Con

vinced perſon. To be quit of this, men re

ſolve at ſuch times againſt their fins. Sin

ſhall never more have any place in them; they

will never again give up themſelves to the ſer

vice of it. Accordingly Sin is quiet, ſtirres
... • - E. not,

-
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not, ſeems tobe Mortified; not indeed that it

hath received any one wound, but meerly

becauſe, the Soul hath poſſeſs'd its Faculties

whereby it ſhould exert it ſelf, with thoughts

inconſiſtent with the motions thereof; which

when they are laid aſide, Sin returns again to

its former Life and Vigour. So they Pſal.

78. 32.4mmto 38. Are a full Inſtance and De

feription of this Frame of ſpirit whereof. I

ſpeak. … . . . . . . . . . . . .

For all this theyſinned ſtill, and believed not

for his wonderous works: . . . . . . . . .

- Therefore their dayes did he conſume in va

nity, and their years in trouble. . . . . . . .

... When he ſlew them, then they ſought him,

and they returned, and enquired early after
God. º ºsº

...And they remembred that God was their rock

and the high God their Redeemer. . . . is . .

Nevertheleſs they did flatter him with their

mouth, and they lyed unto him with their

tongues. , , ,

For their heart was not right with him, nei

ther were they ſtedfaſt in his Covenant. .

. I no way doubt, but that when they ſought,

and returned, and enquired early after God,

they did it with fullpurpoſe of heart, as to the

relinquiſhment of their fins: It is expreſſed in

the word, returned. Toturn or return to the

Lord, is by a Relinquiſhment of fin. .
- - - they

2
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they did early, with earneſtneſs, and diligence;

but yet their fin was unmortified for all this,

v. 36, 37. and this is the ſtate of many humi

liations in the dayes of Afflićtion; and a great

Deceit in the Hearts of Believers themſelves,

lies oftentimes herein...

Theſe and many other wayes there are,

whereby poor Souls deceive themſelves, and

ſuppoſe they have mortified their Lufts, when

they live and are Mighty, and on every Oc

caſion break forth to their diſturbance and

diſquietneſs. . . . . º

. . . . .
---- -

C HAP. v1.

: , ; *

-

º

The Mortification of Sin in particular deſcri

bed. The ſeveral Parts and Degrees thereof.

1. The habitual weakning of its Root and

Principle. The Power of Luft to tempt.

Differences of that Power to Perſons and

Times. 2. Conſtant Fighting againſt Sin,

The Parts thereof conſidered. 3. Succeſ, a.

gainſ; it. The ſumme of this Diſcourſe.

V YHat it is to mortifie, a Sin in Gene

-
ral, which will make farther way

for particular Directions, is nextly to be
conſidered. - c.

E 2 The
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The Mortification of a Luſt conſiſts in three

things. -

1. An habitual weakeningof it. Every Luſt

is a depraved habit or Diſpoſition, continually

inclining the Heart to evil: Thence is that

deſcription of him who hath no Luſt truely

mortified: Gen. 6.5. Every Imagination of the

thoughts of his Heart is only evil continually. He

is alwayes under the power of a ſtrong bent

and Inclination to ſin. And the reaſon why a na

tural man is not alwayes, perpetually, in the

purſuit of ſome one luft night and day, is, be

cauſe he hath many to ſerve, every one crying

to be ſatisfied; Thence he is carried on with

great variety, but ſtill in general he lyes to

wards the ſatisfaction of ſelf.

We will ſuppoſe then the luft or diſtemper

whoſe Mortificationis inquired after, to be in

its ſelf a ſtrong, deeply rooted, habitual Incli

nation and bent of Will and Affections unto

Tome Aétual fin, as to the Matter of it, (though

not under that formal Conſideration,) alwayes

ſtirring up Imaginations, Thoughts and Con

trivances about the Objećt of it. Hence men

are ſaid to have their Hearts ſet upon Evil,

Rom. 13. 14. the bent of their Spirits lyes

towards it, to make proviſion for the fleſh.

And a ſinfull depraved habit (as in many other

things, ſo in this) differs from all matural or

moral habits whatever; for whereas they incline
the
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the Soul gently and ſuitably to it ſelf, ſinfull

Habits impell with Violence and Impetuouſ.

neſs: whence Luſts are ſaid f

to fight or wage warre againſt ºf gº

the Soul, I Pet. 2. II. to ... .
rebell, or riſe up in Warre :::::::. X&

with that Conduct and Op- " " ' . .

poſition which is uſual therein; Rom. 7. 23.

to lead captive,or effeótually captivating upon

ſucceſs in battell: All works of great violence

and impetuouſneſs. . . .

I might manifeſt fully from that deſcripti

on we have of it, Rom. 7. How it will darken

the Mind, extinguiſh Convillions, dethrone

Reaſon, interrupt the Power and Influence of

any Conſiderations that may be brought to

hamper it, and breakthrough all into a flame.

But this is not my preſent buſineſs. Now the

firſt thing in AMortification is the weakening of

this Habit of Sinor Luſt, that it ſhall not with

that violence, earneſtneſs, frequency, riſe up,

conceive, tumultuate, provoke, entice, diſ

quiet, as naturally it is apt to doe, jam, I,

I 4-5 I S. - - - - -

* É. deſire to give one Caution or Rule by

the way; and it is this. Though every Lut

doth in its own Nature, equally, univerſally

incline and impell to Sin, yet this mult be

granted with theſe two Limitations: --

I. One luft, or a luſt in one man,may receive
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many accidental Improvements, heightnings,

and ſtrengthnings, which may give it life, pow

er and vigour, exceedingly above what ano

ther Luſt hath, or the ſame luft, that is of the

ſame Kind and Nature in another man. When

a Luſt falls in with the natural Conſtitution

and Temper, with a ſuitable courſe of Life,

with Occaſions; or when Sathan hath got a

fit handle to it to manage it, as he hath a thou

ſand wayes ſo to doe, that Luſt growes violent

and impetuous above others, or more than

the ſame luft in another man; Then the ſteams

of it darken the Mind, ſo that though a man

knowes the ſame things as formerly, yet they

have no power, nor influence on the Will, but

corrupt Affections and Paſſions are ſet by it

at liberty.

But eſpecially, Luſt gets ſtrength by Tem

ptation; when a ſuitable Temptation falls in

with a Luſt, it gives it a new life, vigour,

power, violence and rage which it ſeemed not

before to have, or to be capable of. Inſtances

to this purpoſe might be multiply.cd; but it is

the deſign of ſome part of another Treatiſe to

evince this Obſervation. -

2. Some luffs are far more ſenſible and diſ.

£ernable in their violent Aëtings than others.

Paul puts a difference between uncleanneſs

and all other fins, 1 Cor. 6. 18. Flee fornica

**, *very ſºn that a man doth, is without the

body,
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body, but he that committeth fornication ſºn

neth againſt his own body. Hence the Motions

of that ſin are more ſenſible, more diſcernable

than of others; when perhaps, the love of

the World, or the like, is in a Perſon no

leſs habitually predominant than that, yet it

makes not ſo great a combuſtion in the whole

Iſlan. ºn * - - - - -

And on this account ſome men may goein

their own, thoughts and in the eyes of the

World, for mortified men; who yet have in

them no leſs predominancy of Luſt, than thoſe

who cry out with Aſtoniſhment upon the ac

count of its perplexing Tumultuatings. Yea

than thoſe who have by the Power of it, been

hurried into ſcandalous fins; onely their lufts

are in and about things which raiſe not ſuch a

tumult in the Soul, about which they are ex

erciſed with a calmer Frame of Spirit; the

very Fabrick of Nature being not ſonearly con

cerned in them, as in ſome other. -

I ſay then, that the firſt thing in Mortifica

tion is the weakening of this Habit, that it

ſhall not impell and tumultuate as formerly,

that it ſhall not intice and draw aſide, that it

ſhall not diſquiet and perplex; the killing of

its life, vigour, promptneſs and readineſs to.

be ſtirring. This is called crucifying the fleſh

with the lufts thereof, Gal. 5. 24. that is, ta

king away its** Spirits that give is

- - 4. ſtrength
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fºrength and power. The waſting of the body

of Death day by day, 2 Cor. 4. 16.

As a Man nayled to the Croſs; he firſt

Ítruggles and ſtrives and cryes out with great

itrength and might; but as his Blood and Spi

rits waſte, his ſtrivings are faint and ſeldom,

his Cryes low and hoarſe, ſcarce to be heard.

When a man firſt ſets on a Luſt or diſtemper, to

deal with it, it ſtruggles with great violence to

break looſe; it cryes with Earneſtneſs and Im

patiency to be ſatisfied and relieved; but when

by Mortification the blood and ſpirits of it are

let out, it moves ſeldome and familiarly, cryes

ſparingly,andis ſcarce heard in the beart; It may

have ſometimes a dying pang, that makes an

Appearance of great vigour and ſtrength, but

it is quickly over, eſpecially if it be kept from

conſiderable ſucceſs. This the Apoſtle deſcribes

as in the who e Chapter, ſo eſpecially verſ. 6.

of chap. 6. Rom. -

Sin, ſaith he, is crucified; it is faſtned to the

Croſs; to what End?" that the body of Death

may be deſtroyed; the Power of Sin weaken

ed, and aboliſhed by little and little; that

henceforth we ſhould not ſerve ſin, that is, that

fin might not incline, impell us with ſuch

Efficacy, as to make us ſervants to it, as it

hath done heretofore... And this is ſpoken not

only with reſpcét to tarmal and ſenſual Af

fººtions, or Defires of worldly things; not only

- “... ** in -** – 1.
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in reſpect of the Luſt of the Fleſh, the Luſt of

the Eyes, and the pride of Life, but alſo as to

the fleſh, that is in the mind and will, in that

Oppoſition unto God, which is in us by Na

ture. Of what Nature ſoever the troubling

Diſtemperbe, by what wayes ſoever it make

it ſelf out, either by impelling to Evil, or hin

dering from that which is good, the Rule is the

ſame. And unleſs this be done effectually,

all after-contention will not compaſs the End

aimed at. Aman may beat down the bitter Fruit

from an evil Tree, untill be is weary; whileſt

the Root abides in ſtrength and vigour, the

beating down of the preſent Fruit will not

hinder it from bringing forth more; this is the

Folly of ſome men; they ſet themſelves with

all earneſtneſs and diligence againſt the ap

pearing eruption of luft, but leaving the Prin

ciple and Root untouched, perhaps unſearched

out, they make but little or no progreſs in this

work of Mortification. -- * -

2. In conſtant fighting and contending a

gainſt ſin. To be able alwayes to be laying

load on Sin, is no ſmall degree of AMortifica

tion. When Sin is ſtrong and vigorous, the

Soul is ſcarce able to make any head againſt

it. It ſighs, and groans, and mourns, and

is troubled, as David ſpeaks of himſelf, but

ſeldom has Sin in the purſuit ; David com

plains that his Sin had taken faſt hold
* upon
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apon him, that he could not look up, Pſal. 4o.

£2. How little then was he able to fight

againſt it. Now fundry things are required

unto, and comprized in this fighting againſt
Sin. - --- r

2-1. To know that a man hath ſuch an Enemy

to deal withall; to take notice of it, to con

fider it as an Enemy indeed, and one that is

to be deſtroyed by all means poſſible, is re

quired hereunto. As I ſaid before, the conteſt

is vigorous and hazardous; it is about the

things of Eternity. When therefore men have

fleight and tranſient thoughts of their lufts, it

is no great ſign that they are mortified, or

that they are in a way for their Mortification.

This is, every man's knowing the plague of his

own heart, 1 King. 8.38. Without which no

other work can be done; it is to be feared

that very many have little knowledge of the

main Enemy, that they carry about them in

their boſoms. This makes them ready to

juſtifie themſelves, and to be impatient of re

proofor admonition,mot knowing that they are

in any danger,2 Chron. 16. Io.

2. To labour to be acquainted with the

Wayes, Wiles, Methods, Advantages and Oc

caſions of its ſucceſs is the beginning of this

warfare. So do men deal with Enemies. They

enquire out their counſels and deſigns, pon

der their Ends, confider how and by what

. . f/64???
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means they have formerly prevailed, that they

may be prevented; In this conſiſts the greateſt

skill in conduct. Take this away, and all

waging of Warre (wherein is the greateſt

improvement of Humane Wiſdom and Indu

ſtry) would be brutiſh. So do they deal with

Luſt, who mortifie it indeed; not onely when

it is ačtually vexing, inticing, and ſeducing,but

in their Retirements they conſider, This is

our Enemy, this is his way and Progreſs,

theſe are his Advantages, thus hath he pre

vailed, and thus he will do, if not prevented:

So David, Myſin is ever before me, Pſal, 51.2.

And indeed one of the choiſeſt and moſt emi

nent parts of practically ſpiritual wiſdom,

conſiſts in finding out the ſubtilties, policies,

and depths of any indwelling Sin; to conſider,

and know wherein its greateſt ſtrength lies;

what Advantage it uſes to make of Occaſions;

Opportunities, Temptations; what are its

Pleas, Pretences, Reaſonings; what its Stra

tagems, Colours, Excuſes; to ſet the wiſdom

of the Spirit againſt the Craft of the old Man,

to trace this Serpent in all its turnings and

windings; to be able to ſay at its moſt fe

cret, and (to a common Frame of Heart) im

perceptible actings, This is your old way and

courſe, I know what you aim at; and ſo to be

alwayes in readineſs, is a good part of our

warfare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - 3. To
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3. To load it daily with all the things which

ſhall after be mentioned, that are grievous,

killing and deſtruttive to it, is the height of

this conteſt; ſuch an one never thinks his luſt

dead becauſe it is Quiet, but labours ſtill to

give it new wounds, new blowes every day. So

the Apoſtle, Col. 3. 5.

Now whileſt the Soul is in this Condition,

whileſt it is thus dealing, it is certainly upper

moſt, Sin is under the Sword and dying.

3. In ſucceſs; frequent ſucceſs againſt any

luft, is another part and Evidence of Mortifi

cation; By ſucceſs, I underſtand not a meer

diſappointment of Sin, that it be not brought

forth, nor accompliſhed; but a viſtory over

it, and purſuit of it to a compleat Conqueſt:

For inſtance, when the Heart finds Sin at any

time at work, ſeducing, forming Imagina

tions to make proviſion for the fleſh, to fulfill

the luſts thereof, it inſtantly apprehends Sin,

and brings it to the Law of God, and love of

Chriſt; condemns it, followes it with execution

to the uttermoſt.

Now I ſay, when a man comes to this ſtate

and Condition, that luší is weakened in the root

and principle, that its motions and ačtions are

fewer and weaker than formerly, ſo that they

are not able to hinder his duty, nor interrupt

his peace, when he can in a quiet ſedate frame

of Spirit, find out, and fight againſt Sin, tº:
-- - aVC
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have ſucceſs againſt it, then Sin is mortified in

ſome confiderable meaſure, and notwithſtand

ing all its Oppoſition, a man may have peace

with God all his dayes.

unto theſe Heads then do I referre the A4oz.

tification aymed at; that is, of any one per

plexing Diffemper, whereby the General prºvi

ty and Corruption of our Nature attempts to

exert and put forth it ſelf. -

1. Firſt, the weakening of its indwelling

diſpoſition, whereby it inclines , intices, im

pells to evil, rebells, oppoſes, fights againſt God,

by the implanting habitual reſidence, and che

riſhing of a principle of Grace, that ſtands in

direct oppoſition to it, and is deſtructive of it,

is the Foundation of it. So by the implanting

and growth of humility is pride weakened, paff.

on by patience, uncleanneſs by purity of Mind

and Conſcience, love of this world by heaven

ly-mindedneſs, which are Graces of the Spirit,

or the ſame habitual Grace variouſly acting it

ſelf by the Holy Ghoſt, according to the va

riety or diverſity of the Objetts about which

it is exerciſed; as the other are ſeveral Luſts,

or the ſame natural Corruption variouſly

acting its ſelf according to the various Ad

vantages and Occaſions that it meets with
all. -

-

2. The promptneſs, alacrity, vigour of

the Spirit, or New Man in contending*:
- -- Chcęr
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cheerfull fighting againſt the Luſt ſpoken of,

by all the Wayes, and with all the Means that

are appointed thereunto, conſtantly uſing the

fuccours provided againſt its motions and all

ings, is a ſecond thing hereunto required.

3. Succeſs unto ſeveral degrees attends theſe

two. Now this, if the diſtemper hath not an

inconquerable Advantage from its natural ſitu

ation, may poſſibly be to ſuch an univerſal

Conqueſt, as the Soul may never more fen

ſibly feel its Oppoſition, and ſhall however

aſſuredly ariſe to an allowance of Peace to the

Conſcience, according to the tenour of the

Covenant of Grace. • *

-

C H A P. W II.

General Rules, without which no Luft will be

mortified. No AMortification unleſs a man be

a Believer. Dangers of attempting Mortifi

cation of Sin by Unregenerate Perſons. The

Duty of anconverted Perſons, as to this bu

fineſs of Afortification, conſidered. The va

nity of the Papiſts Attempts, and Rules for

AMortification thence diſcovered.

T. E wayes and Means whereby a Soul

may proceed to the Mortification of any

particular luft and Sin, which Sátan takes Ad

vantage~ -

P
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vantageby, to diſquiet and weaken him,comes

next under Conſideration. . . . . . . .

Now there are ſome General Conſiderati

ons to be premiſed, concerning ſome Principles

and Foundations of this work, without which

no man in the world, behe never ſomuch raiſed

by Convićtions, and reſolved for the Mortifi

cation of any Sin, can attain thereunto. A --

General Rules and Principles, without

which no Sin will be ever mortified, are

theſe, *"... . . . *- : . . . .3

: 1. Ulnleſs a Man be a, Believer, that is, one

that is truely, ingrafted into Chriſt, he can

never mortifie any one Sin; I do not ſay, un

leſs he know himſelf to be ſo, but unleſs in

deed he be ſo. Mortification, is the work of

Believers, Rom, 8, 13. If ye through the Spi- .

rit, &c. Te Believers, to whom there is nã

condemnation, verſ. I. They, alone are ex

horted to it...Qel. 3, 5, Mortiftetherefore your

members that are upon the earth. Who ſhould

martifief You who are riſen with Chriſt,

Nerſ. 1. whoſe Life is hid with Chrift in God,

werſ. 3. who ſhall appear with him in Glory,

verſ. 4. An unregenerate man may do ſome

thing like it, but the work itſelf, ſo as it may

be acceptable with God, he can never perform.

You know what a Pićture of it is drawn in

ſome of the Philoſophers, Seneca, Tully, Epitie

tw; what affectionate Diſcourſes they ºf

_*
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of contempt of the World, and Self, of regu

lating and conquering all exorbitant Affedions

and haſſions. The Lives of moſt of them ma

nifeſted, that their Maxims differed as much

from true Mortification, as the San painted
on a Sign-poſt, from the Sun in the Firma

...ent. They had neither Light nor Heat. Their

own Lucian ſufficiently manifeſts what they

|ali were. There is no Death of Sin, without

the Death of Chriſt. You know what At

tempts there are made after it by the Pºpiſ:

in their rows, Penances, and Satisfałions; H

dare ſay of Them (I mean as many of them as

aćt upon the Principles of their Church, as

they callit.) what Paul ſayes of Iſrael in point

of Righteouſneſs, Rom.9, 31, 32: They have

followed after AMortification, but they have -

not Attained to it; Wherefore? Becauſe they

ſeek it not by Faith, but as it were by the work:

ºf the Law. The ſame is the State and Con

iſition of all amongſt ourſelves, who in 9be

dience to their Convićtions, and awakened

Conſciences, do attempt a Relinquiſhment of

sin, they follow after it, but they do not At

tain it.

it is true, it is, it will be required of every

perſon whatever, that hears the Law or Gº

Jpel preached, that he mortifie Sin; It is his

Duty, but it is not his immediate Duty ; It

is his Duty to do it, but to do it in Gods way.
- If
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If you require your Servant to pay ſo much

Money for you in ſuch a place, but firſt to

go and take it up in another; it is his Duty

to pay the Money appointed, and you will

blame him if he do it not; yet it was not his

immediate Duty; he was firſt to take it up,

according to your direction, . So it is in this

Caſe; Sin is to be mortified, but ſomething is

to be done in the firſt place to enable us there

unto.

I have proved, that it is the Spirit alone

that can mortifie Sin; He is promiſed to doe

it, and all other means without him are empty

and vain. How ſhall he then mortifie Sin,

that hath not the Spirit P A man may eaſier

ſee without Eyes, ſpeak without a Tongue,

than truely Mortifie one Sin without the Spi

rit. Now how is he attained? It is the Spirit

of Chriſt; and (as the Apoſtle ſayes,) if we

have not the Spirit of Chriſt, we are none of his,

Rom. 8.9. So, if we are Chriſts, have an In

tereſt in him, we have the Spirit, and ſo alone

have power for Mortification. This the Apo

file diſcourſes at large, Rom. 8. v. 8. So then

they that are in the fleſh cannot pleaſe God. It

is the Inference and Concluſion he makes of his ;

foregoing Diſcourſe about our Natural ſtate

and Condition, and the Enmity we have unto

God and his Law, therein. If we are in the

fleſh, if we have not the Spirit, we cannot;
- - F ăți"
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any thing that ſhould pleaſe God. But what

is our deliverance from this Condition, verſ. 9.

But ye are not in the fleſh, but in the Spirit,

if ſo be that the Spirit of God dwell in you :

Ye Believers, that have the Spirit of Christ, ye

are not in the fleſh. There is no way of De

liverance from the State and Condition ofbe

ing in the fleſh, but by the Spirit of Chriſt;

And what if this Spirit of Chriſt be in you ?

why then you are mortified, verſ. Io, the Bo

dy is dead becauſe of Sin, or unto it; Morti

fication is carryed on; the New Man is quic

kened to Righteouſneſs. This the Apoſtle

proves verſ. I I. from the Union we have with

Chriſt by the Spirit, which will produce ſuit

able Operations in us, to what it wrought in

him. All attempts then for Mortification of

any Luſt, without an Intereſt in Chriſt, are

vain. Many men that are galled with and for

Sin, (the arrowes of Chriſt for Convićtion by

the Preaching of the Word, or ſome Afflićtion

having been made ſharp in their hearts) do

vigorouſly ſet themſelves againſt this or that

particular Luft, wherewith their Conſciences

have been moſt diſquieted or perplexed. But

poor Creatures! they labour in the Fire, and

their work conſumeth. When the Spirit of

Chriſt comes to this work, he will be as Re

finers Fire, and as Fullers Sope, and he will

Purge men as Gold and Silver, Mal. 3. 3. take

- away
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away their droſ, and tin, their filth and blºod,

as Iſa. 4.3. But men muſt be Gold and Silver

in the bottom, or elſe Refining will do them

no good. The Prophet gives us the ſad iſſue

of wicked mens utmoſt Attempts for 449tti.
fication, by what Means foeyer that God

afford, them, jer. 6.29, 30. The Bellowes are

barn, and the Lead is conſumed ºf the fires

the Founder melteth in vain, Reprobate Silver

ſhall men call them, becauſe the Lord hath ºf:

jetted them; And what is the Reaſon hereof.”

v.28.they were Braſ, and Iron when they were
put into the Furnace. Men may reihe Braſs

and Iron long enoughbefore they will be good
Silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * :

I ſay then, Mortification is not the preſent

buſineſs of unregenerate men. God calls them

not to itas yet. converſion is their work. The

converſion of the whole Soul, not the Mortift
cation of this or that particular Luſt. You

would laugh at a man, that you ſhould ſee

ſetting up a great Fabrick, and never take any

careför a Fºundation; eſpecially if you ſhould

ſee him ſo fooliſh, as that having a thomſºn:
Experiences, that what he built one day, fell

down another, he would yet continue in the

ſame courſe. So it is with convinced Perſons;

Though they plainly ſee that what ground

they get againſt Sin one day, they loſe ano:

ther, yet they will go on in the ſame Rºad
F 2 - ſtill,
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ſtill, without enquiring where the deſtruthive

flaw in their progreſs lyes. When the jewes

upon the Conviition of their Sin were cut to

the heart, Ağt. 2.37, and cryed out what ſhall

we doe P. What doth Peter direčt them to 2

Does he bid them go and mortifie their pride,

wrath, malice, cruelty, and the like? no, he

knew that was not their preſent work, but he

calls them to Converſion and Faith in Chriſt

in General, verſ. 38. Let the Soul be firſt

throughly converted, and then looking on him

whom they had pierced, Humiliation and Mor

ºtification will enſue. Thus when john came to

preach Repentance and Converſion, he ſaid,The

Axe is now laid to the root of the tree, Mat.

3.10. The Phariſees had been laying heavy

Burthens, impoſing tedious Duties, and rigid

means of Mortification, in Faſtings, Waſh

ings, and the like, all in vain: Sayes jobn,

The Doğrine of Converſion is for you, the axe

in my hand is laid to the root. And, our Sa

viour tells us what is to be done in this caſe;

fayes he, Do men gather Grapes from Thorns f

Matth. 6. 16. But ſuppoſe a Thorn be well

pruned and cut, and have pains taken with

him f Yea but he will never bear Figgs; verſ.

17, 18. It cannot be but every Tree will

bring forth Fruit according to its own kind.

What is then to be done, he tells us, Ayatt.

12. 33. Afake theTree 6oad, and his Fruit will

- - - - - be
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be good. The Root muſt be dealt with, the

Nature of the Tree changed, or no good Fruit

will be brought forth.

This is that I aym at, unleſs a man be Rs.

generate, unleſs he be a Believer, all Attempts

that he can make for Mortification, be they

never ſo ſpecious and promiſing, all Means he

can uſe, let him follow them with never ſo

much Diligence, Earneſtneſs, Watchfulneſs

and Contention of Mind and Spirit, are to no

purpoſe; In vain ſhall he uſe many remedies,

he ſhall not be healed. Yea there are ſundry

deſperate Evils attending an Endeavour in con

vinced Perſons that are no more but ſo, to per

form this Duty.

Firſt, The mindand Soul is taken up about

that which is not the mans proper buſineſ,

and ſo He is diverted from that which is ſo,

God layes hold by his Word and judgements

on ſome Sin in him, galls his Conſcience, diſ

quiets his heart, deprives him of his Reſt; now

other Diverſions will not ſerve his turn : . He

muſt apply himſelf to the work before him.

The buſineſs in hand being to awake the whole

Man unto a conſideration of the State and

Condition wherein he is, that he might be

brought home to God; inſtead hereof, he ſets

himſelf to mortifie’ the Sin that galls him;

which is a pure iſſue of Self-love, to be freed

from his trouble; and not at all to the wºrk;
F 3 “calle
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called unto; and ſo is diverted from it. Thus

God tells us of Ephraim, when he ſpread his

Net upon them, and brought them down as

the Fowls of Heaven, and chaſiſed them, Hoſ.

7. 12. caught them, intangled them, convinced

them, that they could not eſcape; faith he of

them, They return, but mot to the moſt High .

They ſet themſelves to a Relinquiſhment of Sin,

but not in that manner by univerſal converſion

as God called for it. Thus are men diverted

from coming unto God, by the moſt glorious

wayes that they can fix upon to come to him

by. And this is one of the moſt common de

ceits whereby men ruine their own Souls; H

wiſh that ſome whoſe Trade it is to dawb with

untempered Morter in the things of God, did

not teach this Deceit, and cauſe the People to

erre by their Ignorance: What domen doe?

what oft-times are they direéted unts, when

their Conſciences are galled by Sin, and Diſ.

quietment from the Lord hath laid hold upon

them P is not a Relinquiſhment of the Sin as

to Pračtice, (that they are inſome Fruits of it

perplexed withall,and makinghead againſt it.)

the ſumme of what they apply themſelves

unto ? and is not the Goſpel End of their

onvićtions loſt thereby ? Here men abide and

periſh. . . . . . .

... $ºndly, This Duty being a thinggood in

it ſelf, in its proper place, a puty evidencing

- ' ' '. - . Since
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Sincerity, bringing home Peace to the Con

ſcience; a man finding himſelf really engaged

in it, his Mind and Heart ſet againſt this or

that Sin, with purpoſe and Reſolution to have

no more to do with it, he is ready to conclude,

that his ſtate and Condition is good, and ſo to

delpde his own Soul. For, -

( 1.) When his Conſcience hath been made

ſick with Sin, and he could find no reſt, when

he ſhould go to the great Phyſitian of Souls,

and get healing in his Blood; the Man by this

Engagement againſt Sin, pacifies and quiets

his Conſcience, and fits down without going

to Chriſt at all. Ah how many poor Souls are

thus deluded to Eternity! When Ephraim ſaw

his ſickneſs, he ſent to King jareb, Hoſ. 5. 13.

which kept him off from God. The whole

bundle of the Popiſh Religion is made up of

Deſigns and contrivances to pacifie Conſcience

without Chriſt; all deſcribed by the Apoſtle,

Rom. Io. 4.

(2.) By this means men ſatisfie themſelves

that their State and Condition is good, ſeeing

they do that which is a work good in it ſelf,

and they donot do it to be ſeen. They know

they would have the work done in ſincerity,

and ſo are hardened in a kind of ſelf Righte
ouſneſs.

(3.) When a man hath thus for a ſeaſon

been deluded, and hath deceived his of nSoul.
F 4'- - - and
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and finds in a long courſe of Life, that indeed

his ſin is not mortified, or if he hath changed

one, he hath gotten another; He begins at

length to think, that all contending is in vain,

he ſhall never be able to prevail: He is making

a Dam againſt Water that increaſeth on him.

Hereupon he gives over, as one deſpairing

of any ſucceſs, and yields up himſelf to the

ower oſſin, and that habit of Formality that

e hath gotten. -

And this is the uſual Iſſue with Perſons at

tempting the Mortification of fin without an

Intereſt inChriſt firſt obtained. It deludes them,

hardens them,deſtroyes them. And therefore we

ſee that there are not uſually more vile and

deſperate ſinners in the world, than ſuch as

having by Convićtion been put on this Courſe,

have found it fruitleſs, and deſerted it with

out a diſcovery of Chriſt. And this is the

ſubſtance of the Religion and Godlineſs of

the choiſeſt Formaliſts in the world; and of

all thoſe who in the Roman Synagogue are

drawn to Mortification as they drive Indians

to Baptiſm, or Cattel to water. I ſay then,

that Mortification is the work of Believers,

and Believers onely. To kill fin is the work of

living men; where men are dead, (as all un

believers, the beft ofthem are dead) fin is alive,
and will live. - -

2. It is the work of Faith; the peculia

- work

- *
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work of Faith; Now if there be a work to be

done that will be effected by one only inſtru

ment, it is the greateſt madneſs for any to

attempt the doing of it, that hath not that

Inſtrument. Now it is Faith that purifies the

Płeart, A&t. 15.9. or as Peter ſpeaks, we puri

fie our Souls in obeying the Truth through the

Spirit, I Pet, i. 22. And without iſ, it will not

be done. -

What hath been ſpoken, I ſuppoſe is ſuffi

cient to make good my firſt general Rule : Be

ſure to get an Intereſt in Chrift, if you intend

to mortifie any ſin, without it it will never be

0.71%.

Ob. You will ſay, What then would you

have unregenerate men, that are convinced of

the Evil of fin do? Shall they ceaſe ſtriving

againſt ſin, live diffolutely, give their Luſts

their ſwinge,and be as bad as the worſt of men?

This were a way to ſet the whole world into

Confuſion, to bring all things into darkneſs, to

ſet open the floodgates of luſt, and lay the Reins

upon the Necks of men to raſh into all fin with

delight and greedineſs, like the horſe into the

battle. - -

Amſ. 1. God forbid! It is to be looked

on as a great iſſue of the Wiſdom, Good

neſs, and Love of God, that by manifold

wayes and means he is pleaſed to reſtrain the

Sons of men from running forth into that

compaº
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compaſs of exceſ; and riot, which the depra

vedneſs of their Nature would carry them out

unto with violence. By what way ſoever this

is done, it is an iſſue of the care, kindneſs,

and Goodneſs of God, without which the

whole Earth would be an Hell of Sin and Con

fuſion. -

2. There is a peculiar convincing Power in

the Word, which God is often-times pleaſed

to put forth to the wounding, amazing, and in

ſome ſort humbling of Sinners, though they

are never converted. And the Word is to be

preached, though it hath this End, yet not

with this End. Let then the Word be preach

ed, and the ſins of men rebuked, Luft will be

reſtrained, and ſome Oppoſitions will be made

againſt Sin, though that be not the Effett aym

ed at.

'3. Though this be the work of the Word

and Spirit, and it be good in it ſelf, yet it is

not profitable nor available as to the main End

in them in whom it is wrought; they are ſtill

in the gall of Bitterneſs, and under the power

of darkneſs.

4. Let men know it is their Duty, but in

its proper place; 1 take not men from Mor

tification, but put them upon Converſion. He

that ſhall call a man from mending a Hole in

the Wall of his Houſe, to quench a Fire that

is conſuming the whole Building, is not his

- - Enemy.

-
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Enemy. Poor Soul it is not thy Sore-finger

but thy Hettick:Feaver that thou art to apply

thy ſelf to the Conſideration of Thou ſet

teſt thy ſelf againſt a particular Sin, and

doeſt not conſider that thou art nothing but

Sin.

Let me adde this to them who are Preach

ers of the Word, or intend through the good

hand of God that Employment. It is their

Duty to plead with men about their Sins, to

lay load on particular ſins, but alwayes remem.

ber, that it be done with that which is the

proper End of Law and Goſpel. That is, that

they make uſe of the Sin they ſpeak againſt,

to the diſcovery of the State and Condition

wherein the Sinner is. Otherwiſe, happily

they may work men to Formality and Hypo

criſie, but little of the true End of Preaching

the Goſpel will be brought about. It will not

avail, to beat a man off from his Drunken

meſ, into a ſober Formality; Askilfull Maſter

of the Aſſemblies layes his Axe at the Root,

drives ſtill at the heart. To inveigh againſt

particular fins of ignorant unregenerate per

ſons, (ſuch as the Land is full of,) is a good

Work: But yet though it may be done with

great efficacy, vigour and ſucceſs, if this be

all the effeči of it, that they are ſet upon the

moſt ſedulous Endeavours of mortifying their

ſins preached down, all that is done, is #:
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like the beating of an Enemy in an open field,

and driving him into an impregnable Caſtle,

not to be prevailed againſt. Get you at any

time a ſinner at the advantage, on the account

of any one ſin whatever, have you any thing

to take hold of him by, bring it to his State and

Condition, drive it up to the head, and there

deal with him; to break men offfrom particu

lar fins, and not to break their Hearts, is to

deprive our ſelves of Advantages of dealing
with them. a -

And herein is the Roman Mortification

grievouſly peccant; they drive all ſorts of per

ſons to it, without the leaſt Conſideration

whether they have a principle for it or no. Yea

they are ſo far from calling on men to believe,

that they may be able to mortifie their Lufts,

that they call men to Mortification inſtead of

Believing. The truth is, they neither know

what it is to believe, nor what Mortification it

ſelf intends. Faith with them is but a general

aſſent to the Dočtrine taught in their Church:

And Mortification the betaking of a man by a

Wow to ſome certain Courſe of Life, wherein

he denyes himſelf ſomething of the uſe of the

things of this World, not without a conſi

derable Compenſation. Such men know nei

ther the Scriptures, nor the Power of God.

Their boaſting of their 44ortification, is but

their Glºrying in their ſhame.’ Some caſuiſ's

among
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among our ſelves, who over-looking the Ne

ceſſity of Regeneration, do avowedly give this

for a Direction to all ſorts of perſons, that

complain of any Sin or Luſt, that they ſhould

vow againſt it, at leaſt for a ſeaſon, a Moneth

or ſo, ſeem to have a ſcantling of Light in the

Myſtery of the Goſpel, much like that of Ni

codemus, when he came firſt to Chriſt. They

bid men vow to abſtain from their ſºn for a

ſeaſon. This commonly makes their luft more

impetuous. Perhaps with i. perplexity

they keep their word: Perhaps not, which

increaſes their Guilt and Torment. Is their

fin at all mortified hereby 2 Do they find a

conqueſt over it? Is their Condition changed,

though they attain a Relinquiſhment of it?

Are they not ſtill in the Gall of bitterneſs? Is

not this to put men to make Brick, if not

without ſtraw, (which is worſe,) without

ſtrength f. What Promiſe hath any unregene

rate man to countenance him in this work?

What aſſiſtance for the performance of it?

Can fin be killed without an intereſt in the

Death of Chriſt, or AMortified ºithout the

Spirit? If ſuch Direétions thouT"prevail to

change mens Lives, as ſeldom they doe, yet

they never reach to the change of their

hearts or Conditions. They may make men

ſelf-juſtitiaries or Hypocrites, not Chriſtians.

It grieves me oft-times to fee poorsº
* - * - that
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that have a Zeal for God, and a defire of

eternal Welfare, kept, by ſuch Directors and

Direáions, under an hard, burdenſome, outſide

worſhip and Service of God, with many ſpe

cious Endeavours for Mortification, in an utter

Ignorance of the Righteouſneſs of Chriſt, and
unacquaintedneſs with his Spirit, all their

dayes. Perſons and things of this kind, I know

too many. If ever Godſhine into their hearts,

to give them the knowledge of his Glory in the

face of his Son jeſus Chriſt, they will ſee the

folly of their preſent way.

C.H.A. P. VIII.

º

The Second general Rule propoſed. Without

univerſal Sincerity for the mortifying of

every Luft, no Luft will be Mortified. Par

tial Mortification alwayes from a corrupt

Principle. Perplexity of Temptation from

a Luft, oft-times a chaſtening for other

Megligºtes.

TH E Second Principle, which to this pur

poſe I ſhall propoſe, is this, Without

Sincerity and Diligence in an Oniverſality of

Obedience, there is no Mortification of any

one perPlexing Luft to be obtained, The other

Was
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was to the Perſon, this to the thing it ſelf. I

ſhall a little explain this Poſition.

A man finds any Luſt to bring him into the

Condition formerly deſcribed, it is power

full, ſtrong, tumultuating, leads captive, vexes,

diſquiets, takes away peace; He is not able

to bear it, wherefore he ſets himſelf againſt it,

prayes againſt it, groans under it, ſighs to be

delivered, but in the mean time, perhaps in

other Duties, in conſtant Communion with

God, in Reading, Prayer and Meditation, in

other wayes that are not of the ſame kind with

the Luft wherewith he is troubled, he is looſe

and negligent. Let not that man think that

ever he ſhall arrive to the Mortification of the

Luſt he is perplexed withall. This is a Condi

tion that not ſeldom befalls men in their Pil

grimage. The Iſraelites under a ſenſe of their

Sin, drew nigh to God with much diligence

and earneſtneſs, with Fafting and Prayer. Iſa.

58, many Expreſfions are made of their Ear

meſtneſs in the work, v. 2. They ſeek me daily,

and delight to know my Wayes, they ask of me

the Ordinancer of juſtice, they delight in ap

proaching unto God. But God rejećts all;

their Faft is a Remedy that will not heal

them, and the Reaſon given of it, v. 5, 6, 7.

is, becauſe they were particular in this Duty.

They attended diligently to that, but in others

were negligent and careleſs. He that hath a

-
running
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running fore (it is the Scripture Expreſſion)

upon him, ariſing from an ill habit of Body

contračted by Intemperance and ill Dyet; let

him apply himſelf with what diligence and

skill he can, to the cure of his ſore, if he leave

the general habit of his body under Diſtem

pers, his labour and travail will be in vain.

So will his attempts be, that ſhall endeavour

to ſlop a bloody iſſue of Sin, and filth in his

Soul, and is not equally carefull of his univer

ſal ſpiritual temperature, and Conſtitution.

For, - -

1. This kind of Endeavour for AMorti

fication, proceeds from a corrupt Principle,

Ground and Foundation, ſo that it will never

proceed to a good Iſſue. The true and accep

table Principles of Mortification ſhall be after

ward inſiſted on. Hatred of Sin as Sin, not

only as galling or diſguieting, fence of the Love

of Chriſt in the Croſs lyes at the bottome of

all true ſpiritual Mortification. Now it is cer

tain, that that which I ſpeak of proceeds from

ſelf-love. Thou ſetteſt thy ſelf with all dili

gence and earneſtneſs to mortific ſuch a Luft

or Sin; what is the Reaſon of it 2 It diſguiets

thee, it hath taken away thy peace, it fills thy

heart with ſorrow and trouble, and fear, thou

haſ no reſt becauſe of it; Yea but Fricná,thou

haſt neglided Prayer or Reading, thou haſt

been vain and loºſe in thy Converſation in

- - - other
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other things that have not been of the ſame na

ture with that luft wherewith thou art perplex

ed; Theſe are no leſs ſins and evils, than thoſe

under which thou groaneſt; Jeſus Chriſt bled

for Them alſo; Why doſt thou not ſet thy ſelf

againſt them alſo 2 If thou hatedſt ſin as Sin,

every evil way, thou wouldſt be no leſs watch

full againſt every thing that grieves anddiſqui

ets the Spirit of God, than againſt that which

&rieves and diſquiets thine own Soul. It is evi

dent that thou contendeſt againſt ſin, meerly ,

becauſe of thy own trouble by it. Would thy

Conſcience be quiet under it, thou would'ſt

let it alone. Did it not diſquiet thee, it

ſhould not be diſquieted by thee. Now, canſt

thou think that God will ſet in with ſuch hy

pocritical Endeavours; that ever his Spirit will

bear witneſs to the treachery and Falſhood of

thy Spirit P Doſt thou think he will eaſe

thee of that which perplexeth Thee, that thou

mayſt be at liberty to that which no leſs

grieves Him? No, (ſayes God,) here is one, if

he could be rid of this Luft I ſhould never

hear of him more, let him wreſtle with this, or

he is loſt, Let not any man think to do his

own work, that will not do God's. God's

work conſiſts in univerſal Obedience; To be

freed of the preſent perplexity is their own

only. Hence is thatofº, 2 Cor. 7. I.

Cleanſe your ſelves from all pollution of Fiſ,
G - aff
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and Spirit, perfetting holineſs in the fear of

the Lord. If we will do any thing, we muſt

do all things. So then, not onely an intenſe

Oppoſition to this or that peculiar luft, but it

is an univerſal humble Frame and Temper of

Heart, with watchfulneſs over every Evil,and

for the performance of every Duty, that is ac

aepted. - - -

2. How know'ſt thou but that God hath

ſuffered the Luſt wherewith thou halt been

perplexed to get ſtrength in thee, and power

over thee, to chaſten thee for thy other Negli

gences, and common Lukewarmneſs in walk

ing before him ; at leaſt to awaken thee to the

conſideration of thy wayes, that thou may ſt

make a through work and change in thy

courſe of walking with him. The Rage and

predominancy of a particular Luſt, is com

monly the fruit and iſſue of a careleſs, negli

gent courſe in general; and that upon a double

aCCOUnt. - . . "

(1) As its natural Effett, if I may ſo ſay.

Luſt (as I ſhewed) in general, lyes in the

Heart of every one, even the beſt, whileſt he

lives; and think not that the Scripture ſpeaks

in vain, that it is ſubtle, cunning, crafty; that

it ſeduces, entices, fights, rebells. Whileſt a

man keeps a diligent Watch over his Heart,

its Root and Fountain; whileſt above all keep.

*** **keeps his Heart, whence are the iſſues

- w - of
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of Lifeand Death, Luſt withers and dyes in it.

But if through Negligence it makes an Erupti

on any particular way, gets a paſſage to the

Thoughts by the Affettions, and from them,

and by them, perhaps breaks out into open fin

in the Converſation, the ſtrength of it bears

that way it hath found out, and that way

mainly it urgeth, untill having got a paſſage,

it then vexes and diſquiets, and is not eaſily to

be reſtrained; Thus perhaps a man may be put

to wreſtle all his dayes in ſorrow, with that,

whichby a ſtrićt univerſal Watch might eaſily

have been prevented.

(2) As I ſaid, God often-times ſuffers it to

chaſten our other Negligences; for as with

Wicked men, he gives them up to

one Sin as the Judgement of ano- Rom. 1.25.

ther, a greater for the puniſhment º

of a leſs, or one that will hold them morefirm

ly and ſecurely, for that which they might

have poſſibly obtained a Deliverance from: So

even with his own, he may, he doth leave

them ſometimes to ſome vexatious diffempers,

either to prevent or cure ſome other Evil:

So was the Meſſenger of Satan let º

looſe on Paul, that he might not 2 Cor. 12.7.

be lifted up through the abundance .

of ſpiritual Revelations. Was it not a Cor

rečtion to Peters vain Confidence, that he was

left to deny his Maſter? Now if this be the

G 2 ſtat 4
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ſtate and Condition of Luft in its prevalency,

that God often-times ſuffers it ſo to prevail, at

leaſt to admoniſh us, and to humble us, perhaps

to chaften and correót us, for our general looſe

and careleſs walking, is it poſſible that the

effett ſhould be removed, and the cauſe con

tinued; that the particular Luſt ſhould be

mortified, and the general Courſe be unre

formed f He then that would really, throughly,

and acceptably mortifie any diſquieting Luft,

let him take care to be equally diligent in All

parts of Obedience; and know that every Luſt,

every Omiſſion of Duty, is burden

Iſa-43.24° ſome to God, though but one is ſo

- to Him. Whileſt there abides a

Treachery in the Heart to indulge to any Neg

ligence in not preſſing univerſally to all Per

fečtion in Obedience, the Soul is weak, as not

giving Faith its whole work; and ſelfiſh, as

conſidering more the Trouble of Sin, than the

Filth and Guilt of it; and lives under a conſtant

provocation of God, ſo that it may not expect

any comfortable Iſſue in any ſpiritual Duty

that it doth undertake, much leſs in this un

der Conſideration, which requires another

Principle, and Frame of Spirit for its Accom

pliſhment.

C. H.A. P.

W
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CHAP. IX.

Particular Direitions in relation to the fore:
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£oing Caſe propoſed. Firſt, Conſider the dan

gerous Symptoms of any Luft: 1. Invete

rateneſs. 2. Peace obtained under it ; the

feveral wayes whereby that is done. 3. Fre

quency of ſucceſs in its ſedućlions. 4. The

Soul's fighting againſt it, with Arguments

only taken from the Event. 5. Its being at

tended with judiciary Hardneſs, 6. Its

withſtanding particular dealings from God.

The State of Perſons in whom theſe things

are found.

T. E. foregoing General Rules being ſup

poſed, Particular Directions to the Soul,

for its guidance under the ſenſe of a diſquiet

ing luft or diſtemper, (being the main thing

I aym at ) come next to be propoſed. Now

of theſe ſome are previous and preparatory,

8 and in ſome of them the work it ſelf is con

tained. Of the firſt ſort are theſe enſuing:

Firſt, Conſider what dangerous ſymptoms

thy Luſt hath attending or accompanying it.

Whether it hath any deadly Mark on it or

| mo: If it hath, extraordinary Remedies are§:
G 3
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be uſed; an ordinary courſe of Mortification

will not do it.

You will ſay, what are theſe dangerous

Marks and ſymptoms, the deſperate Atten

dances of an indwelling Luſt that you intend ?

Some of them I ſhall name.

(1) Inveterateneſs; if it hath lyen long cor

rupting in thy Heart, if thou haſt ſuffered it

to abide in Power and prevalency, without at

tempting vigorouſly the killing of it, and the

healing of the wounds thou haſt received by

it, for ſome long ſeaſon, thy Diſtemper is

dangerous. Haſt thou permitted Worldlineſs,

Ambition, Greedineſs of Study, to eat up

other Duties; the Duties wherein thou ought

eſt to hold conſtant Communion with God,

for ſome long ſeaſon? Or Uncleanneſ; to de

file thy Heart, with vain, and fooliſh, and

wicked Imaginations, for many dayes 2 Thy

Luſt hath a dangerous ſymptom. So was the

Caſe with David, Pſal. 38. 5. My wounds

ſtinkand are corrupt, becauſe of my fooliſhmeſs.

When a Luſt hath layen long in the Heart,

corrupting, feſtering, cankering, it brings the

Soul to a wofull Condition. In ſuch a caſe an

ordinary courſe of bumiliation will not do the

work: Whatever it be, it will by this Means

*ſºitate it ſelf more or leſs into all the Fa

*ties of the Soul, and habituate the Affecti

* to its Company and ſociety; it growes

-
; : fa
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familiar to the Mind and Conſcience, that they

do not ſtartle at it as a ſtrange thing, but are

bold with it as that which they are wonted

unto; yea it will get ſuch advantage by this

Means, as often-times to exert and put forth

it ſelf, without having any notice taken of it

at all; as it ſeems to have been with joſeph

in his ſwearing by the Life of Pharaoh, lin

leſs ſome extraordinary Courſe be taken, ſuch

a perſon hath no ground in the world to exped

that his latter End ſhall be Peace.

For firſt, How will he be able to diſtinguiſh

between the long abode of an unmortified luft,

and the dominion of Sin which cannot befall a

Regenerate perſon? Secondly, How can he

promiſe himſelf, that it ſhall ever be otherwiſe

with him, or that his luſt will ceaſe tumulti

ating and ſeducing, when he ſees it fixed and

abiding, and hath done ſo for many dayes,

and hath gone through variety of Conditions

with him. It may be it hath tryed mercyes

and affliſtions, and thoſe poſſibly ſo remark

able, that the Soul could not avoyd the taking

ſpecial notice of them; it may be it hath

weathered out many a thorn; and paſſed un

der much variety of Giſts in the Adminiſtra

tion of the Word; and will it prove an eaſie

thing to diſlodge an Inwate pleading a titl

by Preſcription? Old neglected wounds are

often mortal, alwayes dangerous. Indwélling

- * - G 4 Diſtem
* ---
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Diſtempers grow reſty, and ſtubborn, by con

tinuance in eaſe and quiet. Luſt is ſuch an In

mate, as, if it can plead Time and ſome Pre

ſcription, will not eaſily be ejećted. As it never

dyes of itſelf, ſo if it be not daily killed, it will

alwayes gather ſtrength.

(2) Secret Pleas of the Heart for the coun

tenancing of it ſelf, and keeping up its peace,

motwithſtanding the abiding of a Luſt, without

a vigorous Goſpel Attempt for its Mortificati

on, is another dangerouſymptome of a deadly

Diſtemper in the Heart. Now there be ſeveral

wayes whereby this may be done, I ſhall name

forme ofthem. As,

_1. When upon Thoughts, perplexing

Thoughts about Sin, inſtead of applying him

ſelf to the Deſtrućtion of it, a man ſearches his

Heart to ſee what Evidences he can find of a

good Condition, notwithſtanding that ſin and

Luſt, ſo that it may go well with him.

For a man to gather up his Experiences of

God, to call them to mind, to colleſt them,

conſider, trye, improve them, is an excellent

thirg; a Duty praúiſed by all the Saints; com

mended in the Old Teſtament and the New.

This was David, work, when he communed

*ith his own heart, and called to remembrance

theformer loving kindneſs of the Lord, Pſal. 77.

% 7, 8,9. This is the Duty that Paul ſets us

* Prºtiſe, 2 Cor, 13.5, And as it is in it ſelf
€A's
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excellent, ſo it hath beauty added to it, by a

proper Seaſon. A time ofTryal, or Tempta

tion, or Diſquietneſs ofthe Heart about Sin, is

a pićture of Silver to ſet off this Golden Apple,

as Solomon ſpeaks: But now, to do it for this

End, to ſatisfie Conſcience, which cryes and

calls for another purpoſe, is a deſperate De

vice ofan heart in love with Sin. When a mans

Conſcience ſhall deal with him, when God ſhall

rebuke him for the ſinfull diffemper of his Heart,

if he, inſtead of applying himſelf to get that

Sin pardoned in the Blood of Chriſt, and mor

tified by his Spirit, ſhall relieve himſelf, by

any ſuch other Evidences as he hath, or thinks

himſelf to have, and ſo diſintangle himſelffrom

under the yoke, that God was putting on his

neck; his Condition is very dangerous, his

Wound hardly curable. Thus the jews un

der the gallings of their own Conſciences, and

the convincing preaching of our Saviour, ſup

ported themſelves with this, that they were

Abraham's Children, and on that account ac

cepted with God; and ſo countenanced them

ſelves in all abominable wickedneſs to their

utter ruine. -

This is in ſome degree, a Bleſfing of a

mans ſelf, and ſaying that upon one account

or other he ſhall have peace, although he addes

drunkenneſ to thirſt; love of Sin, undervalu

ation of Peace, and of all taſtes of lovº
- OG
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God, are enwrapped in ſuch a Frame: Such a

one plainly ſhews, that if he can but keep up

hope of eſcaping the wrath to come, he can be

well content to be unfruitfull in the world, at

any Diſtance from God that is not final ſepa

ration. What is to be expected from ſuch an

Heart 2 -

2. By applying Grace and Mercy to an

unmortºfted ſin, or one not ſincerely endeavour

ed to be mortified, is this Deceit carried on.

This is a ſgn of an Heart greatly entangled

with the Love of Sin. When a man hath fe

cret thoughts in his Heart, not

2 King 3.13. unlike thoſe of Naaman, about

. . . . . his worſhipping in the Houſe of

Rimmon; in all other things I will walk with

God; but in this thing, God be mercifull un

to me; his Condition is ſad. It is true indeed,

a Reſolution to this purpoſe, to indulge a

mans ſelf in any ſin on the account of Mercy,

feems to be (and doubtleſs in any courſe, is j

altogether inconſiſtent with Chriſtian Since

rity, and is a badge of an Hypocrite, and is

the turning of the Grace of God into wanton

neſ, jade 4. but yet I doubt not but through

the craft of Sathan, and their own remaining

ambelief, the Children of God may themſelves

fometimes be enſnared with this Deceit offin;*. - -

* > * - -
-

br clfº Paul would never have ſo cautioned

º - - - - in
-*

them againſt it as he doth, Rom. 6. 1, 2. Yea
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indeed there is nothing more Natural, than

for fleſhly reaſonings to grow high and ſtrong

upon this account. The fleſh would fain be

indulged unto upon the account of Grace:

and every word that is ſpoken of mercy, it

ſtands ready to catch at, and to pervert it to

its own corrupt ayms and purpoſes. To apply

Mercy then to a fin not vigorouſly mortified,

is to fulfill the End of the fleſh upon the

Goſpel. - -

Theſe and many other wayes and wiles, a

deceitfull Heart will ſometimes make uſe of,

to countenance it ſelf in its Abominations.

Now when a man with his ſin is in this Con

dition, that there is a ſecret liking of the fin

prevalent in his Heart, and though his Will be

not wholly ſet upon it, yet he hath an imper

feót velleity towards it, he would pračiſe it

were it not for ſuch and ſuch Conſiderations,

and hereupon relieves himſelf other wayes

than by the Mortification and Pardon of it

in the Blood of Chriſt, that mans wounds

fink, and are corrupt, and he will, with

out ſpeedy Deliverance, be at the door of

Death. ". * , - -

(3) Frequency of ſucceſs in Sins ſedućtion

in obtaining the prevailing Conſent of the

Will unto it, is another dangerous ſymptome:

This is that I mean: When the fin ſpoken of

gets the Coñſent of the Will with ſome de

• * . . - slight
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tight, though it be not attually outwardly per

petrated, yet it hath ſucceſs. A man may not

be able upon outward Conſiderations to goe

along with Sin, to that which james calls

the finiſhing of it, jam. 1. 14, 15. as to the

outward A&ts of Sin, when yet the will of

ſinning may be ačtually obtained: Then hath

it I ſay ſucceſs. Now if any luſt be able thus

far to prevail in the Soul of any man, as his

Condition may poſſibly be very bad and him

ſelf be unregenerate, ſo it cannot poſſibly be

very good, but dangerous. And it is all one

upon the matter, whether this be done by the

choice of the Will, or by Inadvertency; For

that Inadvertency itſelf is in a manner choſen.

When we are inadvertent and negligent,

where we are bound to watchfulneſs, and care

fulneſs,that inadvertency doth not take off from

the voluntarineſs of what we doe thereupon ;

for although men do not chooſe and reſolve to

be negligent and inadvertent, yet if they chooſe

the things that will make them ſo, they chooſe

inadvertency it ſelf, as a thing may be choſen

in its canſe.

And let not men think that the evil of their

hearts is in any meaſure extenuated, becauſe

they ſeem for the moſt part to be ſurprized into

that conſent which they ſeem to give unto it;

for it is Negligence of their Duty in watching

over their Hearts, that betrayes them into that
urprizal. (4) When
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(4) When a man fighteth againſt his ſin

onely with Arguments from the Iſſue, or the

puniſhment due unto it; this is a ſign that ſin

hath taken great poſſeſſion of the Will, and that

in the Heart there is a ſuperfluity of naughtineſs.

Such a man as oppoſes nothing to the ſeduthion

of Sin and Luſt in his Heart, but fear ofſhame

among men, or Hell from God, is ſufficiently

reſolved to do the ſin, if there were no puniſh

ment attending it; which what it differs from

living in the prattice of Sin, I know not.

Thoſe who are Chriſts, and are a&ted in their

Obedience upon Goſpel Principles, have the

Death of Chriſt, the Love of God, the de

teſtable Nature of Sin, the preciouſneſs ofCom

munion with God, a deep grounded Abhor

rency of fin as Sin, to oppoſe to any ſeduāi

on , of Sing to all the workings, ſtrivings,

fightings of Luſt in their Hearts. So did jo

ſeph, How ſhall I doe this great

evil (faith he) and ſin againſt the Gen. 39.9.

Lord, my good and gracious

God? And Paul, The love of 2 Cor. 3, 14

Chriſt conſtrains us: And having 2 Cor. 7, 1.

received theſe Promiſes, let us -

cleanſe ourſelves from all pollutions of fleſh and

, Spirit. But now if a man be ſo under the

power of his Luſt, that he hath nothing but

Law to oppoſe it withall, if he cannot fight

againſt it with Goſpel weapons, but dealswift
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it altogether with Helland judgement, which

are the proper Arms of the Law, it is moſt

evident, that fin hath poſſeſſed it ſelf of his

Will and Affections, to a very great preva

lency and conqueſt. ..

Such a Perſon hath caſt off (as to the par

ticular ſpoken of) the Conduct of Renewing

Grace, and is kept from ruine onely by re

ſtraining Grace; and ſo far is he fallen from

Grace, and returned under the Power of the

Law; and can it be thought that this is not

a great provocation to Chriſt, that men ſhould

caſt off his eaſie gentle Toke and Rule, and

caſt themſelves under the Iron yoke of the

Law, meerly out of indulgence unto their

Luſts? -

Try thy ſelf by this alſo: When thou art

by Sin driven to make a ſtand, ſo that thou

muſt either ſerve it, and ruſh at the command

of it into folly, like the horſe into the battel,

or make head againſt it to ſuppreſs it; what

doeſ; thou ſay to thy Soul? whatdoeſt thou

expoſtulate with thy ſelf? is this all? Hell

will be the end of this courſe, Vengeance will

meet with me, and find me out; it is time for

thee to look about thee, evil lyes at the door.

Pauls main Argument to evince, that fin ſhall

not have dominion over Believers, is, that they

are motullier the Law, but under Grace, Rom.

9. 14. If thy contendings againſt Sin be all

- OR
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:

on legal Accounts, from legal Principles and

motives, what aſſurance canſt thou attain un

to, that ſin ſhall not have dominion over thee;

which will be thy ruine f : . . . .

Yea know that this Reſerve will not long

hold out: if thy Luſt hath driven thee from

ſtronger Goſpel Forts, it will ſpeedily prevail

againſt this alſo ; do not ſuppoſe that ſuch

Conſiderations will deliver thee, when thou

haſt voluntarily given up to thine Enemy

thoſe Helps and Means of Preſervation which

have a thouſand times their Strength. Reſt

aſſuredly in this, that unleſs thou recover thy

ſelf with ſpeed from this Condition, the thing

that thou feareſt will come upon thee; what

Goſpel Principles do not, legal Motives cannot

doe. . . . . - -

(5) When it is probable that there is, or

may be ſomewhat of judiciary hardneſs, or at

leaſt chaſtening Puniſhment in thy Luſt as

diſguieting; This is another dangerous ſym

ptome. That God doth ſometimes leave even

thoſe of his own, under the perplexing power

at leaſt of ſome Luſt or Sin, to corrett them.

for former ſins, Negligence and Folly, I no.

way doubt. Hence was that complaint of the

Church, Why haft thou hardened us from the

fear of thy Name, Iſa. 63. 17. That this is his

way of dealing with unregenerate men, no

man queſtions. But how ſhall a man know

- whether
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whether there beany thing ofGods chaſtening

hand, in his being left to the diſquietment of

his diſtemper? .

Anſw. Examine thy Heart and Wayes:

What was the ſtate and Condition of thy Soul

before thou felleſt into the Intanglements of

that ſin which now thou ſo complaineſt of P

Hadſt thou been negligent in Duties? hadſt

thou lived inordinately to thy ſelf? is there the

guilt of any great ſin lying upon thee unre

pented of? A new Sin may be permitted, as

well as a new Afflitiion ſent to bring an Old

ſin to remembrance? -

Haſt thou received any eminent Mercy,

Protećtion, Deliverance, which thou diddeſt

not improve in a due Manner, nor waſt thank

full for 2 or haſt been exerciſed with any Af

fliſtion, without labouring for the appointed

End of it? or haſt thou been wanting to the

Opportunities of glorifying God in thy Gene

ration, which in his good Providence he had

graciouſly afforded unto thee? or haſt thou

conformed thy ſelf unto the World and the men

of it, through the abounding of Temptations in

the dayes wherein thou liveſt?

If thou findeſt this to have been thy State,

awake, call upon God; thou art faſt aſleep in a

ſtorm of Anger round about thee.

_(6) When thy Luft hath already withſtood

Particular dealings from God againſt it. This

- Con
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* Condition is deſcribed, Iſa. 57. 17. For the
of Iniquity of his Coveteouſneſs I was wroth, and

fmote him, I hid me and was wroth, and he went

* on frowardly in the way of his heart. God had

* dealt with them about their prevailing Luſt,

ºf and that ſeveral wayes, by Afflićtion and De

ºf fertion. But they held out againſtall: This is
iſ a ſad Condition which nothing but meer ſove

* raign Grace (as God expreſſes it inthe next

* verſe,) can relieve a man in, and which no

* man ought to promiſe himſelf, or bear him

) ſelf upon. God oftentimes in his providential

Diſpenſations meets with a man, and ſpeaks

* particularly to the Evil of his Heart, as he

* did to joſeph's Brethren in their ſelling of him

# into Egypt. This makes the man reflect on

# his ſin, and judge himſelf in particular for it.

& God makes it to be the voice of the Danger,

* Afflićtion, Trouble, Sickneſs that he is in, or

* under. Sometimes in Reading of the Word,

* God makes a man ſtay on ſomething that

! cuts him to the Heart, and ſhakes him as to

tº his preſent Condition. More frequently in the

* , Hearing of the Wordpreached (his great Or

dinance for Convićtion, Converſion and Edi

| fication) doth he meet with men. God often

hews men by the Sword of his Word in that

Ordinance; ſtrikes direétly on their boſome ,

beloved Luft; ſtartles the Sinner, makes him

3 engage into the AMortification and Relinquiſh
H ment
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ment of the Evil of his Heart. Now if his

Luſt have taken ſuch hold on him, as to en

force him to break theſe bonds of the Lord, and

to caſt theſe cords from him; If it overcomes

, theſe Convićtions, and gets again into its old

poſture; ifit can cure the wounds it ſo receives,

that Soul is in a ſad Condition.

Unſpeakable are the Evils which attend

ſuch a Frame of Heart: Every particular

Warning to a man in ſuch an Eſtate, is an in

eſtimable Mercy; how then doth he deſpiſe

God in them, who holds out againſt them;

and what infinite Patience is this in God, that

he doth not caſt off ſuch an one, and ſwear in

his wrath, that he ſhall never enter into his

Reſt, , , -

Theſe and many other Evidences are there

of a Luſt that is dangerous, if not mortal. As

our Saviour ſaid of the evil Spirit, This kind

goes not out but by Faſting and Prayer: So ſay

I of Luſts of this kind; an ordinary Courſe of

AMortification will not doe it, extraordinary

wayes muſt be fixed on.

This is the Firſt particular Direáion; Con

ſider whether the Luſt or Sin you are contend

ing with, hath any of theſe dangerous ſymptoms

attending of it. . . .

Before I proceed, I muſt give one Caution

by the way, left any be deceived by what hath

been Poken. Whereas I ſay, the things and

evils
*
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evils above mentioned may befall true Be

lievers, let not any that finds the ſame things

in himſelf, thence or from thence conclude that

he is a true Believer. Theſe are the Evils that

Relievers may fall into, and be enſnared with

all, not the things that Conſtitute a Believer.

A man may as well conclude that he is a Be

diever, becauſe he is an Adulterer; becauſe

David that was ſo, fell into Adultery; as con

clude it from the ſigns foregoing, which are

the evils of Sin and Sathan in the Hearts of

Believers. The ſeventh of the Romans contains

the Deſcription of a Regenerate man. He that

ſhall conſider what is ſpoken of his dark ſide.

of his unregenerate part, of the indwelling

Power and Violence of Sin remaining in him,

and becauſe he finds the like in himſelf, con

clude that he is a regenerate man, will be de

ceived in his Reckoning. It is all one as if you

ſhould argue, A wiſe man may be ſick, and

wounded, yea do ſome thingsfooliſhly, There:

fore every one who is ſick and wounded and

does things fooliſhly, is a wiſe man. Or as if

a ſilly deformed Creature hearing one ſpeak

ing of a beautifull Perſon, ſhould ſay that he

had a mark or a Scarre that much disfigured

him, ſhould conclude that becauſe he hath him

ſº ſelf ſcarres, and moles, and warts, that he alſo.

* is beautifull. If you will have Evidences of

ſº your being Believers, it muſt be from thoſe
H 2. things

*
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things that conſtitute men Believers. He that

hath, theſe things in himſelf, may ſafely

conclude, If I am a Believer, I am a moſt

miſèrable one. But that any man is ſo, He

muſt look for other Evidences, if he will have

Peace.

C H A P. X.

The Second particular Direttion. Get a clear

Senſe of (1) The Guilt of the Sin perplex

ing. Conſiderations for Help therein propo

fed. (2) The Danger manifold: 1. Harden

ing. , 2. Temporal Correllion. 3. Loſs of

Peace and Strength. 4. Eternal Deſtrućti

on. Rules for this Management of the

Conſideration, (3) The Evil of it: I. In

Grieving the Spirit. 2. Wounding the New

Creature.

H E Second Direčtion is this,

Get a clear and abiding Senſe upon

thy Mind and Conſcience of the (1) Guilt,

(2) Danger, (3) Evil of that Sin wherewith
thou art perplexed. d

(1) Of the Guilt of it. It is one of the

12-veits of a prevailing Luſt, to extenuate its

- OW in
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# * own Guilt. Is it not a little one When I go

** and bowmyſelf in the Houſe of Rimmon, Gºd

*** be mercifull to me in This thing. Though this

# * be bad, yet it is not ſo bad as ſuch and ſuch

win an Evil, others of the People ofGod have had

fuch a Frame; yea what dreadful Aétual ſins

have ſome of them fallen into Innumerable

T wayes there are, whereby Sin diverts the

Mind from a right and due Apprehenſion of

its Guilt. Its noyſom Exhalations darken the

Mind, that it cannot make a right Judgment,

aſ of things; Perplexing Reaſonings, extenua

ºf ting Promiſes, tumultuating Deſires, treache

* rous Purpoſes of relinquiſhment,hopes of Mer

ºf cy; all have a ſhare in diſturbing the Mind, in .

ºf its Conſideration of the Guilt of a prevailing

* Luſt. The Prophet tells us, that Luſt will do

4 thus wholly, when it comes to the height: Hoſ.

| 4. 1 1. Whoredom änd Wine and new Wine take

1 away the heart : The Heart, (i.e.) the under

ſtanding, as it is often uſed in the Scripture.

And as they accompliſh this work to the height

in unregenerate Perſons, ſo in part in regens

rate alſo. Solomon tells you of him who was

enticed by the lewdWoman, that he was among

thc ſimple ones, he was a young man voyd of un

aer/?anding, Prov. 7.7. And wherein did his

folly appear 2 Why ſayeshe, in the 23d verſ.

Aze krzew not that it was for his Life; Hecon

ſidered not the Guilt of the Evil that he was

- H 3 involved
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involved in. And the Lord rendring a Reaſon

why his dealings with Ephraim took no better

Effect, gives this Account: Ephraim is like a

ſilly Dove without heart, Hoſ. 7, 11. had no

underſtanding of his own miſerable Condition.

Had it been poſſible that David ſhould have

Iain ſo long in the Guilt of that abominable

Sin, but that he had innumerable corrupt Rea

ſonings, hindering him from taking a clear

View of its uglineſs and Guilt in the Glaſs of

the Law 2 This made the Prophet that was ſent

for his awaking, in his dealings with him, to

fhut up all ſubterfuges and Pretences, by his

Parable; that ſo he might fall fully under a

ſenſe of the Guilt of it. This is the proper iſſue

of Luſt in the heart, it darkens the Mind that

it ſhall not judge aright of its Guilt; And ma

ny other Wayes it hath for its own Extenua

tion, that I ſhall not now inſiſt on. Let this

then be the firſt care of him that would mor

tifie Sin, to fix a right judgement of its Guilt

in his Mind. To which end take theſe Conſide

rations to thy aſſiſtance: .

1. Though the Power of Sin be weakened

by inherent Grace in them that have it, that

$in ſhall not have dominion over them, as it

ºath over others, yet the Guilt of Sin that

:* yet abide and remain, is aggravated and
heightned by it, Rom. 6. 1, 2. What ſhall we

ſay hen P ſhall we continue in Sin that Grace

- + - 72ay
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may abound f Godforbid, how ſhall we that are

dead to ſin, live any longer therein & How

ihall we that are dead; the Emphaſis is on the

word We. How ſhall we do it, who (as he

afterwards deſcribes it,) have received Grace

from Chriſt to the contrary 2 We (doubtleſs)

are more evil than any, if we do it. I ſhall

not inſiſt on the ſpecial Aggravations of the

Sins of ſuch Perſons; how they fin againſt

more Love, Mercy, Grace, Aſſiſtance, Relief,

AMeans and Deliverances, than others. Butlet

this Conſideration abide in thy Mind. There

is inconceivably more Evil and Guilt in the

Evil of thy Heart, that doth remain, than

there would be in ſo much Sin, if thou hadſt

no Grace at all. Obſerve, . . . . -

2. That as God ſees abundance of beauty

and Excellency in the deſires of the Hearts of

his Servants, more than in any the moſt glori

ous works of other men, yea more than in moſt

of their own outward Performances, which

have a greater mixture of Sin than the deſires

and Pantings of Grace in the Heart have: So

God ſees a great deal of Evil in the working

of Luſt in their Hearts, yeagnd more than in

the open notorious Aëts of wicked men, or in

many outward Sins whereinto the Saints may

fall; ſeeing againſt them there is more Oppe

ſition made, and more Humiliation generally

followes them. Thus Chriſt, dealingwith his
H 4 decay
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decaying Children, goes to the root with

them; layes aſide their profeſſion, Rev. 3. 15.

I know thee, thou art quite another thing

than thou profeſſeſt, and this makes thee abo

minable.

So then; let theſe things and the like Con

ſiderations lead thee to a clear ſenſe of the

Guilt of thy indwelling Luft, that there may

be no room in thy Heart for extenuating or

excuſing thoughts, whereby Sin inſenſibly will

get ſtrength and prevail. -

(2) Conſider the danger of it, which is ma

nifold:

I. Of being hardened by its Deceitfulneſs :

This the Apoſtle ſorely charges on the He

brews, ch. 3. v. 12, 13. Take heed brethren,

left there he in any of you an evil heart of un

belief, in departing from the living God: But

exhort one another daily, while it is called to day,

left any of you be hardened through the deceit

fulneſs of ſin. Take heed (ſaith he ) uſe all

means, conſider your Temptations, watch dili

gently, there is a Treachery, a deceit in Sin,

that tends to the hardening of your Heartsfrom

the Fear of God. The hardening here men

tioned is to the utmoſt; utter Obduration; Sin

tends to it, and every Diflemper and Luſt

Xi" make at leaſt ſome progreſs towards it.
Thou that waſ: tender, and did'ſt uſe to melt

under the Word, under Afflićions, wiltgrow

- ~ - - - (as
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(as ſome have profanely ſpoken,) Sermon

proof, and Sickneſs-proof; Thou that did'ſt

tremble at the preſence of God, thoughts of

Death, and Appearance before him, when thou

hadſt more Aſſurance of his Love than now

thcu haſt, ſhalt have a Stoutneſs upon thy

Spirit, not to be moved by theſe things. Thy

Soul and thy ſin ſhall be ſpoken of, and ſpo

ken to, and thou ſhalt not be at all concern

ed; But ſha't be able to paſs over Duties,

Praying, Hearing, Reading, and thy Heart

not in the leaſt affected. Sin will grow a light

thing to thee; thou wilt paſs by it as a thing

of nought; This it will grow to, and what

will be the End of ſuch a Condition ? Can a

ſadder thing befall thee ? Is it not enough to

make any heart to tremble, to think of being

brought into that Eſtate, wherein he ſhould

have ſlight thoughts of Sir ; ſlight thoughts of

Grace, of Mercy, ofthe Blood of Chriſt, of the

Law, Heaven and Hell, come all in at the ſame

ſeaſon? Take heed, this is that thy Luſt is

working towards; the hardening of the Heart,

ſearing of the Conſcience, blinding of the Mind,

ſtupifying of the Affections, and deceiving of the

whole Soul. º -

2. The danger of ſome great temporal Cor

reſtion, which the Scripture calls Vengeance,

judgement, and Puniſhment, Pſal. 89. 30, 31;

32, 33. Though God ſhould not utterly º:
- - thcę
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thee off for this Abomination that lyes in thy

Heart, yet he will viſit with the Rod; though

he pardon and forgive, he will take vengeance

of thy Inventions. O remember David and all

his troubles; look on him flying into the Wil

derneſs, and conſider the hand of God upon

him. Is it nothing to thee, that God ſhould

kill thy Child in anger, ruine thy Eſtate in

anger, break thy Bones in anger, ſuffer thee

to be a Scandal and Reproach in anger, kill

thee, deſtroy thee, make thee lye down in

darkneſs in anger ? Is it nothing that he ſhould

puniſh, ruine, and undoe others for thy fake?

Let me not be miſtaken, I do not mean, that

God doth ſend all theſe things alwayes on his

in Anger; God forbid. But this I ſay, That

when he doth ſo deal with thee, and thy Con

ſcience bears witneſs with him, what thy Pro

vocations have been, thou wilt find his deal

ings full of bitterneſs to thy Soul. If thou

feareſ; not theſe things, I fear thou art under

hardneſs.

3. Loſs of Peace and Strength all a mans

dayes. To have peace with God, to have

{trength to walk before God, is the ſumme of

the great Promiſes of the Covenant of Grace.

In theſe things is the Life ofour Souls. With

*t them in ſome comfortable meaſure, to
Live, 'S to Dye. What good will our Lives

*9 us, if we ſee not the face of God ſome

times---
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times in peace f. If we have not ſome ſtrength

to walk with him 2 Now both theſe will an

aunmortified Luft certainly deprive the Souls

of men of. This caſe is ſo evident in David, as

that nothing can be more clear. How often

doth he complain that his bones were broken,

his Soul diſquieted, his wounds grievous on

this account?" Take other Inſtances, Iſa, 57.

18. For the Iniquity of his Covetouſneſs I was

wroth, and hid my% What peace I pray is

there to a Soul while God hides himſelf? Or

ſtrength whileſt he ſmites ? Hoſ. 5, 15. I will

goe and return to my place, untill they acknow

ledge their Offence, and ſeek my face. I will

leave them, hide my Face, and what will be

come of their peace and ſtrength f If ever then

thou haſt enjoyed peace with God, if cver his

Terrours have made thee afraid, if ever thou

haſt had ſtrength to walk with him, or ever

haſt mourned in thy Prayer, and been troubled

becauſe of thy weakneſs, think of this danger

that hangs over thy head. It is perhaps but

a little while and thou ſhalt ſee the Face of

God in Peace no more : Perhaps by to mor

row thou ſhalt not be able to pray, read, hear,

or perform any Duties with the leaſt chear

fulneſs, Life or Vigour; and poſſibly thou

mayſt never ſee a quiet hour whileſt thou

liveſt; That thou mayſ carry about thee bro

ken bones full of pain and terrour all the day's
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of thy Life; yea perhaps God will ſhoot his

Arrowes at thee, and fill thee with Anguiſh and

diſquietneſs, with Fears and Perplexities, make

thee a Terror and an Aſtoniſhment to thy ſelf

and others, ſhew thee Hell and Wrath every

moment; frighten and ſcare thee withſad Ap

prehenſions of his Hatred, ſo that thy ſore ſhall

run in the Night ſeaſon, and thy Soul ſhall re

fuſe Comfort; ſo that thou ſhalt wiſh Death ra

ther than Life, yea thy Soul may chooſe ſtrang

ling. Conſider this a little, though God ſhould

not utterly deſtroy thee,yet he might caſt thee in

to this condition, wherein thou ſhalt have quick

and living Apprehenſions of thy Deſtruction.

Wont thy Heart to thoughts hereof: Let it

know what is like to be the Iſſue of its State,

leave not this Conſideration untill thou haſt

made thy Soul to tremble within thee.

4. There is the Danger of eternal Deſtrućti

on. For the due Management of this Conſide

ration, obſerve,

I. That there is ſuch a connexion between

a Continuance in Sin and eternal Deſtruttion,

that though God do’s reſolve to deliver ſome

from a Continuance in Sin, that they may not

be deſtroyed, yet he will deliver none from

Deſtruction that continue infin. So that whileſt

any ºe lyes under an Abiding power of fin,
the Threats of Deſtruction and everlaſting

*Perºt” from God are to be held out to him: .
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So Heb. 3.12. to which adde Heb. 10.38. This

is the Rule of Gods proceeding: If any man

depart from him, draw back through unbelief,

Gods Soul hath no pleaſure in him; that is, his

Indignation ſhall purſue him to Deſtruction; ſo

evidently, Gal. 6.8. -

II. That he who is ſo intangled (as above

deſcribed) under the Power of any Corrupti

on, can have at that preſent no clear prevailing

Evidence of his Intereſt in the Covenant, by

the Efficacy whereofhemay be delivered from

Fear of Deſtrućtion. So that Deſtruſtion from

the Lord māy juſtly be a Terrour to him ; And

he may, he ought to look upon it, as that

which will be the End of his Courſe and wayes.

There is no condemnation to them that are in

Chriſt jeſus, Rom. 8. 1. True ! but who ſhall

have the comfort of this Aſſertion? Who may

aſſume it to himſelf? They that walk after the

Spirit, and not after the Fleſh. But you will ſay,

Is not this to perſwade men to unbelief ? I an

ſwer, No; there is a twofold judgement that a

man may make of himſelf; 1. Of his Perſon,

and 2. Of his Wayes. It is the judgment of his

Wayes, not his Perſon that I ſpeak of; Let a

man get the beſt Evidence for his Perſon that

he can, yet to judge that an evil Way will end

in Deſtruction, is his Duty; not to do it, is

Atheiſm. I donot ſay, that in ſuch a Condition

a man ought to throw away the Evideº
- híS

*
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his perſonal Intereſt in Chriſt; but I ſay, he

cannot keep them. There is a two-fold con

demnation of a mans ſelf:

Firſt, In reſpect of Deſert, when the Soul

concludes, that it Deſerves to be caſt out of

the preſence of God; and this is ſo far from

a buſineſs of Onbelief, that it is an Effect of

Faith.

Secondly, With reſpect to the Iſſue and

Event; when the Soul concludes it ſhall be

Damned. I do not ſay this is the Duty of

any one, nor do I call them to it. But this

I ſay, that the End of the way wherein a

man is, ought by him to be concluded to

be death, that he may be provok'd to fly

from it; And this is another Conſideration,

that ought to dwell upon ſuch a Soul, if it de

ſire to be freed from the intanglement of its

Luſts.

(3) Conſider the Evils of it. I mean its

preſent Evils. Danger reſpects what is to

come; Evil what ispreſent : Some of the ma

ny Evils that attend an unmortified Luſt, may

be mentioned.

1. It grieves the Holy and Bleſſed Spirit,

which is given to Believers to dwell in them

and abide with them. So the Apoſtle, (Epheſ.

4.25° 26, 27, 28, 29.) dehorting them from

*Y ºffs and Sins, gives this as the great

Azotive of it, verſ. 30. Grieve not the holy

- - Spirit,
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Spirit, whereby you are ſealed to the day of Re

demption. Grieve not that Spirit of God (ſaith

he) whereby you receive ſo many and ſo great

Benefits; of which he inſtances in one ſignal

and comprehenſive one, Sealing to the day of

Fedemption. He is grieved by it, as a tender

and loving Friend is grieved at the unkindneſs

ofhis Friend, of whom he hath well deſerved;

ſo is it with this tender and loving Spirit, who

hath choſen our Hearts for an Habitation to

dwell in, and there to do for us all that our

Souls deſire. He is grieved by our harbouring

his Enemies, and thoſe whom he is to deſtroy

in our Hearts with him. He doth not affliá

willingly, nor grieve lls, Lam. 3.33. and ſhall

we daily grieve Him? Thus is he ſaid ſome

times to be vexed, ſometimes grieved at his

heart, to expreſs the greateſt ſenſe of our pro

vocation. Now if there be anything ofgraci

ou, Ingenuity left in the Soul, if it be not ut

terly hardened by the Deceitfulneſs of Sin,

this Conſideration will certainly affect it. Con

ſider Who and What thou art, who the Spirit

is that is grieved, what he hath done for thee,

what he comes to thy Soul about, what he hath

already done in thee; and be aſhamed. Among

thoſe who walk with God, there is no greater

Motive and Incentive unto univerſal Holi

neſs, and the preſerving of their Hearts and

Spirits in all Purity and Cleanneſs,duº
aſ
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That the bleſſed Spirit who hath undertaken

to dwell in them as Temples of God, and to

preſerve them meet for him who ſo dwells in

them, is continually conſidering what they

give Entertainment in their Hearts unto ; and

rejoyceth when his Temple is kept undefiled;

that was an high Aggravation of the Sin of

Zimri, that he brought his Adultereſ into the

Congregation in the fight of Moſes, and the

reſt, who were weeping for the Sins of the

people, Numb. 25.6. and is it not an high

Aggravation of the countenancing a Luſt, or

ſuffering it to abide in the Heart, when it is

(as it muſt be, if we are Believers) entertained

under the peculiar Eye and View of the Holy

Ghoſt; taking care to preſerve his Tabernacle

pure and holy? -

2. The Lord jeſus is wounded afreſh by it;

His new Creature in the heart is wounded. His

Love is foil'd, his adverſary gratified. As a

total relinquiſhment of him by the Deceitful

neſs of Sin, is the crucifying him afreſh, and

the putting of him to open ſhame, ſo every har

bouring of Sin that he came to deſtroy, wounds

and grieves him.

. 3. It will take away a mans uſefulneſs in

his Generation. His Works, his Endeavours,

***hours ſeldom receive Bleſfing from God.
If he be a Preacher, God commonly blows

tupon his 44iniſtry, that he ſhall labour in the

- Fire,
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Fire, and not be honoured with any ſucceſs, or

doing any work for God; and the like may be

ſpoken of other Conditions. The world is at

this day full of poor withering Profeſſors; how

few are there that walk in any Beauty, or Glo

ry; how barren, how uſeleſs are they for the

moſt part Amongſt the many Reaſons that

may be aſſigned of this ſad Eſtate, it may juſt

ly be feared, that this is none of the leaſt ef

feótual; many men harbour Spirit-devouring

Luſts in their boſomes, that lye as Worms at

the Root of their Obedience, and corrode and

wcaken it day by day. All Graces, all the

Wayes and Means whereby any Graces may

be exerciſed and improved, are prejudiced by

this Means; and as to any ſucceſs, God blaſts

ſuch mens undertakings.

This then is my ſecond Direction, and it re

gards the Oppoſition that is to be made to Luff,

in reſpect of its habitual reſidence in the Soul;

keep alive upon thy Heart theſe or the like

Conſiderations, of its Guilt, Danger and Evil;

be much in the meditation of theſe things; cauſe

thy Heart to dwell and abide upon them. In

#. thy Thoughts into theſe Conſiderations;

et them not go off, nor wander from them,

untill they begin to have a powerfull Influ-,

ence upon thy Soul; untill they make it to

tremble. -

t

-- *

º w

I CHAP.
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C H A P. XI.

The Third Direktion propoſed. Load the Con

ſcience with the Guilt of the perplexing Di

ftemper. The Wayes and Means whereby

that may be done. The Fourth Direition. Pe

hement deſire for Deliverance. The Fifth.

Some Diſtempers rooted deeply in mens Ava

tural Tempers. Conſiderations of ſuch Di

ftempers : Wayes of dealing with them. The

Sixth Direllion. Occaſions and Advantages

of Sin to be prevented. The Seventh Di

reition. The firſt attings ofSin vigorouſly to

be oppoſed.

HIS is my Third Direétion:

Load thy Conſcience with the Guilt of it.

Not onely confider, that it hath a Guilt, but

load thy Conſcience with the Guilt of its

actual Eruptions and Diſturbances. -

For the right improvement of this Rule, I

ſhall give ſome particular Direllions.

Firſt, Take Gods Method in it, and be

gin with Generals, and ſo deſcend to parti

culars.

(1) Charge thy Conſcience with that Guilt

which appears in it, from the Rettitude and

**neſ of the Law. Bring the holy Law of
God
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God into thy Conſcience; lay thy corruption

to it; pray that thou mayeſt be affected with

it. Conſider the holineſ, ſpirituality, fiery ſe

verity, inwardneſs, abſoluteneſs of the Law;

And ſee how thou camſt ſtand before it. Be

much (I ſay) in affecting thy Conſcience with

the Terrour of the Lord in the Law, and how

righteous it is that every one of thy Tranſgreſſi

ons ſhould receive a recompence of Reward.

Perhaps thy Conſcience will invent ſhifts and

Evaſions to keep off the Power of this Con

ſideration; as, that the condemning power of

the Law doth not belong to thee, thou art

ſet free from it, and the like; and ſo though. '

thou be not conformable to it, yet thou

needeſt not to be ſo much troubled at it.

But,
-

1. Tell thy Conſcience, that it cannot man

age any evidence to the purpoſe, that thou

art free from the condemning Power of Sin,

whileſt thy unmortified Luſt lyes in thy

Heart; ſo that perhaps the Law may make

good its Plea againſt thee for a full Domini

on, and then thou art a loſt Creature. Where

fore it is beſt to ponder to the utmoſt, what it

hath to ſay. - - - - -

Aſſuredly he that pleads in the moſt ſecret

Reſerve of his Heart, that he is freed from the

condemning power of the Law, thereby ſecret:

ly to couñécnance himſelf in giving the lcaſt

- I 2 allowance
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allowance unto any Sin or Luſt, is not able on

Goſpel grounds to manage any Evidence unto

any tolerable ſpiritual Security, that indeed he

is in a due manner freed from what he ſo pre

tends himſelf to be delivered. -

2. Whatever be the iſſue, yet the Law hath

Commiſſion from God to ſeize upon Tranſ.

greſſors wherever it find them, and ſo bring

them before his Throne, where they are to

plead for themſelves; This is thy preſent caſe:

The Law hath found thee out, and before God

it will bring thee: If thou canſt plead a Par

don, well and good; If not, the Law will do

its work.

3. However, this is the proper Work of the

Law, to diſcover Sin in the Guilt of it, to

awake and humble the Soul for it, to be a

Glaſs to repreſent Sin in its colours; and if

thou denyeſt to deal with it on this Account,

it is not through Faith, but through the hard

meſ of thy Heart and the Deceitfulneſs of

Sin.

This is a Door that too many Profeſſors have

gone out at, unto open Apoſtaſie; ſuch a De

liverancé from the Law they have pretended,

as that they would conſult its Guidance and

Pireétion no more; they wonld meaſure their

Sinby it no more; by little and little this Prin

“P'ºhath inſenſibly from the Notion of it pro

*ded to influence their pradical underſtand

ings,
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ings; and having taken poſſeſſion there, hath

turned the Will and Affections looſe to all

manner of Abominations.
-

By ſuch wayes (I ſay then) as theſe, per

ſwade thy Conſcience to hearken diligently to

what the Law ſpeaks in the Name of the

Lord unto thee, about thy Luſt and Corrupti

on. Oh! if thy Ears be open, it will ſpeak

with a Voyce that ſhall make thee tremble,that

ſhall caſt thee to the ground, and fill thee with

Aſtoniſhment. If ever thou wilt mortifie thy

Corruptions, thou muſt tye up thy Conſcience

to the Law, ſhut it from all ſhifts and Ex

ceptions untill it owns its Guilt, with a clear

and through Apprehenſion: So that thence,

(as David ſpeaks) thy Iniquity may ever be

before thee. *
-

(2) Bring thy Luſt to the Goſpel, not for

Relief, but for farther convićtion of its Guilt;

look on him whom thou haſt pierced, and be

in bitterneſs. Say to thy Soul; What have

I done? what Love, what Mercy, what Blood,

what Grace have I deſpiſed and trampled on ?

Is this the Return I make to the Father for

his Love, to the Son for his Blood, to the Holy

Ghoſt for his Grace? Doe I thus requite the

Lord P. Have I defiled the Heart that Chriſt

dyed to waſh; that the Bleſſed Spirit hath cho

fen to dwell in 2 And can I keep my ſelf out

of the Duſt 2 What can I ſay to the dear Lord

- I 3 Jeſus?
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Jeſus? How ſhall I hold up my head withany

boldneſs before him 2 Doe I account Commu

mion with him of ſo little value, that for this

wile Lufts ſake I have ſcarce left him any

room in my Heart? How ſhall I eſcape, if I

neglect ſo great Salvation ? In the mean time,

- the Guiltofthy Corruption. As,

what ſhall I ſay to the Lord?. Love, Mercy,

Grace, Goodneſs, Peace, Joy, Conſolation, I

have deſpiſed them all, and eſteemed them as

a thing of nought, that I might harbour a Luſt

in my Heart. -

Have I obtained a view of Gods Fatherly

Countenance, that I might behold his face,

and provoke him to his face f Was my Soul

waſhed, that room might be made for new De

filements? Shall I endeavour to diſappoint the

End of the Death of Chriſt PShall I daily grieve

that Spirit whereby I am ſealed to the day of

Redemption? Entertain thy Conſciencedaily

with this Treaty. See if it can ſtand before this

Aggravation of its Guilt. If this make it not

ſink in ſome meaſure, and melt, I fear thy Caſe

is dangerous,

Secondly, Deſcend to particulars. As under

the General Head of the Goſpel, all the Bene

fits of it are to be confidered, as Redemption,

juſ:ification and the like; ſo in particular, con

º * the Management of the love of them to

*; hºne own Soul, for the Aggravation of

• , º 1. Con
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-

1. Conſider the infinite Patience and for

bearance of God towards thee in particular:

Conſider what Advantages he might have ta

ken againſt thee, to have made thee a ſhame

and a reproach in this World, and an objećt of

wrath for ever: How thou haſt dealt treache

rouſly and falſly with him from time to time,

flattered him with thy Lips, but broken all

Promiſes and Engagements; and that by the

means of that Sin thou art now in purſuit of;

and yet he hath ſpared thee from time to time,

although thou ſeemeſt boldly to have put it to

the tryal how long he could hold out: And

wilt thou yet fin againſt him 2 wilt thou yet

weary him, and make him to ſerve with thy

Corruptions 2 -

Haſt thou not often been ready to conclude

thy ſelf, that it was utterly impoſſible that he

ſhould bear any longer with thee; that he

would caſt thee off, and be gracious no more;

that all his Forbearance was exhauſted, and

Hell and Wrath was even ready prepared for

thee; and yet above all thy Expectation he

hath returned with Viſitations of Love; and

wilt thou yet abide in the Provocation of the

eyes of his Glory? -

2. How often haſt thou been at the door of

being Hardened by the Deceitfulneſs of Sin;

and by the infinite rich Grace of God haſt been

recovered to communion with him again? .

I 4 Ha
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Haſt thou not found Grace decaying; Delight

in Duties, Ordinances, Prayer and Meditati

on, vaniſhing; inclinations to looſe careleſs

walking, thriving; and they who before were

entangled, almoſt beyond recovery 2 Haſt thou

not found thy ſelf engaged in ſuch Wayes, So

cieties, Companies, and that with delight, as

God abhorres 2 and wilt thou venture any

more to the brink of Hardneſs?

3. All Gods gracious dealings with thee in

Providential Diſpenſations, Deliverances, Af.

flićtions, Mercies, Enjoyments, all ought

here to take place. By theſe I ſay, and the

like Means, load thy Conſcience, and leave

it not untill it be throughly affected with the

Guilt of thy indwelling Corruption: Ulntill

it is ſenſible of its Wound, and lye in the

duſt before the Lord. Unleſs this be done to

the purpoſe, all other Endeavours are to no

purpoſe. Whileſt the Conſcience hath any

Means to alleviate the Guilt of Sin, the Soul

will never vigorouſly attempt its Mortifica

tloſ). -

Fourthly, Being thus affeſted with thy Sin,

in the next place, get a conſtant longing,

breathing after deliverance from the Power of

it. Suffer not thy Heart one moment to be

**tented with thy preſent Frame and Conditi.

*...*ºnging deſires after any thing, in things* <> - - - - 2

Matural and Civil, are of no value nor con

- -- - ſideration,

w

|
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ſideration, any farther, but as rhey incite

and ſtirre up the perſon in whom they are,

to a diligent uſe of Means for the bringing

about the thing aymed at. In ſpiritual things

it is otherwiſe. Longing, breathing and pant

ing after Deliverance, is a Grace in its ſelf,

that hath a mighty power to conform the

Soul into the likeneſ of the thing longed after.

Hence the Apoſtle deſcribing the Repentance

and godly Sorrow of the Corinthians, reckons

this as one eminent Grace that was then ſet

on work; vehement Deſire, 2 Cor. 7. 11.

And in this caſe of indwelling Sin, and the

power of it, what Frame doth he expreſs him

felf to be in A Rom. 7. 24. His heart breaks

out with longings into a moſt paſſionate Ex

preſſion of deſire of deliverance. Now if this be

the frame of Saints, upon the general conſ.

deration of indwelling Sin, how is it to be

beightened and increaſed, when thereunto is

added the perplexing Rage and Power of any

particular Lift and Corruption ? Aſſure thy

felf, unleſs thou longeſt for Deliverance thou

ſhalt not have it. - \

This will make the Heart watchfull for all

Opportunities of Advantage againſt its Ene

my; and ready to cloſe with any Aſſiſtances

that are afforded for its Deſtruction; ſtrong

Deſires are the very Life of that praying alwaye:

which is enjoymed us in all Conditions, and
- 1n
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in none is more neceſſary than in this; they

ſet Faith and Hope on work, and are the Souls

moving after the Lord.

Get thy Heart then into a panting and

breathing Frame, long, ſigh, cry out; you

know the Example of David, I ſhall not need

to inſiſt on it.

The Fifth Direttion is,

5!y, Conſider whether the Diſtemper with

which thou art perplexed, be not rooted in thy

Nature, and cheriſhed, fomented and height

ned from thy Conſtitution. A proneneſs to

ſome Sins may doubtleſs lye in the Natural

Temper and Diſpoſition of men. In this Caſe

conſider;

1. This is not in the leaſt an Extenuation

of the Guilt of thy Sin.

Some with an open Profaneneſs will aſcribe

groſs Enormities to their Temper and Diſpo

ſition. And whether others may not relieve

themſelves from the preſſing Guilt of their

Diffempers by the ſame Conſideration, I know

not. It is from the Fall, from the Original de

pravation of our Natures, that the fomes and

Nouriſhment of any Sin abides in our Natural

Temper. David reckons his being ſhapen in

Iniq*y, and conception in Sin, Pſal. 5:1. 5.

as an Aggravation of his following Sin, not a

*ſºning or extenuation of it. That thou art

pecu
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peculiarly inclined unto any ſinfull Diſtemper,

is but a peculiar breaking out of Original Luſt

in thy Nature, which ſhould peculiarly abaſe .

and humble thee. -

2. That thou haſt to fix upon on this ac

count, in reference to thy walking with God,

is, that ſo great an Advantage is given to Sin,

as alſo to Satan, by this thy Temper and Diſ

poſition, that without extraordinary Watch

fulneſs, Care and Diligence, they will aſſu

redly prevail againſt thy Soul. Thouſands

have been on this account hurryed headlong

to Hell, who otherwiſe (at leaſt) might have

gone at a more gentle, leſs provoking, leſs miſ

chievous rate. - - -

3. For the Mortification of any Diſtemper,

ſo rooted in the Nature of a Man, unto all

other Wayes and Means already named or

farther to be inſified on, there is one expedia:

ent peculiarly ſuited. This is that of the Apo

file, 1 Cor. 9, 27. I keep under my Body, and

bring it into ſubjećtion. The bringing of the

very Body into ſubjećtion, is an Ordinance of

God, tending to the AMortification of Sin. This

gives check, unto the Natural Root of the Di

ſtemper, and withers it by taking away its

fatneſs of ſoil. Perhaps becauſe the Papiſts

(men ignorant of the Righteouſneſs of Chriſt,

the Work of his Spirit, and whole buſineſ, in

hand) have layed the whole weight and itſ,
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of Mortification in voluntary Services and

Penances; leading to the ſubjećtion of the

Body, knowing indeed the true Nature neither

of Sin nor Mortification, it may on the other

ſide be a Temptation to ſome, to neglect

ſome means of humiliation, which by Godhim

ſelfare owned and appointed. The bringing of

the body into ſubjećtion in the caſe inſiſted on,

by cutting ſhort the Natural Appetite, by faſt

ing, watching, and the like, is doubtleſs ac

ceptable to God, ſo it be done with the enſuing

limitations. -

(1) That the outward weakening and im

pairing of the Body, be not looked upon as

a thing good in itſelf, or that any Mortificati

on doth conſiſ therein, (which were again to

bring us under carnal Ordinances) but only as a

Means for the End propoſed; the weakening of

any Diſtemper in its Natural root and ſeat.

Aman may have leanneſs of Body and Soul

together. -

(2) That the means whereby this is done,

namely, by faſting and watching, and the like,

be not looked on as things that in Themſelves,

and by virtue of their Own Power, can pro

duce true AMortification of any Sin; for if

they would, Sin might be mortified without

any.help of the Spirit, in any unregenerate

perſon in the world. They aré to be looked

on oncly as wayes whereby the Spiritº
- an
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and ſometimes doth put forth ſtrength for the

accompliſhing of his own work, eſpecially in

the Caſe mentioned. Want of a right under

ftanding and due Limprovement of theſe and the

like Conſiderations, hath raiſed a Morrifica

tion among the Papiſts that may be better ap

plyed to Horſes and other Beaſts of the Field,

than to Believers. - -

This is the ſumme of what hath been ſpoken;

when the diffemper complained of, ſeems to

be rooted in Natural temper and conſtitu

tion, in applying our Souls to a participati

on of the Blood and Spirit of Chriſt, an En

deavour is to be uſed, to give check in the

way of God, to the natural Root of that Di

ſtemper. -

Sixthly, Conſider what Occaſions, what Ad

vantages thy Diſtemper hath taken to exert

and put forth it ſelf, and watch againſt them

all. This is one part of that Duty which our

bleſſed Saviour recommends to his Diſciples un

der the name of watching, Mark 13.37. I ſay

unto you all, Watch; which in Luk, 21. 34. is,

Take heed that your hearts be not overcharged:

Watch againſtall Eruptions of thy Corruptions.

I mean that Duty which David profeſſed him

ſelf to be exerciſed unto : I have ( ſaith he )

kept my ſelf from mine. Iniquity. He watch

cd all the wayes and workings of his . Ini.
itv to prevent th to riſe up againſt them.qu y P Cnt them, p sº This
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This is that which we are called unto under

the name of Conſidering our Wayes: Con

ſider what Wayes, what Companyes, what Op.

portunities, what Studies, what Buſineſſes,

what Conditions, have at any time given, or

do uſually give advantages to thy Diſtempers,

and ſet thy ſelf heedfully againſt them all.

Men will do this with reſpect unto their bo

dily infirmities and diſtempers; The Seaſons,

the Dyet, the Ayre, that have proved offen

five ſhall be avoyded. Are the the things of

the Soul of leſs importance? Know that he

that dares to dally with Occaſions of Sin, will

dare to Sin. He that will venture upon Tem

ptations unto Wickedneſs, will venture upon

Wickedneſs. Hazael thought he ſhould not

be ſo wicked as the Prophet told him he would

be : To convince him, the Prophet tells him

no more, but Thou ſhalt be King of Syria. If

he will venture on Temptations unto Cruelty,

he will be cruel. Tell a man he ſhall commit

ſuch and ſuch Sins, he will ſtartle at it: If you

can convince him, that he will venture on ſuch

Occaſions and Temptations of them, he will

have littleground left for his Confidence. Par

ticular Direétions belonging to this Head are

many, not now to be inſiſted on. But becauſe

this Head is of no leſs importance than the

whole Dodrine here handled, ihave at large

in another Treatiſe, about entering into Tem

*ationſ, treated of it, Se
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Seventhly, Riſe mightily againſt the firſt Aºi.

ings of thy Diſtemper, its firſt Conceptions;

ſuffer it not to get the leaſt Ground. Do not

ſay, thus far it ſhall go, and no farther. If it

have allowance for one ſtep, it will take another.

It is impoſſible to fix Bounds to Sin. It is like

water in a Channel ; if it once break out, it

will have its courſe. Its not atting, is eaſier

to be compaſſed than its Bounding. Therefore

doth james give that Gradation and Proceſs

of Luft, Chap. 1. 14, 15. that we may ſtop

at the Entrance. Doſt thou find thy corruption

to begin to entangle thy Thoughts; riſe up

with all thy ſtrength againſt it, with no leſs In

dignation than if it had fully accompliſhed

what it aims at. Conſider what an unclean

Thought would have; it would have thee

roll thy ſelfin Folly and Filth. Ask Envy what

it would have; Murder and Deſtruction is

at the end of it. Set thy ſelf againſt it with no

leſs vigour, than if it had utterly debaſed thee

to wickedneſs. Without this Courſe thou wilt

not prevail. As Sin gets ground in the Affecti

ons to delight in it, it gets alſo upon the Under
«»

ſtanding to ſlight it.

CHAP.

- -
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CHA P. XII.

The Eighth Direáion. Thoughtfulneſs of the

Excellency of the Majeſty of God. Our On

acquaintedneſs with him, propoſed and con

ſidered.

E% llſe and exerciſe thy ſelf to ſuch

AMeditations as may ſerve to fill thee at

all times with ſelf-abaſement and Thoughts of

thine own vileneſ : As, -

1. Be much in Thoughtfulneſs of the Ex

cellency of the Majeſty of God, and thine inft

mite inconceivable diſtance from him; many

thoughts of it cannot but fill thee with a ſenſe

of thine own Vileneſs, which ſtrikes deep at

the root of any indwelling Sin. When job

comes to a clear diſcovery of the Greatneſs

and Excellency of God, he is filled with ſelf.

abhorrency, and is preſſed to Humiliation, job

42.5, 6. And in what ſtate doth the Prophet

Habakkuk affirm himſelf to be caſt, upon the

apprehenſion of the Majeſty of God? Chap.

3. 16. With God (ſayes job) is terrible AZa

jeſty, job 37.22. Hence were the thoughts of

them of Old, that when they had ſeen God

they ſhould dye. The Scripture abounds in

this ſelf-abaſing Conſideration, comparing the

Iſleſ,
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men of the Earth to Graſhoppers, to Vanity,

the duſt of the ballance in reſpečt of God, Iſa.

4o. 13, 14, 15. Be much in thoughts of this

mature, to abaſe the pride of thy Heart, and to

keep thy Soul humble within thee. There is

nothing will render thee in a greater indiſpoſt

tion to be impoſed on by the deceits ofſin, than

ſuch a frame of Heart. Think greatly of the

Greatneſs of God.

2. Think much of thine unacquaintedneſ;

with him; Though thou knoweſt enough to

keep thee low and humble, yet how little a por

tion is it that thou knoweſt ofhim 1 The Con

templation hereof caſt that wiſe man into that

Apprehenſion of himſelf, which he expreſſes,

Prov. 3o. 2, 3, 4. Surely I am more brutiſh

than any man, and have not the underſtanding.

of a man. I neither learned Wiſdom, nor have

the knowledge of the Holy. Who hath aſcended

up into Heaven, or deſcended f Who hathga

thered the Wind in his fifts f Who hath bound

the Waters in a Garment f Who hath eſtabliſh

ed the Ends of the Earth 2 What is his Name,

and what is his Sons Name if thou canſ; tell ?

Labour with this alſo to take down the pride

of thy Heart. What doſt thou know of God?

How little a portion is it? How immenſe is he

in his Nature? Canſt thou look without ter

rour into the Abyſ of Eternity? Thou canſt

not bear the rayes of his glorious Being.

- -
Becauſe
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Becauſe I look on this Conſideration of great

uſe in our walking with God, ſo far as it may

have (as it may have) a Conſiſtency with that

filial Boldneſs which is given us in Jeſus Chriſt

to draw nigh to the Throne of Grace, I ſhall far

ther inſiſt upon it, to give an abiding Impreſfi

on of it to the Souls of them who deſire to

walk humbly with God.

Conſider then I ſay, to keep thy heart in

continual awe of the Aſajeſty of God, That

Perſons of the moſt high and eminent Attain

ments, of the neareſt and moſt familiar Com

munion with God, do yet in this life know but a

very little of him, and his Glory. God reveals

his Name to Moſes, the moſt glorious Attri

butes that he hath manifeſted in the Covenant

bf Grace, Exod, 34.5, 6, yet all are but the

back parts of God. All that he knowes by it,

is but little, low, compared to the perfection

of his Glory. - -

Hence it is with peculiar reference to Mo

ſes, that it is ſaid, No man hath ſeen God at

any time, Joh. 1. 18. Of him in compariſon

with Chriſt doth he ſpeak, verſ. 17. and of

him it is here ſaid, No man (no not Moſes, the

moſt eminent among them) hath ſeen God at

*y time. We ſpeak much of God, can talk

*Him, his Wayes, his Works, his Counſels all

the day long ; The truth is, we know yery

httle of him; our Thoughts, our Meditations,

Our
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our Expreſſions of him are low, many ofthem

unworthy of his Glory, none of them reaching

his Perfeótions. . . .

- You will ſay, that Moſes was uſider the

Law, when God wrapped uphimſelf in dark

neſ, and his Mind in Types and Glouds and

dark Inſtitutions. Under the glorious ſhining

of the Goſpel, which hath brought Life and

Immortality to light, God being revealedfrom

: his own boſome, we now know him much

more clearly, and as he is : We ſee his face

now, and not his back parts onely as Moſes

did. - -

§ Anſ. 1. I acknowledge a vaſt, and almoſt

unconceivable difference between the

Acquaintance we now have with Heb.i.11.

God, after his ſpeaking to us by his

own Son, and that which the generality of the

Saints had under the Law: For although their

eyes were as good, ſharp and clear as ours,

their Faith and ſpiritual underſtanding not be

hind ours, the Objeú as glorious unto them

, as unto us, yet our day is more clear than

theirs was; the Clouds are blown.

away and ſcattered, the ſhadowes of Cant,46.

the Night are gone and fled away, -

the Sun is riſen, and the Means of ſight is

made more eminent and clear than formerly.

Yet, . - º' - v. -

2. That pecular fight which Moſes had

R 2 - of
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of God, Exod. 34. was a Goſpel-ſight, a ſight

of God as Gracious, &c. and yet it’s called

but his back-parts, that is, but low and mean,

in compariſon of his Excellencies and Per

fedtions.

3. The Apoſtle exalting to the utmoſt this

Glory of Goſpel Light above that of the Law,

‘. . manifeſting that now the veil

drawagavuºvo cauſing Darkneſs is taken a

weyawrº, way; ſo that with open or

uncovered face we behold the

Glory of the Lord; Tells us how : As in a

glaſs, 2 Cor. 3. 18. In a glaſs. How is that?

Clearly, perfeitly f Alas no ; He tells you how

that is, I Cor. I 3. 12. We ſee through a glaſs

darkly, ſaith he . . It is not a Teleſcope, that

helps us to ſee things afar off, concerning

which the Apoſtle ſpeaks; and yet what poor

helps are they ! How ſhort do we come of

the Truth of things, notwithſtanding their

Aſſiſtance It is a Looking-glaſs whereunto he

alludes, (where are only obſcure ſpecies and

images of things, and not the things them

ſelves) and a ſight therein, that he compares

our Knowledge to: He tells you alſo that all

that we do ſee Ji towales, by or through this

Glaſ, is in diviyaan, in a Riddle, in darkneſ;

And Obſcurity; And ſpeaking of himſelf (who

ºurely was much more clearfighted than any

now living)he tells us that he ſaw but in ºpus,

- g??
* *
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in part; he ſaw but the back-parts of heaven

ly things, v. 12. and compares all the know

ledge he had attained of God, to that he had

of things when he was a child, verſ. I 1. it is

a uéeys, ſhort of the Tº Tixelow: yea ſuch as

gtaºyºſºra, it ſhall be deſtroyed or done

away. We know what weak, feeble, uncer

tain Notions and Apprehenſions Children have

of things of any abſtruſe Conſideration; how

when they grow up with any Improvements

of Parts and Abilities, thoſe Conceptions va-.

niſh, and they are aſhamed of them. It is

the commendation of a Child, to love, honour,

believe and obey his Father; but for his Sci

ence and Notions, his Father knowes their

childiſhneſ; and Folly. Notwithſtanding all our

Confidence of high Attainments, all our No

tions of God are but childiſh in reſpect of his

infinite Perfeótions. Weliſp and babble, and .

ſay we know not what, for the moſt part; in.

our moſt accurate (as we think) Conceptions:

and Notions of God. We may love, honour,

believe and obey our Father, and therewith he

accepts our Childiſh thoughts, for they are

but Childiſh. We ſee but his back parts, we

know but little of him. Hence is that Pro

miſe, wherewith we are ſo often ſupported

and comforted in our Diſtreſs; we ſhall ſee.

him as he is; we ſhall ſee him face to face;

know as we are known; comprehend that f°.
K 3 which
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which we are comprehended, I Cor. 15.12.

1 Joh. 3. 2. and poſitively, Now we ſee him

not : All concluding that here we ſee but his

back-parts, not as he is, but in a dark obſcure

repreſentation, not in the perfection of his

Glory. . . x - is

- #. Queen of Sheba had heard much of

Solomon, and framed many great thoughts of

his Magnificence in her Mind thereupon; but

when #. came and ſaw his Glory, ſhe was

forced to confeſs, that the one half of the truth'

had not been told her. We may ſuppoſe º:
we have here attained great knowledge, clear

and .# thoughts of God; but alas! when

he ſhall bring us into his preſence, we ſhall

cry out, we never knew him as he is : The

thouſandth part of his Glory and Perfeóti

on and Bleſſedneſs, never cntred into our

hearts. - - -

The Apoſtle tells us; I job. 3. 2. That we

know not what we our ſelves ſhall be; what we

fhall find our ſelves in the Iſſue; much leſs

will it enter into our Hearts to conceive, what

God is, and what we ſhall find him to be,

Conſider either him who is to be known, or the

Way whereby we know him, and this will far

ther appear. - * .

Firſt we know ſo little of God, becauſe

lºw. is thus to be known; that is,

******d/gribed himſelf to uswºnº
*... . . . . . . - - - c -- - y-

* - -
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by this, That we cannot know him: What elſe

doth he intend where he calls himſelf inviſible,

incomprehenſible, and the like 2 That is, He

whom we doe not, cannot know as he is ; and

our farther progreſs conſiſts more in knowing

what he is not, than what he is. Thus is he

deſcribed to be immortal, infinite ; that is, he

is not as we are, mortal, finite, and limited.

Hence is that glorious deſcription of him,

1 Tim. 6. 16. Who only hath Immortality, dwell

ing in the light which no man can approach uns

to, whom no man hath ſeen nor can ſee. His

light is ſuch as no Creature can approach un

to: He is not ſeen, not becauſe he cannot be

ſeen, but becauſe we cannot bear the ſight of

him. The Light of God (in whom is no Dark:

neſ) forbids all acceſs to him by any Crea

ture whatever : We who cannot behold the

Sun in its glory, are too too weak to bear the

beams of Infinite. Brightneſs. . . . . . . . .

On this Conſideration (as was ſaid) the wiſe

man profeſſeth himſelf a very Beaſt, andnot

to have the underſtanding of a Man , Prov.

3o. 2. that is, he knew nothing in compariſon

of God, ſo that he ſeemed to have loſt all his

Underſtanding, when once he came to the Con

ſideration of him, his work and his wayes. In

this Conſideration let our Souls deſcend to

ſome particulars. ... * * * . . .”

J. For the Being of God; we are ſo far
K 4 from
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from a knowledge of it, ſo as to be able to

inſtrućt one another therein, by words and

expreſſions of it, as that to frame any concepti

ons in our Mind, with ſuch ſpecies and im

preſſions of things as we receive the know

ledge of all other things by, is to make an

Idol to our ſelves, and ſo to worſhip a God

of our own making, and not the God that

made us. We may as well and as lawfully

hew him out of wood, or ſtone, as form him a

being in our Minds ſuited to our Apprehen- .

ſions.

The utmoſt of the beſt of our thoughts of

the being of God is, that we can have no

thoughts of it. Our knowledge of a being is

butlow, when it mounts no higher but only to
know that we know it not. -

2. There be ſºme things of God, which

he himſelf hath taught us to ſpeak of, and to

regulate our Expreſſions of them; but when

we have ſo done, we ſee not the things them

ſelves, we know them not: To believe and

admire is all that we attain to. We profeſs

(as we are taught,) that God is infinite,

omnipotent, eternal; and we know what

Diſputes and Notions there are about Omni

Preſence, Immenſity, Infiniteneſs and Eternity.

We have(I ſay) words and notions about theſe

things, but as to the things themſelves, what

do we know? what do we comprehend of

- . them 2
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them 2 Can the Mind of Man do any more

but ſwallow it ſelf up in an infinite Abyſ,

which is as nothing; give it ſelf up to what

it cannot conceive, much leſs expreſs & Is not

our underſtanding brutiſh in the Contem

plation of ſuch things 2 and is as if it were

not; yea the perfeótion of our underſtanding,

is, not to underſtand, and to reſt there: They

are but the back parts of Eternity and Infi

niteneſ; that we have a glimpſe of What

ſhall I ſay of the Trinity, or the Subſiſtence of

diſtinči Perſons in the ſame individual Effence;

a Myſtery by many denyed, becauſe by none

underſtood; a Myſtery whoſe every letter is

myſterious. -

Who can declare the Generation of the

Son, the proceſſion of the Spirit, or the diffe

rence of the one from the other 2 but I ſhall

not farther inſtance in particulars. That infi

nite and inconceivable diſtance that is between

Him and us, keeps us in the dark as to any

ſight of his face, or clear Apprehenſion of his

Perfeótions. -

We know him rather by what he does,

than by what he is: by his doing us good, than

by his eſſential Goodneſs; and how little a por

tion of him (as job ſpeaks) is hereby diſco

wered 2 -

Secondly, We know little ofGod, becauſe

it is Faith alone whereby here we knowhim;
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I ſhall not now diſcourſe about the remaining

Impreſfions on the Hearts of all men by Na.

ture that there is a God, nor what they may

Rationally be taught concerning that God,

from the work of his Creation and Providence,

which they ſee and behold; it is confeſſedly

(and that upon the wofull experience of all

Ages) ſo weak, low, dark, confuſed, that none

ever on that account glorified God as they

ought, but notwithſtanding all their know

ledge of God, were indeed without God in the
world. f

The chief and (upon the matter) 4noſ

only acquaintance we have with God, and his

Diſpenſations of himſelf, is by Faith. He that

cometh to God muſt believe that he is, and that

be is a Rewarder of them that ſeek him, Heb.

11.6. Our Knowledge of him, and his Re

warding,(the bottom of ourObedience or come

ing to him) is believing. We walk by Faith, and

not by Sight, 2 Cor. 5.7. Jº asso; 30 ºldes;

by Faith, and ſo by Faith, as not to have any

expreſs Idea, Image, or ſpecies of that which

we believe : Faith is all the Argument we have

of things not ſeen, Heb. 1 1. 1. I might here

inſiſt upon the Nature of it, and from all its

Concomitants and Concernments manifeſt, that

we know but the back-parts of what we know
by Faith onely. As to its Riſe, it is built

ºurely upon the Teſtimony of him whom we

have
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have not ſeen; as the Apoſtle ſpeaks, How can

ye love him whom you have not ſeen & That is,

whom you know not but by Faith that he is:

Faith receives all upon his Teſtimony, whom

it receives to be, onely upon his own Teſti

mony. As to its Nature it is an Aſſent upon

Teſtimony, not an Evidence upon Demon

ſtration; and the Objeti of it is (as was ſaid

before) above us. Hence our Faith (as was

formerly obſerved) is called a ſeeing darkly

as in a Glaſs : All that weknow this way (and

all that we know of God we know this way) is

but low, and dark, and obſcure. . . .

But you will ſay, all this is true, but yet it

is onely ſo to them that know not God (per

haps) as he is revealed in Jeſus Chriſt; with

them who do ſo, 'tis otherwiſe. It is true,

No man hath ſeen God at any time, but the

onely begotten Son, he hath revealed bim, Joh,

1. 17, 18, and, the Son of God is now come,

and hath given us an underſtanding that we may

know him that is true, I Joh. 5. 20. -

The Illumination of the glorious Goſpel of

Chriſt who is the Image of God ſhineth upon

Believers, 2 Cor. 4.4. yea and God who com

manded light to ſhine out of darkneſs, ſhines in

to their hearts, to give them the knowledge of

his Glory in the face of his Son, v. 6, So that

though we were darkneſs, yet we are now light.

in the Lord, Eph. 5.8. And the Apollefºº,
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We all with open face behold the Glory of the

Lord, 2 Cor. 3. 18. and we are now ſo far

from being in ſuch darkneſs, or at ſuch a di

ſtance from God, that our communion and fel

lowſhip is with the Father and the Son, 1 Joh.

1. 3. The Light of the Goſpel whereby now

God is revealed, is gloriou; not a Star, but the

Sun in his beauty is riſen upon us; and the

veil is taken from our faces; ſo that though

unbelievers, yea and perhaps ſome weak Be

lievers, may be in ſome darkneſs, yet thoſe of

any growth, or conſiderable Attainments have

a clear fight and view of the face of God in

Jeſus Chriſt.

** A. I. The truth is, we all of us know

enough of him to love him more than we doe,

to delight in him, and ſerve him, believe him,

obey him, put our truſt in him above all that

we have hitherto attained. -

Our Darkneſs and Weakneſs is no Plea for

our Negligence and Diſobedience. Who is it

that hath walked up to the Knowledge that

he hath had of the Perfeitions, Excellencies,

and Will of God? Gods End in giving us any

Knowledge of himſelf here, is that we may

glºrifie him as God; that is, love him, ſerve him,

believe and obey him, give him all the honour

and Glory that is due from poor ſinfull Crea

*****ſºn-pardoning God, and Creator; we
muſt all acknowledge, shat we were never

throughly
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throughly transformed into the Image of that

Knowledge which we have had. And had we

uſed our Talents well, we might have been

truſted with more.

2. Comparatively, that knowledge which

we have of God by the Revelation of Jeſus

Chriſt in the Goſpel, is exceeding eminent and

glorious. It is ſo in compariſon of any knowledge

of God that might otherwiſe be attained, or

was delivered in the Law under the Old Te

ſtament, which had but the ſhadow of good

things, not the expreſs Image of them. This the

Apoſtle purſues at large, 2 Cor. 3. Chriſthath

now in theſe laſt dayes revealed the Father

from his own boſome, declared his Name, made

known his Mind, Will and Councel in a far

more clear, eminent, diſtinét manner than he

did formerly, whileſt he kept his People under

the padagogy of the Law: And this is that which

for the moſt part is intended in the places be

fore mentioned; the clear, perſpicuous delivery

and declaration of God,and his Will in theGo

ſpel is expreſly exalted in compariſon of any

other way of Revelation of himſelf.

3. The difference between Believers and On

believers as to Knowledge,is not ſo much in the

Matter of their Knowledge, as in the Manner

of knowing. unbelievers ſome of them may

know more, and be able to ſay more of God,

his Perfeółions and his will, than many Believ".

- - £7.7,
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er, but they know nothing as they ought:

nothing in a right manner, nothing ſpiritually
and ſavingly; nothing with an hºly, heavenly

light. The excellency of a Believer is not, that

hºhatha large Apprehenſion of thingº, but that

what he doth apprehend (which perhaps may

bevery little) He ſees it in the light of the Spi

rit of God, in a ſavingſoul-transforming light;

And this is that which gives us communion with

God,and not prying Thoughts,or curious raiſed

Notions.

4. Jeſus Chriſt by his Word and Spirit, re

veals to the Hearts of all his, God as a Fa

ther, as a God in Covenant, as a Rewarder,

every way ſufficiently to teach us to obey him

here, and to lead us to his Boſome, to lye

down there in the Fruition of him to Eternity :

But yet now,
5. Notwithſtanding all this, it is but a little

portion weknow of him, we ſee but his back

parts. For, - - -

(1) The intendment of all Goſpel Revela

tion is not to unveil Gods Eſſential Glory, that

we ſhould ſee him as heis, but meerly to de

clare ſo much of him as he knowes ſufficient to

be a bottom of our Faith, Love, Obedience,

and coming to him. That is, of the Faith which

here he expects from us: Such ſervices as be

ſeem poor Creatures in the middeſt of Tem

ptations; but when he callsus to eternal44
- miration
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miration and Contemplation, without Inter

ruption, he will make a new manner of Diſco

very of himſelf, and the whole ſhape of things,

as it now lies before us, will depart as a ſha

dow. -

(2) We are dulland ſlow of heart to receive

the things that are in the Word revealed.

God by our Infirmity and weakneſs, keeping

us in continual dependance on him, for Teach

ings and Revelations of himſelf out of his

Word, never in this world bringing any Soul

to the utmoſt of what is from the Word to be

made out and diſcovered; ſo that although the

way of Revelation in the Goſpel be clear and

evident, yet weknow little of the things them

ſelves that are revealed.

Let us then revive the uſe and intendment

of this Conſideration; will not a due Appre

henſion of this unconceivable Greatneſs of God,

and that infinite diſtance wherein we ſtand

from him, fill the Soul with an holy and awfull

Fear of him; ſo as to keep it in a Frame un

ſuited to the thriving or flouriſhing of any Luſt

whatever? Let the Soul be continually wont

ed to Reverential thoughts of Gods greatneſs

and omnipreſence, and it will be much upon

its watch, as to any undue deportments; con

ſider him with whom you have to doe; even

our God is a conſuming fire; , and in your

greateſt Abaſhments at his preſence and eye,
know?
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know, that your very Nature is too narrow

to bear apprehenſions ſuitable to his eſſential

Glory.

C H A P. XIII,

The Ninth Direğion. When the heart is diſ.

- quieted by Sin, ſpeak no peace to it, untill

God ſpeak it. Peace without deteſtation of

Sin, unſound; So is Peace meaſured out unto

our ſelves. How we may know when we

meaſure our peace unto our ſelves. Diretti

ons as to that Enquiry. The vanity of ſpeak

ing peace ſlightly. Alſo of doing it on one

fingular account, not univerſally. -

º

T. caſe God diſquiet the Heart about the

Guilt of its Diffempers either in reſpect of

its Root and indwelling, or in reſpect of any

Eruptions of it, take heed thou ſpeakeſ not

peace to thy ſelf before God ſpeaks, it ; but

hearken what he ſayes to thy Soul: This is our

next Direétion, without the Obſervation

whereof, the Heart will be exceedingly ex

poſed to the deceitfulneſs of Sin.

This is a buſineſs of great importance. It is

**thing for a man to deceive his own soul

herein. All the warnings God gives usin
w tender

*
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tenderneſs to our Souls, to trye and examine

our ſelves, do tend to the preventing of this

great Evil of ſpeakingpeace groundleſly to our

ſelves, which is upon the iſſue to bleſs our

ſelves in an oppoſition to God. It is not my

buſineſs to infilt upon the danger of it, but to

help Believers to preventit, and to let them

know when they do ſo. . . . . . --

To mannage this Dire&ion aright, ob

ſerve, - . -

(1) That as it is the great Prerogative and

Sovereignty of God to give grace to whom

he pleaſes, (he hath mercy on whom he will,

Rom. 9. 16. and among all the Soni of men,

He calls whom he will, and ſanātifies whom

he will,) ſo among thoſe ſo called and juſti

fied, and whom he will ſave, He yet reſerves

this Priviledge to himſelf, to ſpeak Peace to

whom he pleaſeth, and in what Degree he

pleaſeth, even amongſt them on whom he

hath beſtowed Grace. He is the God of all

Conſolation, in an eſpecial manner in his

dealing with Believers: That is, of the good

things that he keeps locked up in his Fami

ly, and gives out of it to all his Children

at his pleaſure. This the Lord inſiſts on, Iſa.

57. 16, 17, 18. It is the caſe under Conſide

ration that is there inſiſted on. When God

ſayes he will heal their Breaches and Diſ

conſolations, he aſſumes this Priviledge to
J. : L * hirin
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himſelf in an eſpecial manner. I create it,

verſ.19. Even in reſpect of theſe poor wound

ed Creatures, I create it, and according to my

ſoveraignty make itout as I pleaſe.

Hence as it is with the collation of Grace

in reference to them that are in the ſtate of

Nature; God doth it in great Curioſity, and

his proceedings therein, in takingand leaving,

as to outward Appearances, quite beſides, and

contrary oft-times to all probable Expediati

ons; ſo is it in his Communication of Peace

and Joy in reference unto them that are in the

itate of Grace; he gives them out oft-times

quite beſides our expectation, as to any ap

pearing Grounds of his Diſpenſations.

(2) As God creates it for whom hepleaſeth,

ſo it is the Prerogative of Chriſt, to ſpeak it

home to the Conſcience: Speaking to the

Church of Laodicea, who had healed her

wounds falſly, and ſpoke peace to her ſelf

when ſhe ought not, He takes to himſelf that

Title, I am the Amen; the faithfull witneſs,

Revel. 3. 14. He bears teſtimony concerning

our Condition as it is indeed; we may poſ

ſibly miſtake, and trouble our ſelves in vain,

or flatter our ſelves upon falſe Grounds, but

He is the Amen, the faithfull witneſs, and what

he ſpeaks of our State and Condition, that it is

*d,Iſa. 11. 3. He is ſaid not to judge ac

ºrding to the fight ºf the ye, not according
- ** to
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to any outward appearance, or any thing that

may be ſubjećt to a miſtake, as we are apt to

do; but He ſhall judge and determine every

, cauſe as it is indeed.

Take theſe two previous Obſervations, and

I ſhall give ſome Rules, whereby men may

know whether God ſpeaks peace to them,

or whether they ſpeak peace to themſelves

onely.

(1) Men certainly ſpeak peace to themſelveſ,

when their ſo doing is not attended with the

greateſt deteſtation imaginable of that ſin in

reference whereunto they do ſpeak Peace to

themſelves, and abhorrency of themſelves for

it. When men are wounded by ſin, diſquieted

and perplexed, and knowing that there is no

remedy for them, but onely in the mercyes of

God through the blood of Chriſt, do there

fore look to him, and to the Promiſes of the

Covenant in him, and thereupon quiet their

hearts that it ſhall be well with them, and

that God will be exalted that he may be gra

cious to them, and yet their Souls are not

wrought to the greateft deteſtation of the fin

or ſins upon the Account whereof they are

diſquieted; this is to heal themſelves, and not

to be healed of God. This is but a great and

frong wind, that the Lord is nigh unto, but

the Lord is not in the wind. When men do

truely look upon Chriſt whom they have

L 2 pierced,
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pierced, (without which there is no Healingor

Peace,) they will mourn, Zech. 12. 10, they

will mourn for him even upon this account,

and deteſt the ſºn that pierced him. When

we go to Chriſt for healing, Faith eyes him

peculiarly as one pierced. Faith takes ſeveral

views of Chriſt according to the Occaſions of

Addreſs to him, and communion with him that

it hath. Sometimes it views his Holineſ,

ſometimeshis power, ſometimes his love, his fa

vour with his Father. And when it goes for

healing and peace, it looks eſpecially on the

blood of the Covenant, on his Sufferings; for by

his ſtripes are we healed, and the chaſtiſement of

our peace was upon him, Iſa. 53. 5. when we

look for Healing, his ſtripes are to be eyed;

not in the outward ſtory of them, which is the

courſe of Popiſh Devotioniſts, but in the Love,

Kindneſs, Myſtery and deſign of the Croſs.

And when we look for peace, his Chaſtiſe

ments muſt be in our eye: Now this 1 ſay, if

it be done according to the mind of God, and

in the ſtrength of that Spirit which is poured

out on Believers, it will beget a deteſtation

of that fin or ſins, for which healing and

peace is ſought. So Ezek, 16.60, 61. never

theleſs I will remember my Covenant with

*; in the dayes of thy youth, and I will effa

*.*nto thee an everlaſting Covenant, and

what then? then thou ſhai remember thy

wayes
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wayes and be aſhamed. When God comes

home to ſpeak peace in a ſure Covenant of it,

it fills the Soul with ſhame for all the wayes

whereby it hath been alienated from him. And

one of the things that the Apoſtle mentions

as attending that godly ſorrow which is accom

panyed with Repentance unto Salvation never

to be repented of, is revenge, yea what re

venge, 2 Cor. 7. 11. They refle&ted on their

miſcarriages with Indignation and Revenge

for their Folly in them. . When job comes

up to a through healing, he cryes, Now I ab

horre my ſelf, Job 42.6. and untill he did ſo,

he had no abiding peace. He might perhaps

have made up himſelf with that Dočtrine of

free Grace which was ſo excellently preach

ed by Elihu; Chap. 33. from v. 14, unto the

29th, but he had then but skinned his wounds,

he muſt come to ſelf abhorrency, if he come

to healing. So was it with thoſe in Pſal. 78.

33, 35. in their great trouble and perplexity

for and upon the Account of Sin; I doubt

not but upon the Addreſs they made to God

in Chriſt, (for that ſo they did, is evident from

the titles they gave him, they call him their

Rock and their Redeemer, two words every

where pointing out the Lord Chriſt) they

ſpake peace to themſelves;but was it ſound and

abiding 2 No, it paſſed away as the early dew:

God ſpeaks not one word of peace to their
L 3 Souls.
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Souls. But why had they not peace? Why,

becauſe in their Addreſs to God they flatter

ed him: But how doth that appear? verſ. 37.

Their heart was not right with him, neither

were they ſtedfaſt. They had not a deteſtati

on nor relinquiſhment of that fin, in reference

whereunto they ſpake peace to themſelves:

Let a man make what application he will for

healing and peace, let him do it to the true Phy

ſtian, let him do it the right way, let him

quiet his Heart in the Promiſes of the Cove

nant; yet when Peace is ſpoken, if it be not

attended with the deteſtation and Abhorrency

of that Sin which was the wound, and cauſed

the Diſquietment, this is no Peace of Gods

creating, but of our own purchaſing. It is but

a skinning over the wound, whileſt the core

lyes at the bottom, which will putrifie and

corrupt, and corrode, untill it break out again

with noyſomneſs, vexation and danger. Let

not poor Souls that walk in ſuch a path as this,

(they are more ſenſible of the trouble of Sin,

than of the pollution or uncleanneſs that attends

it; they addreſ, themſelves for mercy, yea to

the Lord in Chriſt they addreſs themſelves for

mercy, but yet will keep the ſweet Morſel of

their Sin under their Tongue,) let them (I ſay)
never think to have true and ſolid peace. For

- inſtance, Thou findeſt thy Heart running out

ºfter the World, and it diſturbs thee in thy
- - - - - Ç0???-
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communion with God; the Spirit ſpeaks ex

preſſely to thee, He that loveth the World, the

love of the Father is not in him, 1 Joh. 2. 15.

This puts thee on dealing with God in Chriſt

for the healing of thy Soul, the quieting ofthy

Conſcience; but yet withall, a through de

teſtation of the evil it ſelf abides not upon

thee; yea perhaps that is liked well enough,

but onely in reſpect of the Conſequences of it;

perhaps thou mayſt be ſaved, yet as through

fire; and God will have ſome work with

thee before he hath done, but thou wilt have

little Peace in this Life; thou wilt be ſick and

fainting all thy dayes, Iſa. 57. 17. This is a

Deceit that lyes at the root of the Peace of

many Profeſſors, and waſts it; they deal with

all their ſtrength about Mercy and Pardon;

and ſeem to have great Communion with God

in their ſo doing: they lye before him, be

wail their Sins and Follies,that any one would

think (yeathew think themſelves) that ſurely

they and their Sins are now parted, and ſo re

ceive in Mercy that ſatisfies their Hearts for

a little ſeaſon; but when a through ſearch

comes to be made, there hath been ſome ſe

cret reſerve for the Folly or Follyes treat

ed about; at leaſt there hath not been that

through Abhorrency of it which is neceſſary;

and their whole peace is quickly diſcovered

to be weak and rotten; ſcarce abiding any

L 4. ſonger
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longer than the words of begging it are in

their mouths. . . . .

(2). When men meaſure out peace to them

, ſelves upon the concluſions that their convićti

ons and Rational Principles will carry, them

out unto; This is a falſe peace, and will not

abide. I ſhall a little explain what I mean

hereby. A man hath got a wound by fin, he

hath a Convićtion of ſome Sin upon his

Conſcience, he hath not walked uprightly

as becometh the Goſpel; all is not well and

right between God and his Soul: He conſi

ders now what is to be done; Light he hath,

and knows, what Path he muſt take, and how

his Soul hath been formerly healed. Con

ſidering that the Promiſes of God are the

outward. Means of Application for the heal

ing of his ſores, and quieting of his Heart,

he goes to them, ſearches them out, finds out

ſome one or more of them, whoſe literal

Expreſſions are direétly ſuited to his condi

tion : Sayes he to himſelf, God ſpeaks in

this Promiſe, here I will take myſelf a plaiſter

as long and broad as my wound, and ſo

brings, the word of the promiſe to his Condi

tion, and ſets him down in peace. This is

another aſpearance upon the mount, the Lord

Johaga, is neer, but the Lord is not in it.

. . . . It hath not been the work of the

Spirit, (who alone can convince us of Sin and

- 4. i Righteouſ
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Righteouſneſ; and judgement,) but the mere

Actings of the intelligent rational Soul. As

there are three ſorts of Lives (we ſay,) the

vegetative, the ſenſitive and the rational or

intelligent. Some things have onely the ve

getative; ſome the ſenſitive alſo, and that in

cludes the former; ſome have the rational,

which takes in and ſuppoſes both the other.

Now he that hath the rational, he doth not

onely adt ſuitably to that principle, but al

ſo to both the others, he growes and is ſen

ſible. It is ſo with men in the things of

God; ſome are meer natural and rational

men; ſome have a ſuperadded Convićtion

with Illumination; and ſome are truely re

generate... Now he that hath the latter, hath

alſo both the former; and therefore he ads

ſometimes upon the Principles of the rational,

ſometimes upon the Principles of the enlighten

ed man. His true ſpiritual life is not the prin

ciple of all his motions; He acts not alwayes

in the ſtrength thereof, neither are all his

fruits from that Root. “In this caſe that I,

ſpeak of, he acts merely upon the Principle

of Convićtion and Illumination, whereby his

'firſt naturals, are heightened; but the Spirit

breaths not at all upon all theſe waters. Take

an Inſtance; ſuppoſe the wound and diſquiet

of the Soul to be upon the account of Relapſes,

which whatever the evil or Folly be,º
* - Or

* --
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- for the matter of it, never ſo ſmall, yet there

are no wounds deeper than thoſe that are

given the Soul on that account, nor diſquiet

ments greater. In the perturbation of his

Mind, he finds out that Promiſe, Iſa. 55.7.

The Lord will have mercy, and our Goa will

abundantly pardon; He will multiply or adde

to pardon; He will do it again and again; or

that in Hoſ. 14.4. I will heal their backſliding,

Iwilllove them freely; This the man conſiders,

and thereupon concludes Peace to himſelf;

whether the Spirit of God make the Applica

tion or no, whether that gives life andpower

to the letter or no, that he regards not. He

doth not hearken whether God the Lord ſpeak.

{. Hedoth not wait upon God, who per

aps yet hides his face, and ſees the poor

Creature ſealing Peace and running away

with it, knowing that the time will come

when he will deal with him again, and call him

to a new reckºning; Hof. 11.3. when he ſhall

ſee that it is in vain to goeone ſtep where God

doth not take him by the hand. -

I ſee here indeed fundry other queſtions up

on this ariſing and interpoſing themſelves : I

cannot apply my ſelf to them all: one I ſhall

a little ſpeak to.

It may be ſaid then, ſeeing that this ſeems

to be the path that the Holy Spirit leads us

in, for the healing of our wound,andalsº
... O
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of our hearts, how ſhall we know whenwe go

alone our ſelves, and when the Spirit alſo

doth accompany us?

Anſ. 1. If any of you are out of the way

upon this account, God will ſpeedily let you

know it; for beſides that you have his Pro

miſe, that the meek he will guide in judgement,

and teach them his way, Pſal. 25.9. The will

not let you alwayes erre. He will (I ſay) not

ſuffer your nakedneſs to be covered with Fig

leaves, but take them away, and all the peace

you have in them, and will not ſuffer you to

Jettle on ſuch lees ; you ſhall quickly know

your wound is not healed. That is, you ſhall

ſpeedily know whether or no it be thus with

you by the event; the peace you thus get and

obtain, will not abide. Whileſt the Mind is

overpowered by its own Convićtions, there is

no hold for diſquietments to fixupon. Stay a

little and all theſe reaſonings will grow cold,

and vaniſh before the face of the firſt Tempta.

tion that ariſes. But, - - -

2. This courſe is commonly taken with.

out waiting; which is the Grace, and that pe

culiar acting of Faith which God calls for to

be exerciſed in ſuch a Condition. - I know

God doth ſometimes come in upon the Soul

inſtantly, in a moment as it were, wounding

and healing it; as I am perſwaded it was in

the Caſe of David when he cut off the3.;
v 4//l's
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Saul, Garment: But ordinarily in ſuch a

caſe God calls for waiting and la

Pſal 123.2. bouring, attending as the eye of a

Pſal. 139.6, Servant upon his Maſter: Sayes

the Prophet Iſaiah, ch. 8. 17. I

will wait upon the Lord, who hideth his face

from jacob. God will have his Children lye a

while at his door, when they have run from

his Houſe, and not inſtantly ruſh in upon him;

unleſs he take them by the hand, and pluck

them in, when they are ſo aſhamed that they

dare not come to him. Now ſelf-healers, or

men that ſpeak peace to themſelves, do com

monly make haſte, they will not tarry; They

do not bearken what God ſpeaks, Iſa. 28. 16.

but on they will goe to be healed.

3. Such a Courſe, though it may quiet the

Conſcience and the Mind, the rational con

cluding part of the Soul, yet it doth not

/weeten the Heart with Reſt and graciousCon

tention. The Anſwer it receives is much

like that Eliſha gave Naaman, Go in peace;

2 King. 5. 19, it quieted his Mind,but I much

queſtion whether itſweetned his Heart, or gave

him any joy in Believing, other than the natu

zal Joy that was then ſtirred in him upon his

healing. Doe not my words doe good, faith the

Lord, A4ich. 2.7. When God ſpeaks, there is

ºf 9my truth in his words, that may anſwer
the Convićion of our underſtanding, but alſo

º they-
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they doe good, they bring that which is ſweet

and good and deſireable to the Will and Affetti

ons: By them the Soul returns unto its Reſt

Pſal. 1 16. 16. . .

4. Which is worſt of all, it amends not

the life, it heals not the evil, it cures not the

diffemper: When God ſpeaks Peace, it guides

and keeps the Soul that it turn not again to

Folly, Pſa'. 85. 8. When we ſpeak it our

ſelves, the Heart is not taken off the Evil.

Nay it is the readyeſt courſe in the world to .

bring a Soul into a trade of Backſliding. If

upon thy plaiſtering thy ſelf, thou findeſt thy

ſelf rather animated to the battel again, than

utterly weaned from it, it is too palpable that

thou haſt been at work with thy own Soul,

but Jeſus Chriſt and his Spirit were not there.

Yea and often-times Nature having done its

work, will ere a few dayes are over come

for its Reward; and having been ačHive in

the work of Healing, will be ready to reaſon

for a new wounding. In Gods ſpeaking peace

there comes along ſo much ſweet- Luk.22.22

meſ, and ſuch a fiſcovery of his "****

Love, as is a ſtrong Obligation on the Soul no

more to deal perverſly. -- - -

(3) We ſpeak. Peace to our ſelves, when

we do it ſlightly. This the Prophet complains

of in ſome Teachers, jer. 6. 14. They have

healed the wound of the Daughter of my peºple

- flightly.
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ightly. And it is ſo with ſome perſons, the

§. healing of their:: a flightº

a look, a glance of Faith to the Promiſes does

it, and ſo the matter is ended. The Apoſtle

tells us, that the Word did not profit ſome,

becauſe it was not mixed with Faith , Heb.

4. 2. tº avywezuºvº, it was not well tem

pered and mingled with Faith. It is not a

mere look to the word of Mercy in the Pro

miſe, but it muſt be mingled with Faith untill

it is incorporated into the very Nature of it;

and then indeed it doth good unto the Soul:

If thou haſt had a wound upon thy Conſci

ence, which was attended with weakneſs and

diſquietneſ, which now thou art freed of,

How cameft thou ſo? I looked to the Pro

miſes of pardon and healing, and ſo found

Peace: Yea but perhaps thou haſt madetoo

much haſte, thou haſt done it overly, thou

haſt not fed upon the Promiſe, ſo as to mixit

with Faith, to have got all the virtue of it

diffuſed into thy Soul; onely thou haſt done

it ſlightly; thou wilt find thy wound ere it be

long breaking out again, and thou ſhalt know

that thou art not cured.

(4) Whoever ſpeakspeace to himſelfupon

any one account, and at the ſame time hath

*nother Evil of no leſs importance lying upon

his Spirit, about which he bath had no deal

"g with God, that man cryes Peace.
- there
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there is none. A little to explain my Mean

ing: A man hath neglected a Duty again and

again, perhaps when in all Righteouſneſ; it

was due from him; his Conſcience is perplex

-ed, his Soul wounded, he hath no quiet in his

Bones by reaſon of his Sin; he applyes him

ſelf for Healing, and finds Peace. Yet in the

mean time perhaps worldlineſs, or Pride, or

ſome other folly wherewith the Spirit of God

is exceedingly grieved, may lye in the boſom

s of that man, and they neither diſturb him, nor

he them. Let not that man think that any of his

Peace is from God.

Then ſhallit be well with men when they

have an equal reſpect to allGods Commande

ments. God will juſtifie us from our ſins,

but he will not juſtifie the leaſt fin in us;

He is a God of purer eyes than to behold Ini

quity.
-

(5) When men of themſelves ſpeak peace

to their Conſciences, it is ſeldom that God

ſpeakshumiliation to their Souls : Gods Peace

is humbling Peace, melting Peace, as it was in

the caſe of David; Pſal.51.1. Never ſuch deep

humiliation as when Nathan brought him the

tidings of his Pardon.
-

Q. But you will ſay, When may we take

the comfort of a Promiſe as our own, in re

lation to ſome peculiar wound for the quieting

the Heart.
-

A. I. In
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A. I. In general, when God ſpeaks it, be it

when it will, ſooner or later. I told you be

fore, He may doe it in the very inſtant of the

fin it ſelf, and that with ſuch irreſiſtable paw.

er, that the Soul muſt needs receive his mind

in it. Sometimeshe will make us wait longer;

but when he ſpeaks, be it ſooner or later, be

it when we are ſinning or repenting, be the,

Godſpeak he muſt be received, fiercisſor

Condition of our Souls what they pleaſe, if

any thing that in our Communion with him

the Lord is more troubled with us for, (if -

I may ſo ſay) than our unbelieving Fears that

keep us off from receiving that ſtrong con

ſolation which he is ſo willing to give to
US, º -

But you will ſay, We are where we were;

when God ſyeaks it, we muſt receive it; that is

true, but how ſhall we know when he ſpeaks 2

Anſ. 1. I would we could all pračically

come up to this, to receive peace when we are

convinced that God ſpeaks it, and that it is

our Duty to receive it; But,

2. There is (if I may ſo ſay) a ſecret in

ftinét in Faith, whereby it knowes the voice

of Chriſt, when He ſpeaks indeed; as the

*abe leaped in the womb when the bleſſed

*gin came to Elizabeth; Faith leaps in the

*** when Chriſt indeed draws nigh to it;

Alyſheep (ſayes Chriſt) know my voyce, Joh.

- - - - IO. I4.
't
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Io. 14, they know my voice, they are uſed to

the ſound of it, and they know when his lips

are opened to them, and are full of Grace:

The ſpouſe was in a ſad condition, Cantºs. 2.

aſleep in ſecurity; but yet, as ſoon as Chriſt

ſpeaks ſhe cryes, it is the voice of my beloved

that ſpeaks;She knew his voice, and was ſo ac

quainted with communion with him that in

ſtantly ſhe diſcovers him;and ſo will you alſo:

if you exerciſe your ſelves to acquaintance&

communion with him,you will eaſily diſcernbe

tween his voice and the voice of a ſtranger.And

take this gettiewy with you; when he doth

ſpeak he ſpeaks as never man ſpake; He

ſpeaks with power,and one way or other will

make your hearts burn within you, as He did

to the Diſciples, Luk,22,He doth it by putting

in his hand at the hole of the door, Cant. 5.4.

his ſpirit into your hearts to ſeiſe on you. .

He that hath hisſences exerciſed to diſcerne

good or evil, being encreaſed in judgement

and experience, by a conſtant obſervation of

the wayes of Chriſt's entercourſe, the manner

of the operations of the ſpirit, and the ef.

fečts it uſually produceth, is the beſt judge

for himſelf in this caſe, º, . . . . . . . . . .

2. If the word of the Lord doth good to

your ſouls, He ſpeaks it... If it humble, if it

teamſ and be uſefuſiforthoſe ends, for which
promiſesare given: viz, I.To endear, 2.cleanſ”.
- º - - -- * * *M ** * * - - - 3.To
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3. To Melt and binds to Obedience, 4. To

Jelf-emptineſ, &c., But this is not my buſi

neſs: Norſhall I farther-divert in the purſuit

of this Direſtion; without the obſervation of

it, Sin will have great Advantages towards the

hardening ofthe Heart.
~. . . . . . . . . " ": . . . . . . . . . . A

. . . . . . - C H A P. : X I V. . . …"

. …, -- ºr ' ' ..., ; ; , . ." iſ: " . . .*- :

The general uſe of the foregoing Direſtions.

: The great Direction for the accompliſhment

of the work aymedat.” Ai Faith on Chriſt;

The ſeveral Wayes whereby this may be done.

Conſideration of the Fulneſs in Chriſt for

Relief, propoſed. Great Expetiations from

.Chrift: Grounds of theſe Expediations. His

Mercifulneſs, his Faithfulneſs. Event of

fuch Expeãations: On the part of Chriſt's

On the part of Believers. Faith peculiarly

to be ačed on the Death of Chriſt : Rom.

6,3,4, 5, 6. The Work of the Spirit in this

whole buſineſ. . . .
ºf - .

NIOW the Confiderations which I have

EN hitherto infilted on, are rather of things

Pºperatory to the work aymed at, than ſuch

s will%;" It is the hearts due prepa

* ºf the workii ſã wieuwiji
- . . - will

- -
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will not be accompliſhed, that hitherto I have

aymed at...] … i tº ...,

Direáions for the work itſelfare very ſew;

I mean that are peculiar to it, And they are

theſe that follow. . . . . . ; º; D.Brita º

killing of thy fin. His bloodis the great ſoys.
raigne remedy for fin-ſick ſouls, Eive in this

and thou wilt dye a Conqueror. Yea thou

Wilt through the good prºvidence of God,

live to ſeethyluſt dead at thy feet. Butthou

wilt ſay, how ſhall Faith act its ſelf on Chriſt

for this end and purpoſe, I ſayſundrywayes.

... 1. By faith fill thy ſoul with a due conſi–

deration of that proviſan which is layed up

in Jeſus Chriſt for this end and purpoſe, that

all thy luffs, this very kuſt wherewith thouart

entangled, may bemortified by Faith; ponder

on this, that though thou art no way ablein

or by thy ſelf to get the gonqueſt over thy

diſtemper, though thou art even weary of con

tending, and art utterly ready to faint, Luke

16, 17, yet that there is enough in Jeſus Chriſt,

to yield thee relief Phil. 4.13. It flaid the

Prodigal when he was ready to faint, that yet

there was bread enough in his father's houſe;

Though he was at a diſtance from it, yet it

releived him, and ſtaid him, that there it was.

In thy greateſt diſireſ, and anguiſh, conſider

that fulingſ ofGºes Riches, thoſe

- * : 2. Treaſures
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Treaſures of ſtrength, might and help, that,

are laid up in him, for our ſup

Iſº, port, job.1. 16. Col.1.19. Let

30,31... them come into, and abide in

thy mind. Conſider that he is exalted and made

a Prince and a Saviour to give repentance un

to Iſrael, Aét.5.3.1, and if to give Repentance,

to give Mortification, without which the o

ther is not,hor can be,Chriſt tels us that we ob

tain purging Grace byº in him, joh.15.

3. To adt faith upon the fulneſs that is in

Chriſt for our ſupply, is an eminent way of

abiding in Chriſt, for both our inſition and

aboadeis by Faith, Rom. I 1.19, 20. Let then

thy ſoul by faith be exerciſed with ſuch

thoughts and apprehenſions as theſe. I am a

poor weak Creature; unſtable as water, I can

not excel. This corruption is to hard for me,

and is at the very door of ruining my ſoul:

and what to do I know not: My ſoul is be

come as parched ground and an habitation of

Dragons; I have made promiſes and broken

them; vowes and,engagemens have been as a

thingof nought; many perſwaſſows have I had;

that I had got the vićtory and ſhould be deli.

wered, but I am deceived ; ſo that I plainly .

fee, that without ſome eminent ſuccour and

aſſiſtance, I am loſt, and ſhall be prevailedon,

** **, utter relinquiſhment of God; but yet

thcugh this be my ſtate and Condition, Yet

-- " " - - let
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-
ſtrength. Even the youths

fhall walk and not faint

let the hands that hang down be * -- - -

liſted up, and the fºllºkºtº be ...;
ãrengthmed, behold the Lord **

Chriſt that hath all fallneſs of Grace in his

heart, all fullneſs ofſº.in his hand; He is

able to ſlay all theſe his enemies. There is

ſufficient proviſion in him for my reliefandaf.

ſiſtance : He can take my drooping dying
ſoul, and make me more than a . . " " ".

Conquerer. Why ſayſ: thou Rom. 8.33.

O my ſoul my way is hid from . . . . . . .

the Lord and my judgment is paſſed over from .

my God f Haft thou not known, haft than not

heard that the everlaſting God, the Lord, the

Creator of the ends the of the earth faintetl, .

not, neither is weary; there is no ſearching of

bis underſtanding; he givethpower to the faint,

and to them that have no might he encreaſeth

%. faint and be
weary, and the young men ſhall utterly fail;

but they that wait upon the Lord ſhall renew.

their ſtrength, they ſhall mount up with wings:

as Eagles, they ſhall run and not be weary, they

- - Iſa. 40.49, $:c., #.
can make the dry pºrched ground of my ſoul .

to become a poole, and my thirſty, barren

hºrt as ſprings of water : yea he can make

this habitation of Dragons, this hear; ſo futi.

of abominable luſts, and fieryº º

to be a place for Graſ, and fruit to himſelf.

º (M-3: * * - - - - - ". ''Iſa,
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Iſa. 35. So God ſtayed Paul under his

Temptation, with the Conſideration of the

ſuffiency of his Grace : My Grace tº ſuffici-,
ent'§ thee, 2Cº. Though he were

not i }.
re

;tobº made partaker of it

astobe freed from his Temptatiºns yet the ſuf

jº.§**:
poſe, was enough to ſtay, his Spirit...I ſay

then, by faithbe much in the confideration of- - - -

(

that ſupply and the fullneſs of it, that is in

Jeſus Chriſt; and how he can at any time

give thºg ſtrength and deliverance. Now if
hereby thou doſt not find ſucceſ; to a conqueſt,

yświtbºardinºhecharriot,that thou-

ſhaft ºffy out of the field until the battel be
ended; Thou wilt be kept from an utter deſ:

pondency, and a lying down under thy unbe:

Íief; or a turning ſide to falſe means and
remedies that in the iſſue will not relieve thee.

The efficacy of this conſideration will be

found only in the practice. . . . . . . . .

2. Kaiſe up thy heart by faith, to an ex

petiation of Relief from Chriſt; Relief in this- --

café from Chriſ is like the Prophet; viſion

Hab, 2.3.It isłºń#tº: ..

§diº;
*ry, yet wait for it, becauſe it will ſurely

$º it will not tarry; though it may ſeem

mewh; longto thée, whileſt thou art under

thy trouble and perplexity, yet it ſhall ſurely
avarrºn
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come in the appointed time of the Lord Jeſus

tº:º Ifjº.º: :

raiſe up thy heart to a ſettled Expediation.o

relief from Jeſus Chriſt; if thine eyes are to

wards him, as the eyes of a ſervant to the

handof hisº 2. when he ex:

pcºts to receive ſomewhat from him, thy

ſoul ſhall be ſatisfied, Iſa. 7.8, hewift *

ly deliver thee; He will ſlay the ſuſt, and thy

latter end ſhall be peace; only look for it, at

His hand expect when and how He will doeit,

Ifyou will not believe, ſurely yeſhall nºt be

eſtabliſhed. . . . . tº:

* Q. But thou wilt ſay, what gºti

to build ſuch an Expediation pºtati
may ex pećt not to bedeceived *~q ) → * ~ *

A. As thou haſ neceſſity to put ifice on

this courſe, joh, 6.68, thou muſt be relieved

and ſaved this way or none; to whom wilt

thougoe?, ſo there are in the Lord isſuinnu

metable thing to ºncourage and châgéthée

to this Expediation.... . . . º.º.

For theneceſſity of# iñave in part iſco
wered it before, whenſ manifeſted that this is

the work of Faith, and of Believers only.

Without me (ſays Chriſt) you can doe nothing,

job, 15. 15, ſpeaking with eſpecial relation

to the purgingof the heart from ſin, perſ. 2.

Mortification of any ſin, muſt be by .#

-*

**

of Grace. Of ouf ſelves we cannot
* M 4. it,
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it. Now it hath pleaſed the Father that in

Chriſt allfullneſs ſhould dwell, Col. i. 19.that of

his fulneſs we might receive Grace for Grace,

joh:1:16.He is the head,trom whence the new

man muſt have influences of life and ſtrength,

brit wiſſdecay every day. If weare ſtrength.
ned;...º.º. is

by Chriſts dwelling in our hearts by faith

Eph.3.1;work is not to be don:
t’

without the Spirit, I have alſo ſhewed before.

when theºth spiriºn,
whom do we look for him? Who hath pro

.him to us, having procured him for us?
Ought nºt all our expeſtations to this pur

*to'be"on'Chriſt alone? Let this then

be#. upon thy heart, that if thou haſt

not relief from him, thou ſhalt never have

any : All wayes, endeavours, contendings,

that are not animated by this expºration of

releif from Chriſt and him only, are to no

purpoſe, will do thee no Good: }; if they

are any thing but ſupportments of thy heart

in this expectation, of means appointed by

himſelf, for the receiving help from him,
they are in vain. ."

Row farther to engage theeto this Exped.‘ation : … - : º **i." - * !. t - - ---

Tº conſider his mercifulºſ, tenderneſ,
and kindneſſ, aS he is our great . Prieff,

at the right hand of God, "Aſſuredly he fit,
fief

|

(
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ties thee in thy diſtreſſe; faith. He, as one

Whom his Mother comforteth ſo will I com

fort you, Iſaiah 66. 15. He hath the tender

neſe of a Mother to a ſucking Child, Heb.

2. 17, 18. Wherefore in all things it behoved

him to be made like unto his brethren, that he

wight be a merciful and faithful high Prieft:

in things pertaining to God, to make reconcilia

tion for the ſinnes of the People,for in that him

ſelf hath ſuffered being tempted, he is able toſuc

cour them that are tempted. How is the abili.

ty of Chriſt upon the account of his ſufferin

propoſed to us? in that he himſelf hath ſºft.

fered being tempted, he is able. Did the ſuf

ferings and Temptations of Chriſt adde td his

ability and power £ not doubtleſs conſide

red abſolutely and in its ſelf. But the Ability,

here mentioned, is ſuch as hath readineffe,

proneneſſe, willingneſs, to put its ſelf forth

accompanying of it; it is an Ability of will

againſt all diſſwaſions; He is able having

}}...tº being tempted, to break through

all diſwaſſons to the contrary, to relieve poor

tempted ſouls: JWatai gonſ out. He is able

to help.It is a metonymy of the Effeót. For he

can now be moved to help having been ſo

tempted.So c.4.15, 16. For we have not an high

Prieſt which cannot be touched with the feeling

of our infirmities, but was in all poºls tºpced

like as we are yet without ſin. Leº is ºne ſore
- ſºvº:
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came boldly to the Throne of Grace, that we,

may obtain Mercy, and find Grace to help in

time of need. The Exhortation of verſ. 16. is

the ſame that I am upon, namely, that we

would entertain Expeditations of Relief from

Chriſt, which the Apoſtle there calls ºftew ite

#axgley goßear, Grace for ſeaſonable help ; if

ever (ſayes the Soul) help were ſeaſºnable, it .

would be ſo to me in my preſent Condition.

This is that which I long for, Grace for ſeaſon

able help. I am ready to dye, to periſh, to be

loſt forever; Iniquity will prevail againſt me,

if help come notin; ſayes the Apoſtle, Expedit

this. Help, this Relief, this Grace from Chriſt; ,

yea,but on what account? that he layes down

v: 15. and we may obſerve, that the word

v. 16. which we have tranſlated to obtain, is,

Adºpter, ira Aºgaº assº, that we may receive

it, ſuitable and ſeaſonable help will come in...]

fhall freely ſay this one thing of eſtabliſhing the

Soul by Faith in expectation of Relief from

* . . . ." Jeſus Chriſt, on the account of his

* Mercifulneſs as our High-prieſ:

will be more available to the ruine of thy Luſt

and Diſtemper, and have a better and ſpeedier

iſſue than all the rigideſ. Means of ſelf-macera

tion, that ever any of the ſons of men engaged

themſelves into. Yea let me adde, that never

Iſa.s3.1,2,3. any Soul did or ſhall periſh by the

** 3.13. power of any luff,ſin or corruption,
s who
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who could raiſe his ſoul by Faith to an expedia

tion of relief from Jeſus Chriſt.

2. Confider his Faithfulneſs who hath

promiſed, which may raiſe thee up, and con

firm thee in this waiting in an Expediation:

of Relief. He hath promiſed to relieve in

ſuch Caſes; and he will fulfill his word to the

utmoſt. God tells us that his Covenant with

us is like the Qrdinances of Heaven, the Sun,

AMoon and Stars, which have their certain

Courſes, jerem, 31.36. Thence David ſaid,

that he jºi. Refief from God, as one

watcheth'for the Morning, a thing that will

certainly come in its appointed ſeaſon; ſo

will be thy Relief from Chriſt. It will come

in its ſeaſon, as the dew and rain upon the

parched Ground; for Faithfull is he who hath

promiſed. Particular Promiſes to this purpoſe

are innumerable; with ſome of them (that ſeem

[. to ſuit to his Condition) let the Soul,

e alwayes furniſhed. . . . . . . . . .

Now there are two eminent Advantages

which aſwayes attend this Expediation of ſuc

cour from Jeſus Chriſt. . . .

1. It engages him to a full and ſpeedy

Aſſiſtance; nothing, doth more engage the

Heart of a man to be uſefull and helpful to

another, than his Expediation of help'from

him, if juſtly raiſed and tountenanced by him

who is to give the Relief. Our Lord**
º at
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hath raiſed our Hearts by his kindneſs, Care.

and Promiſes, to this Expectation; Certainly

our riſing up unto it, muſt needs be a great

Engagement upon him to aſſiſt us according

ly. This the Pſalmiſt gives us as an ap

proved Maxim, Thou Lord never forſakºff

them that put their truſt in thee. When the

Heart is once won to reſt in God, to repoſe."

himſelf on him, He will aſſuredly ſatisfie it. .

He will never be as water that fails, nor hath

he ſaid at any time to the ſeed of jacob, Seek.

ye my face in vain. If Chriſt be choſen for ,

the Foundation of our Supply, he will not

fail us. *

22. It engages the Heart to attend diligent

ly to all wayes and Means whereby Chriſt

is wont to communicate himſelf to the Soul,

and, ſo takes in the real Aſſiſtance of all Gra.

ces and Ordinances whatever. He that ex

#. any thing from a man, applyes himſelf

the wayes and Means whereby it may be

obtained. Thc Beggar that expects an Almes,

lyes at his door or in his way, from whom

he doth exped it. The way whereby, and the

Means, whereinº communicates him

ſelf is, and are, his Ordinances ordinarily.

He that expeds any thing from him, muſt at

tend upon him therein. It is the expetiation

of Faith that ſets the Heart on work: 'Tis not

ºn idle groundleſs Hope that I ſpeak of. If
- - InOW
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now there be any Vigour, Efficacy and Power

in Prayer or Sacraments to this End of mor

tifying Sin, a man will aſſuredly be intereſt

ed in it all, by this Expediation of Relief

from Chriſt. On this account I reduce all

particular ačtings, by Prayer, Meditation and

the like, to this Head; and ſo ſhall not far

ther inſiſt on them. When they are grounded

on this bottom, and ſpring from this Root,

they are of fingular uſe to this purpoſe; and

not elſe.

Now-on this Direétion for the Mortifica

tion of a prevailing Diſtemper you may have

a thouſand probatum eff’s; Who hath walk

ed with God under this Temptation, and hath

‘not found the uſe and ſucceſs of it? I dare

leave the Soul under it, without adding any

more. Only ſome particulars relating there

unto may be mentioned.

(1) Aét Faith peculiarly upon the Death,

Blood and Croſs of Chriſt; that is, on Chriſt

as crucified and ſlain. Aſortification of Sin

is peculiarly from the Death of Chriſt. It

is one peculiar, yeaeminent End of the Death

of Chriſt, which ſhall aſſuredly be accom

pliſhed by it. He died to deſtroy the works

of the Devil; whatever came upon our Na

tures by his firſt Temptation, whatever re

ceives, ſtrength in our Perſons by his daily

ſuggeſtions, Chriſt died to deſtroy it all. He

gave
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*

gave himſelf for u, that he might redeem us

jrom all iniquity, and purific unto himſelf, a

peculiar people, zealous of good works, Tit.

2. 14. This was his Aym and Intendment

(wherein he will not fail) in his giving him

ſelf for us. That we might be ſreed from the

Power of our Sins, and purified from all our

defiling Luſts, was his Deſign. He gave

himſelf for the Church, that he might ſanitifie

and cleanſe it, that he might preſent it to him

felf a glorious Church, not having ſpot or wrinkle,

or any ſuch thing, but that it ſhould he holy and

without blemiſh, Eph. 5.25,26, 27. And this

by virtue of his death, in various and ſeve

ral degrees ſhall be accompliſhed. Hence our

waſhing, purging and cleanſing is every where

aſcribed to his Blood, I joh, 1.7. Heb. 1.3.

Revelat. I. 5. That being ſprinkled on us,

Purget our Conſciences from dead works to

ſerve the living God, Heb. 9. 14. This is that

we aim at, this we are in purſuit of; that our

Conſciences may be purged from dead works;

that they may be rooted out, deſtroyed,

and have place in us no more. This ſhall

certainly be brought about by the Death of

Chriſt: There will virtue go out from thence

to this purpoſe. Indeed, all Supplies of

communi, the Spirit, all Communications

with chrift, of Grace and Power, are from

chap.7,8 hence, as I have elſewherehº
- - Thus,
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Thus the Apoſtle ſtates it; Rom, 6., verſ;z,

is the Caſe propoſed that we have in hand;

How ſhall we that are dead unto ſin live

longer therein f Dead to Sin by Profeſſion;

dead to Sin by Obligation to be ſo; dead to

Sin by a Participation of Virtue and Power

for the Killing of it; dead to Sin by Union

and Intereſt in Chriſt, in and by whom it is

killed: How ſhall we live therein”. This he

reſſes by ſundry Confiderations, all taken

rom the Death of Chriſt, in the enſuing

Verſes. This muſt not be, verſ. 3. Know you

not that ſo many of u as were baptized into

jeſus Chriſt were baptized into his Death f

We have in Baptiſme an Evidence of our

Implantation into Chriſt; we are baptized

into him; But what of him are we baptized

into an Intereſt in 2 His Death, faith he -

if indeed we are baptized into Chriſt, and

beyond Outward Profeſſion, we are baptized

into his Death. The Explication of this, of

our being baptized into the Death of Chriſt,

the Apoſtle gives us, verſ. 4, 5. Therefore

we are buried with him by Baptiſme into Death,

that like as Chriſt was raiſed up from the dead

by the Glory of the Father, even ſo we alſo

Jhould walk in Newneſs of life; Knowing this,

that our Oldman is crucified with him, that the

body of ſin might be deſtroyed, that henceforth

w Jhould not ſerve ſim. This is (ſaith he J
:* Our
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our being baptized into the Death of chrift,

namely, our Conformity thereunto. To be

deadunto Sin, to have our corruptions morti

fied, as he was put to death for Sin; ſo that

ashe was raiſed up to Glory, wenay be raiſed

up to Grace and Newneſs of Life.

He tells us whence it is that we have this

Baptiſme into the Death of Chriſt, verſ. 6,

and this is from the Death of Chriſt it ſelf:

Our old Man is crucified with him, that the

Body of Sin might be deſtroyed: ovesavedºn,

is crucified with him; not in reſpelt ofTime,

but of Cauſality; we are crucified with him,

meritoriouſly in that he procured the Spirit

forus, to mortifie Sin; efficiently, in that from

his Death virtue comes forth for our srucify

ing; in the way of a Repreſentation and Ex

emplar, we ſhall aſſuredly be crucified unto

Sin, as he was for our Sin. This is that the

Apoſtle intends. Chriſt by his Death deſtroy.

ing the works of the Bevil, procuring the Spi

rit for us, hath ſo killed Sin as to its Reign

in Believers, that it ſhall not obtain its End

and Dominion. -

(2) Then act Faith on the Death of Chriſt,

Phil. 2.1 and that under theſe two Notions:

3. * 1. In expediation of Power.
1 pe.3.18. 2. In endeavours for Conformity.

* * . For the Firſt, the Direétion given

in general may ſuffice.

-> As
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As to the latter, that of the Apoſtle may

give us ſome Light into our Direáion, Gal.

3.1. Let Faith look on Chriſt in the Goſpel

as he is ſet forth dying and cru- ...

cified forus: Look on him under :::::::::*_-_ __ _ _ " - . - 'et. i. 16.

the weight of our Sinº, praying, I pºſſ.

bleeding, dying: bring him in that col. 1.3, " .

Condition into thy heart by Faith: - * ~ * >

apply his blood ſo ſhed to thy Corruptions:

do this daily. I might draw out this Con

ſideration to a great length, in ſundry particu
w

lars, but I muſt cometoa cloſe. * * *

I have onely then to adde, the Heads of

the work of the Spirit in this buſineſs of

Mortification, which is ſo peculiarly aſcribed

to him. . . . - : ...: . . . .

In one word: ‘This whole work which I

have deſcribed as our Duty, is effected, car

ried on, and accompliſhed by the Power of

the Spirit, in all the parts, and degrees of

it: As, " * : * -- a

1. He alone clearly and fully convinces the

Heart of the evil and guilt and danger of the

Corruption, Luſt, or Sin to be Mortified.

Without this Convićtion (or whileſt it is

faint, that the Heart can wreſtle with it, or

digeſt it, there will be no through-work made.

An unbelieving Heart (as in part we have all

-

ſuch) will ſhift with any Conſideration, un-:

till it be over-powred by clear and evident
- N Con
*
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convićions: Now this is the proper work of

the Spirit: He convinces of Sin, Joh.:16.8.

He alone can do it; If mens rational Confide

rations, with the preaching of the letter, were

abfesto convince them of Sin, we ſhould (it

may be) ſee more Conviitions than we doe.

There comes by the preaching of the Word

an Apprehenſion upon the underſtandings of

men, that they are Sinners, that ſuch and

ſuch things are Sins; that themſelves are

guilty of them; But this light is not power

full, nor doth it lay hold on the prattical Prin

ciples of the Soul, ſo as to conform the Mind.

and Will unto them, to produce Effects ſuit

able to ſuch an Apprehenſion. And therefore

it is, that wiſe and knowing men, deſtitute.

of the Spirit, do not think thoſe things to be

Sins at all wherein the chief Movings and

Áćtings of Luft do conſiſt. It is the Spirit

alone that can do, that doth this work to the

purpoſe. And this is the firſt thing that the

Spirit doth in order to the Mortification of

any Luſt whatever; It convinces the Soul of

all the evil of it, cuts off all its pleas, diſco

versall its deceits, ſtops all its Evaſions, an

ſwers its Pretences, makes the Soul own its

Abomination, and lye down under the ſenſe

9fit, unleſs this be done, all that followes

is in vain. . . . . . . . .

2. The Spirit alone reveals untous the
J - Fulneſs
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Fulneſs of Chriſt for our Relief, which is

the Conſideration that ſtayes the Heart from

falſe Wayes, and from deſpairing Deſponden

cy, I Cºr. 2.8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. The Spirit alone eſtabliſhes the Heart

in expectation of Relief from Chriſt; which

is the great ſovereign Means of Mortification,

as hath been diſcovered, 2 Cor. 1. 21.

4. The Spirit alone brings the Croſs of

Chriſt into our Hearts, with its Sin-killing

Power; for by the Spirit are webaptized into

the Death of Chriſt.

5. The Spirit is the Author and Finiſh

er of our Sanétification; gives new Sup

plies and Influences of Grace for Holineſs

and Sanétification, when the contrary Prin

ciple is weakened and abated, Epheſ. 3. 16,

17, 18.

6. In all the Souls Addreſſes to God in

this Condition, it hath Säpportment from the

Spirit. Whence is the power, life and vi

gour of Prayer P Whence its Efficacy to pre

vail with God? Is it not from the Spirit 2

He is the Spirit of ſupplication promiſed to

them who look on him whom they have

pierced, Zech. 12. Ie.-enabling them to pray

with ſighs and groans that cannot be uttered,

Rom. 8, 16. This is confeſſed to be the great

Azedium or way of Faiths prevailing with

God. Thus Paul dealt with his Temptation,

N 2 what
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whatever, it were; I beſought God that it

might depart from me, 2 Cor. 12. 8. What

is the work of the Spirit in Prayer, whence,

and how it gives us in aſſiſtance, and makes

us to prevail, what we are to doe that we

may enjoy his Help for that purpoſe, is not

my preſent Intendment to demonſtrate.
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